WHERE ARE YOU?
Keep your airfield recognition up to scratch by giving a name
to this airfield somewhere in Britain. If you don't know it
or guess it straight off, here are- some clues to help you.
The main runway heading is:
The name of
06/24.
the Airport
Manager is:
The "eioht 01 the airfield is:
Squadron278 feet AMSL.
Leader
C. J. Batho.
Add the lifeblood of any airport1------------1
AVTUR. AVGAS 80
and AVGAS 100/130.
The n;lme of
The approach and tower frethe Fuel
quencies are: 122-7 and 122 Mc/s.
Supervisor
Is:
Taxis available on request. Bus
Mr. G. Price.
service passes main entrance.

Limited customs facilities
availabJe subject to
special conditions.
A place to stay is the
Hotel Leaftic.

GOT IT YET?
Here's another clue.
Lady flyers
go diving bareback.
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THE FREEDOM OF BRIT1SH GLIDING
By PHILJP WILLS
other~

HE question .above all
which
T
our friends from ether countries
always ask us is: how have you retained
your relative freedom from official control, which in nearly all other countries
is the major difficulty preventing thl:
development of our sport?
In spite of the fact that Britain is a
small, highly populated coulltry, which
is popularly (if erroneously) believed to
have a fairly dense air traffic, the British
gliding movement is left almost entirely
to control itself, with the minimum
official intervention.
Firstly, let me list the main freedoms
we have:
I. AIRCRAFT
(a) No registration
(b) NB compulsory Certificates of
Airworth iness
(c) No compulsory licences for maintenam:e engineers
2. PILOTs
(a) No state licences
(b) No state in tructors' qualifications
or certificates
(c) No state medical examinations
3. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
(a) E~c1usion only from tW9 Traffic
Control zones. London and Manchester; and half a dozen Speeial
Rules Areas round specific busy airfields.
(b) Cloud-flying permitted except in
Airways and Controlled Zones and
Areas.
(c) Flying permitted in clear air in
Airways and Control Areas.
This state of affairs uroduces amazement and incredulity In nearly every
fO!'eign country. 'Yet in any rational
world. the same freedorns could be
granted tomorrDW, given the same background, for the ,eomplete proof of its
wisdom is this:~ The British gliding
movement has (/ safety record at least
as high as any othe~ coun~ry, anq probably higher. And It achieves thIS by
imoosing its own self-discipline, without
the cost, delay and friction of slate
control.
How has this come about?

The Stractur,e of The British Gliding
AssocilltioD
The older I become the mor,e I am
convinced that most of the troubles and
inefficiencies of Homo sapiens are roote,d
in faulty and out-of-date political or
administrative structures. On the macroscopic scale, good and decent men and
women are born within obsolete national
boundaries, and in spite of themselves
find tbey are fighting and killing each
other in wars.
Coming down with a rush to <Cllr
somewb,at smaller unit, the British gliding movement, through a mixture of
luck and wisdom of its rounders, at an'
early and vital stage of it5 development
was given a structure which has attracted
a continual flow of ,competent and responsible enthusiasts, prepared to give
to its service a large proportion of their
spare time. They come because the
B.G .A. has a structure within which they
get things done. and they can see the
results of their work. This is the major
satisfaction for the creative mind. Three
absolutely vital fDundation stones were
laid at the beginning.
Firstly, on the creation of the British
Gliding Association in 1929, the Royal
Aero Club delegated full powers for all
gliding matters to it, retaining only its
inescapable function as the National
body representing Britain in the main
committee of the Federation Aeronautjque Internationale.
Secondly, after some distressing post·
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birth pangs in 1934, the control of the
RG.A. was placed firmly in the hands
of the British gliding clubs (not individuals), wl'lo appoint annually tbe
majority of Council representatives.
Thirdly, it has been firmly maintained
that a Council member, ,once appointed,
must regard himself as, in the final
resort, responsible to the gliding movement as a whole, ,and not to his own
individual club.
The consequences flowing from these
premises have been of fundamental importance. From the first one. there has
never been any serious differences
between our parent Aero Club and ourselves, over our entire historY. Each
party has had confidence in the com~e
tence of the -other in their respectIve
fields. In many countries. alas, this has
not been the case, through no fault of
the individuals concerned, but simply
because of the fault in their basic structure.
The second premise ensures that at
all times the RG.A. is controlled by
people who know what they are talking
about, and who are in line with the basic
philosophy of the movement.
The third ensures that we get on our
Council the best possible people - for
an intelligent man or woman must be
free to decide for himself er herself how
:to vote after hearing the pros and cons
of an argument, and will not be prepared to come to a meeting with hands
tied by a decision of a club made before
these have been heard.
Once it is ensured that the central
body is in responsible and competent
hands, time solves most major problems,
and today we have the complete confidence and respect of all Ministerial and
other bOdies with whom we have dealings. U we have a case to put up, to,
say, the Ministry of Aviation or the
Air Registration Board, they start with
the assumotion that it is a sensible one.
U. after discussion, a regulation is imposed. they know we will see that it is
obeyed, for we have built up a high
stan'dard of Self-discipline. They know
also that, to maintain this mutual respect.
any r~triction must be 1'10t only necessary, but be seen to be necessary. A
m:lSS of apparently unnecessary redta pe restrictions inevitably results in contcmpt of not only the bad, but also the
163

good regulations. Thus to.o many restrictions increase the dangers of fl.ying.
by reducing the self-discipline ,of those
indulging in it.

The Philosophy of British Gliding
And so we come to the basic philosophy whic.h we h;we beel'1 able to
penuade aur Government to adopt in
respect to the sport of gliding. His this:
anyone is free. in the air as on the'
ground or in the water, to accepr for
himself any hazards he may wish. so
long as he does not endanger anyone
else.
As soon as one looks at this, it is
so blindingly obvious that it is incredible
that it is not universally ado.{'ted. In all
nations, anyone can go ski-JOg, mountaineering. or underwater swimming,
without the intervention of patefflalistic
Ministries. Yet in most countries, as soon
as anything to do with flying crops uP'.
this principle is abandoned. But its
application means that Govemment controt is strictly confined to regulations
necessary for the safety of third parties.
That this philosophy works is shown
by our record: people who glide are
not such fools as to wish to take unnecessary risks with their lives, and can
be relied on to take the necessary safety
precautions,. And if these are selfimposed, they will be more closely and
universally observed.
h~ Britain, anyone is free to d~ign
and build a glider ,in his own back-yard.
fiy it from his own field, and break his
own neck. It has happened, to my knowledge, once in th~ thirty-five years of our
movement. Such a glider or pilot, bowever, would not be permitted to fly oncertificated from a RG.A. club. where
other people might be endangered, and
the B.G.A. makes available highly competent technical ad.vice and assistance to,
enable any slich enthusiast to produce
'an aircraft capable of obtaining a Permit to Fly or Certificate of Airworthiness
Safety
'safety in the main relies on selfdiscipline. The air is too big for it to
be possible for policemen to watch an
aircraft all the time. Self-discipline
requires a respect for laws ,and regulations, which in turn relies on confidence

PEAK SAILPLANES
AVAILABLE FOR HIGH-CLASS WORK
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES.
Write for estimates for C. of A's,
REPAIRS OR TRAiLERS

CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH.
DERBYSHIRE.
Tel. 2432
and friendship between pilots and the
authorities. This again requires good
channels of communication.
A notable, and, so far as I know, a
unique body which ensures this in the
potentially disputatious fieln of Air
Traffic Control is C.A_C.A.C. - The
Civil Aircraft Control Advisory Council.
Membership of this includes on the one
hand the Ministerial A.T.e. officials,
and on the other representatives of each
civil user of the air; Air Corporations,
commercial, sporting and club flying and
gliding. Within this body all conllicting
interests are discussed and the necessary
compromises reached, after each party
has been brought to realise the problems
of the others.
Working with this body, the B.G.A.
has been able to obtain official recogni·
tion of a new and revolutionary concept
of Air Traffic Control: thM the degree
of control should be kept as far as possible in line with the density of traffic
in each particular volume of air; this
means the more traffic, the stricter the
control; no traffic, no control.
Once again, as soon as one reads it.
it seems incomprehensible that this
should not be the universal philosophy,
but indeed it is not: in some parts of
the world cloud-flying is officially banned
even in regions which do not see an
aircraft in months. Of course the result
is that no one obeys the restriction, and
consequently the law as a whole falls
into disrepute.
In previous issues of SAILPLANE AND
GLIDING a number of papers written by
Captain Goodhart and myself have been
published outlinipg this philosophy and
the basis of the calculations of collision
risks between gliders and powered air·

craft. Captain Goodhart's methods and
figures have now beenofficiaIIy checked,
and I have permission to publish the
following paper presented at the March
meeting of C.A.C.A.C. In how many
countries would the responsible official~
accept from a sporting body so
appare:1tly revolutionary a concept, and
officially acknowledge its source?

•

•

•

Glitler Cross'nl: of Airways
COllision Risk
. I. Arising from previous discl!ssions
In C.A.C.A.C. on a statistical study of
collision risk, a specific point emerged
regarding the risk figure involving
gliders, principally in airways. A separate
study was therefore undertaken on this
based on a method of estimating proposed by Captain Goodhart of the
B.G.A.
2. Captain Goodhart provided estimates of the density and height distribution of cross-country gliders and
figures for the relevant airways traffic
were obtained by the Ministry.
3. In order to give II realistic picture
of the airspace most concerned with the
problem, the study was limited to the
overland area south of 53"N. Allowance was made for correlation of
seasonal, weekly and daily variations of
traffic densities. No allowance was made
for the possibility of collision avoidance
by visual observation nor for the fact
that gfiders penetrate the airways in
VMC only.
4. The result of the study gives the
estimated risk of collision in airways
involving gliders to be I in 250 years.
5. In considering the implications of
this report the Ministry take the view
that there is no reason to alter the
present system whereby gliders can cross
airways in VMC.

•

*

•

I have only spa.ce to record one' further
similar example of this unique relationship. After the war, the B.G.A. Technical Committee undertook to produce
up-to-date Airworthiness Requirements
for Gliders. When these were finish-ed,
they were submitted to the Air Registration Board, who approved them almost
as they stood, and not only issued them
officially, but .acknowledged their source.
The printed foreword in Section E,
British Airworthiness Requirements for
18~

Gliders, reads as follows:
'Acknowledgment

The, Air Registration Board has pleasure m acknowledging its indebtedness
to the British Gliding Association for
the closely co-ordinated effort which
mad~ possible the publication of this
&cUon E of the British Civil Airworthiness Requirements.
The Association undertook the main
work of preparation of the amendments
which are included in this second i~ue
of Section E through its Design Requirements Sub-Committee which represented
the various interests which glider requirements might affecL

O.r Freedoms
Let me now briefly discuss the list of
individual freedoms I outlined at the
beginning of this article.
1(a). No AIRCRAFT REGlSTRATION.-The
first thing that strikes the eye of a
foreign visitor to a British gliding meet·
ing is the lack of registration letters or
numQers painted all oVer our aircraft.
Some have larBe numbers on their rud·
ders, for competition purposes, but that
is all, apart from a small B.G.A. C. of
A. number on the rear of the fuselage.
What is the pUf!'lose of National
registration? Presumably to ensure that
an aircraft can, when necessary, be
recognized in the air or on the ground.
But in the air, the amount of crosscountry fiying is so small that there is
never any difficulty in tracing a particular aircraft in the ver)' small number
of instances it has been necessary to do
so, and on the ground - well, no one
can land a glider in a field and steal
away unnoticed! Until there are thousands', instead of dOlens, of gliders fiying cross-eountry, national registration
numbers are unnecessary red-tape, which
is. as I have pointed out above, undesirable from safety considerations.
, l(b). No COMPULSORY C's OF A.-No
C. of A. is necessary if you are on your
own. The B.G.A. requires that 'all aircraft fiying from the sites of affiliated
clubs should possess either B.G.A. or
A.R.B. C's. of A., or Permits to Fly or
similar documents.
The A.lt.B. C. of A_ is only essential
if gliders are exported to most foreign
countries., though some acce'pt RG.A.
Certificates.
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1(c;). Tiel!; B.G.A. LAYS DOWN STANDARDS FOR GROUND ENGINEERS AND INSPECTORS.-No one is fool enough nOI
to ,employ them where necessary.
AffilIated Clubs, of course, have to,
2(a). PILOTS' LICENSEs.-The RG.A.
lays down the standards of A Band
C Certificates, and conforms ~ith the
International requirements for the Silver
Gold and Diamond badges,
'
2(b). INSTRUCTORS' QUALIFICATlONS.The B.G.A. also handles these in the
s.ame way.
2(c). PILOTS' MEDICAL STANDARDSThis is a matter of much frUs.lrati~n,
expense and delay in many countries'
indeed, in some, the procedure for ob:
taining the official medical certificate is
so cumbrous as virtually to exclude
would-be foreign visitors from taking
courses at all. Yet no one will deny
that an unfit driver of a motor car is a
vastly greater public <Ianger than an
unfit glider pilot. So why require a
greater degree of official medical control?
Over the last thirty-five years. experi·
ence ha'S 'shown that no accidents from
medical reasons have occurred which

A NEW AUDIO FOR THE
'COOK' VARIOMETER
The 'Pumen' Audio fits various
makes too.
Excellent performance
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"Burton" Total Energy Units
"Coslm" Best Speed Scale Holders
"Coaim" Nose Pilots
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(obb-Slater Inst. (0. Ltd.
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would have been prevented by offic·ial
medical
examinations. The B.G.A.
requires a simple individual certificate
to be signed by anyone before he may
carry a passenger. It involves the minimum of time and expense, and has
proved to. be fully adequate.
3. Ala TRAFFIC Co!'ITROL.-I have outlined above the way in which we have
retained so far our relative freedom in
the air. We want to be excluded from
areas where we would be a danger to
ourselves and to others, and willingly
a~cept the necessary restrictions. On the
other hand, we insist to the limit of our
powers that we should be permitted to
fly where the. hazard is negligible.
Having agreed a method by which the

risk can be rationally calculated, the
stage is set for the continued development of British gliding over the years
to come.
I outlined at the beginning of this
article the foundations on which the
B.G.A. is built, and append below the
structure which has grown on these
foundations. That we can find a continued flow of competent and responsible enthusiasts to man it in their spare
time, and for the love of the game, is
sufficient evidence of its soundness.
A pamphlet is available from the
RG.A. giving in full the Terms of
Reference of each Committee and the
RG.A. Operational Regulations.
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FLIGHT SAFETY
CINESYMPOSIUM
HE General Aviation Safety ComT
mittee are holding a 2t-hour flight
safety "einesymposium" in the Stafford
Cripps. building at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield. near Bedford. on
Friday, 21st May, 1965, commencing at
2 p.m. A repeat performance will be
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held at the same time and place on the
following day, Saturday, 22nd May.
There will be no charge for admission,
and anyone interested in flight safety
in General Aviation is invited to attend.
Visiting pilots must obtain prior permission to land. o,n Friday from Air
Traffic Control (CranfieId 321, Ex!. 308),
and on Saturday from the C.F.I. (Cranfield 481, or Cranfield 321, Ex!. 304).
Landing fee 9s, per 1.000 a.u.wo
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SAGITTA

* Very Strong

* Very Quiet
* Dependable
* Elegant

Never exceed airspeed 168 m.p.h. (270 km./h.)
(vertical gust 33 fC/sec.)
Max. rough air ~ed
124 m.p.h. (200 km./h.)
(vertical gust 44 ft./sec.)
Winch towing
73 m.p.h. (177 km. I h.)
Aero-towing
100 m.p.h. (160 km./h.)
Best LID speed
53 m.p.h. (85 km./h.)
Best min. sink speed
47 m.p.h. (76 km./h.)
Stalling speed
40 m.p.h. (65 km./h.)
Max. all up weight
705 lb. (320 kg.)
Ultimate load factor
+ 8.42 g and -5.41 g

N. V. VLlEGTUIGBOUW
de Zanden 13
TEUGE (The Nether'land's).
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Telephone

05763~200

FINAL GLIDES
By MIKE BIRD

Courtesy London Gliding Club Gazette
Calculators and AD That
F you are any good at sums you can
. pretty soon prove to yourself, by
sums, that most of sums you are doing
are a waste of time. Doing sums in gliding is mainly useful as a mental exercise; the direct practical value of inflight calculations is tiny, mainly because they are usually wrong. We are
left with a 'sma11 residue of arithmetic
that is worth doing - and- that can all
be done on the ground.
I wonder how many purchasers of
the famous ~ calculator can honestly
lay their hands on their bearts and say
that tbey have flown even one final
glide exactly by the calculator? When
it comes to the crunch, if you will pardon the expression, to the knees-knocking, dry-mouthed, wet palms moment of
final glide panic, only the most hardened competition pilot can bring himself even to understand, let alone obey,
the circular slide-rule. However, I must
put prejudice aside for a moment and
describe the beast.

I

How the Circular Slide.ruIe Works
When a pilot is near the goal he
wants to know either of two things:
(a) With the height be has, what speed
must he fly to arrive at the goal (with
the requited safety margin)? or
(b) If h.e is to fly at tbe optimum
cruisingoSpeed, what height dces he need
in order to arrive at the goal? This
question generalJy arises in the last
thermal.
In the case of (a) the pilot lines up
height scale "A" with distance scale
"B". He then looks at the appropriate
polar curve for the conditions, say 10
knots headwind. If it is at all possible
to get in, the curve will intersect the
speed-to-fly scale "c" at a particular
figure, say 62 knots.
In th,e case of (b) he may say, "My
best speed-to-f1y (according to the
MacCready ring or tables worked out
from the polar) is 65 knots. With a 10knot headwind and 22 miles to go, how
high should I take ,this thermal?"

The whole object is to carry out the
entire final glide at the cruising speed
which is the optimum for the rate-ofclimb achieved in the last thermal,
leaving only the necessary safety height
at the goal. To put yourself in a position
where you do the final glide much above
or below that speed loses time.
UsualJy what a pilot wilJ do is this:
some considerable distance from the
goal he will do exercise (a) to see if he
can get in. If he can't get in at any
speed, he presses on with normal crosscountry flying. Somewhat later he may
do another check and finds he can get
in at 50 knots. However, if his optimum
speed for the conditions is 65 knots, he
should continue ncrmal speed flying
until he arrives at a thermal. whereupon
he does slide rule exercise (b) and finds
that he needs 4,500 feet to get in. Having left at 4,500 feet, he reverts to
exercise (a). If he runs through a patch
of sink on the final glide, he re-sets the
height and distance scales and reads off
the new (lower) speed needed to reach
the goal. If he runs along a cloud
street and ends up with more height than
is needed, be can again adjust the calculator to read off a higher speed to
fly.
(I should say that a good coward
like myself wilJ start flyillg at 50 knots
or even slower as soon as he gets within
range, on the grounds that you never
know: those cumuli ahead might alJ
suddenly dissolve or turn rancid. Th~y
don't u~ual1y dissolve, however, and
when shortly you get another thermal
which brings you within easy range, you
can then fly iD at the proper speed.)
This all sounds reasonable: what are
the snags about circular slide-rules' It
is partly a ql,lestion of visual presentation; the relationshio between the real
situation in which the oilot finds himself and the highly abstract figures and
curves in front of him is too remote except for experienced competition pilots
who do not get nervous or flustered on
the glide-in. T think the relatively inexperienced pilot needs a simple pictorial
representation of what is going on,
The other and most ghastly drawbllck
of the circular slide-rule is this: it gives
no help in a crisis - when a cross-wind
turns into a headwind or a light headwind strengthens or when large areas of
193

quite mild sink prevail. True. it tells
you that you have not been making
the distance you expected, \)ut it works
on the assumotion that whatever difficulties of win-d or sink you have just
passed through, conditions ahead are
going to be as forecast.
Astan Down in 1962 provided an
example of this. On a cIosed~iFcuit day
many pilots (I am thinking of those who
returDed early, not the ones who
returned later and had no chance) feU
short as a result of a marked strengthen-

ing of the headwind. These early nonand
arrivals were mainly pundits serve them right for using circular sliderules.
What you must hav·e is a way of
seeing, clearly and pictorially, what glide
and this
angle you are achieving should become clear as early as possible
in tbe glide, so that a major correction
can be made to the speed (not gradual
little reductions of 5 knots at a time)
or a new thermal found and used. It
may be no use deciding at 1,500 feet

The map is covered in fab/on so it is not ruined by the tape or
by lines drawlI 011 it. The chart is cut away to allow landmarks
above the track to be seen. No mention 01 aircraft type or weather
conditions is needed: the same basic .chart works equally well
faT ti,e Cadet or Sisu.
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that a new thermal is urgently needed.
You obviously have a much better
chance of getting one if you make that
decision at 3,000 feet.
The illustration (page 194) shows a
typical pictorial final-glide chart which
can be prepared shortly before take-off.
It is simply a piece of graph paper
stuck on to a map along the final glide
line. The height scale is 1,000 feet to
an inch; it starts at 500 feet,the safety
margin. No distance scale is realiy
needed. Vertical lines are drawn up
from the main landmarks.
When you arrive at the first landmark,
Bassingbourn, you are not on finah.
You are just pushing along flying either
by a MacCready ring or by a rule-ofthumb estimate of best-speed-to-fly, say
60 knots. As you pass over - or level
with - Bassingbourn at 4,200 feet, just
mark a pencilled cross at that height on
the chart. Press on. When vou oass the
next landmark or when you' stop to take
a climb, make another cross at the correct height. In the illustration we pass
over Steeple Morden and then take a
thermal at Baldock. (Of course the thermals don't necessarily situate themselves
conveniently at major landmarks: you
just have to get used to pinpointing
smaIle.r features.) We now have all the
information we need to make a pretty
reasonable final glide_ As you can see,
the performance of the glider at 60
knots in the prevailing conditions of
wind and sink is summed up by the
line through the first cross and the last.
Now just draw a line out from the
goal wh~ch is reasonably parallel with
the Achieved Glide Angle. That is the
line down which you can f1v. If thermals are going to 5.000 feet', you will
be able to get in from Baldock.
All the way down the Projected Final
Glide line you still check whether you
are above or below. If you get noticeablv below for any reason whatever, I
think it is best to slow right down to
max. range speed until you- hit the line
again. In a Skylark 3 the glide angle
at 40-45 knots is 50% better than at
60-·65 knots, so that slowing down as
soon as trouble shows on the chart
should prevent disaster. This is not the
theoretically best way to do it, but the
difference is a matter of seconds, a small
price lo pay for having a much clearer

picture of what is happening.
This basic method uses no polar curves
or weather forecasts; since both are
pretty unreliable, I think this is a good
thing.

Some Refinements
However, you can refine the system
quite a bit to take some account of per·
formance estimates and forecast wind
conditions. Using 'The Soaring Pilot"
or Derek Piggott's book, you can learn
how to calculate glide angles for different wind conditions for a particular
glider; these angles can then be drawn
radiating out from the goal, representing glides at 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80
knots. (This takes a bit of arithmetic but
most of the sums can be done weeks
before the contest.) If the achieved glide
angle at, say, 60 knots in the period
immediately prior to the last climb is
reasonably parallel to the 6O-knot line
drawn from the goal, then it means you
can rely fairly well on the glider's performance estimate in relation to the
conditions. The advantage of this refinement is that if the last thermal is much
weaker or much stronger than the average for the earlier part of the task, you
can decide to do the final glide at a
lower or higher speed than the 60 knots
cruise which you have been doing previously. Where the glide-line for the new
speed meets the place where you are
on the map indicates the height to
which you should take the last thermal.
If the indications are that you are
going to get in at 70 knots or more
with a fair margin, don't stop for any
more thermals. Just haul back, then
stick forward again as you pass the core.
DON'T CIRCLE.

To sum up: The main object of paying so much attention 10 final glides is
not just that one can clip a second here
and there. The reasons for doing it as
accurately as you can are that:
(a) It is terrifically exciting. possibly
the most thrilling part of any flight, and
(b) Like the prospect of being hanged
on the morrow"; it concentrates a man's
mind wonderfully. Your navigation,
your attention to rates of climb and
rates of sink, your whole soaring technique is s,harpened oyer the last twe.nty
er thirty miles. Gad. it's the ol1ly time
1 can ever keep the ball in the middle)
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SEA-BREEZE SOARING IN BRITAIN
By JOHN SIMPSON
THE SEA-B~EEZE FRONT HAS PRODUCED A FASCINATING STUDY
TO ENUYEN MY ",DYANCING YEARS AN') THERE IS STILL MUCH
TO FIND OUT ABOUT ITS HAB:TS. ANY NOTES OF FL'GHTS WITH
D:AGRAMS OR PHOTOGRAPHS WILL ALWAYS BE GRATEFULLY
RECE;YED BY ME AT LASHAM.

GLIDERS

AND

THE SEA-BREEZE

FRONT
(1938 - 196+)

th
front: observed n- 9lider
... S~~ on tliW ot rno~ occasions
.u/U(£/~/~ furthest tnlond obserYQtlons
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THE SEA·BREEZE FRONT
first met the sea-breeze as a stripling
flying a Kirby Kite. It caused me to
land downwind (unintentionally) after a
glorious SO-mile dash to tbe coast in the
1937 Competitions. The next indiscretion
I performed in the sea-breeze was to
sink ignorantly and indignantly struggling to the ground in it in Dorset. This
was in a London Club Olympia in the
1955 Nationals.
The sea-breeze, which "frequently
happens in tropical climes", also occurs
in a modestly restrained way around
the coasts of Britain. On sunny, unstable, light-wind days in summer it may
start blowing inland at the coast at
about 11 a.m. and reach a strength of
10 knots by the early afternoon. If the
wind is already blowing from the sea,
then the sea-breeze may produce a
slight increase in the general strength.
In these conditions, soaring will not be
good near the coast (except perhaps for
hill-soaring on cliffs!) as cool moist air
spreads inland.
Even if, however, there was originally
a light wind blowing towards the sea, the
sea breeze may be able to make progress inland against it. The boundary
may be moving at only 5 knots, or may
even remain stationary, while the seabreeze behind it blows at 10 knots. As
the land- and sea-winds are converging
at this boundary, it is clear that air must
be rising in the frontal zone between the
land and sea air.
This sea-breeze front may typically
move inland during the day perhaps
10 miles; even ·as far as 40 miles is
possible if the offshore wind is 'Very
gentle. Knowledge of its behaviour is
therefore very important to the Island
Race.
Philip Wills was the first deliberately
to use the rising air at a sea-breeze front
when he made two pioneering flights
along the coast of Devon and Cornwall
in April, 1938.
On unstable days a sea-breeze front
often forms even against a fresh offshore wind if this is almost parallel to
the coast. The front then appears as
a {at cloud-street roughly parellel to
the coast, only B mile or two distant
from it, either inland or out to se.a. On
the days of Wills's flights the 3,OOO-ft.
wind recorded at mid-day at both Bos-

I

combe
about
clouds
across
sea.

Down and Plymouth was N.E.
20 knots. He found a line of
with strong lift stretching right
Lyme Bay, a few miles out to

WHERE TO FIND THE FRONT
The map shows observations of the
sea-breeze which have been reported in
SAILPLANE AND GLlDING, with some
additional ones described to me. Tracks
of four notable flights are shown with
the parts marked where pilots used the
sea-breeze front.
(a) South roast
The front has been met most often
in this area, chiefly in flights from Las·
ham and Dunkeswell. Bolh Southdown
and Perranporth are so near the coast
that they arc often left in stable seaair early in the day as the sea-breeze
front passes inland. The cloud-forms at
the front are often visible from Lasham
to the south in the afternoon, and they
were described by J. Mackenzie of the
Meteorological Office in 1956.
With a light westerly wind the front
usually moves inland sooner at Lasham
and points further east than at Salisbury.
The average time for arrival at Lasham
is 17.00 GMT (6 p.m. British Summer
Time). On some days in early May with
a falling barometer the front has been
swept inland very quickly, passing
through LJ.sham as early as 14.30 GMT.
A special feature of these light
westerly days is often the formation of
a "sea-breeze bottleneck" in Somerset,
between the sea air from the north and
the south coasts. Two lines of ragged
cloud may be seen converging somewhere to the west of Yeovil.
There are probably other places where
two sea-breezes regularly meet; a case
has been described by John Findlater
(1964) in which thunderstorms formed
at three sueh convergence points.
On light easterly days the front is
likely 10 reach Salisbury· as soon as
Lasham. With stronger N.E. winds the
most important feature is the line out
across the Bay from Lyme Regis.
.
(b) East coast
The front has been met in the bulge
of Norfolk and Suffolk and the opposing sea breeze has sometimes been a
cause of anxiety near Norwich in long
final glides towards the coast.
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Cloud al sea-breeze front. south of Lasham a/ 1,800 !t.. 17.25 GMT, 11th August,
1963. (Photo by J. E. Simpsol1.)

Some long flights made from the south
have depended on the sea breeze from
the N.E. coast for their success. It seems
likely from weather maps that, on the
day in 1960 when Ted Stark flew along
a 30-mile section, the front lay 10 or
15 miles inland, extending over 80 miles
from Manby to Middlesbrough. The sea
breeze also reaches Cranwell, 20 miles
inland from The Wash, and north of
the Humber it may move inland to the
edge of the plateau. John Fielden, with
his wide experience and special flair for
this type of soaring, won the 1964
Nationals with some remarkable soaring
in this district. The front reaches Sutton
Bank and has been observed there
recently by members of the Yorkshire
Club.
Further north, near the Tees Valley,
the front comes inland past Middleton
SL George; it is very likely to be marked
here by industrial smoke haze. A
remarkable flight Was made in this afea
in 1961 by John Williamson. He picked
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up the front at 14.30 GMT near Darlington, and used it to complete a
SQO-km. flight across the Scottish bor·
der. On this day the winds inland were
W.S.W. 5 to 10 knots and the sea
breeze was S.S.E. 10-15 knots. The sea
breeze had started at 12.00 GMT and
formed a front 40 miles long by 15.00
GMT.

FORECASTING THE SEA·BREEZE
FRONT
At Thorney Island, which is south of
Lasham, and only a few miles from the
coast, sea-breeze forecasting charts have
been drawn up. It has been found that
sea breeze and non-sea breeze days can
be seoarated on the basis of the fore·
casted 3.ooo-ft. wind and the expected
excess of the land temperature over that
of the sea.
As a very simplified guide, we may
say:I. If the offshore wind is greater than
15 1I;,00t5. a sea breeze is unlikely_

2. If t.he wind is 15 knot.s, a landsea temperature excess of IS' F.
is nee<Jed' fo'r a sea breeze.
3. If t.he wind is 10 knots, a temperature excess of 5° F. will do.
The
average
temperature
excess
reached in June is about 6° F., so on
any ,reasonably sunny June day with a
wind of less t.han 10 knots at 3,000 ft.
a sea breeze is likely at Thorney Island.
A sea breeze against a 10-knots wind is
likely to start ~y 11.00 GMT, but
against 15 knots at 15.00 GMT or later.
Whether this sea breeze will progress
inland depends on many other factors.
For example, in the Lasham sea-breeze
study of 1962 there were at least 28 seabreeze days on the south coast; on only
8 of these did the front move inland
as far as Lasham.

CLOUD
BASE

As well as the wind-st.rength and the
sun's heating during t.he day, an important factor is the depth of convect.ion.
Tephigrams for Lasham sea-breeze days
show an average inversion height of
4,000 ft. on N.E. days and 6,000 ft. on
W. days, and the depth of a welldeveloped inland sea breeze seems to be
between a half and two-thirds of the
inversion height, i.e. between 1,500 ft.
and 4,000 ft. A greater depth of convectioh may certainly produce a deeper
ocal sea breeze, even triggering off a
line of cumulo-nimbus near t.he coast.
The most effective "index" for a sea
breeze at Lasham so far has turned out
to be the lowest value of the relative
humidity reached during the day. See
below. This index happens to be an easy
one to work in practice, as on a good
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thermal day there is a simple relation
between the relative h,umidity at any
time and the height' of the convective
cloud-base.
The height of cloud base, and the
wind at 3,000 feet are our bread and
butter, and a good hint may be taken
as:"On a. good thermal day., when the
wind is less than 10 knots, a sea bT,eeze
front .at Lasham if cloud-base is at
5,000 feet or higher."
If you have .a hair hygrometer, you
can expect the sea breeze a,t Lasham
on light-wind days when the relative
humidity has falIen below 35%.

RECOGNIZING AND USING THE

FRONT

On a cloudless day, fiElding lift is
always more difficult. Fortunately the
front is often made visible by haze or
smoke, and when you are in the lift
,there may be enough birds flying ther,e
to, help, ln late May a,:,d early June,
sWlfts may be found In very greal
numbers, collecting thQusands of insects
carried up in the rising air.
On a day with smaII cumulus, sometimes small ragged cu of a different
texture may act as markers, The most
obvious th'ing is usuatIy some cloud
with a base lower than normal by a
thousand feet or more. This may be in
quite a narrow strip, forming very
rapidly the now familiar "curtain
clouds",

zoo

This cloud is formed in sea-air which
is being swept upwards and back towards the sea; being more moist, it has
a lower condensation level. It has not
usualIy a clear level base like the other
cumulus, but is more often ragged, and
may even look at first sight like a
decaying cumulus, You should, however, be able to spot sections of it
rushing upwards.
Soaring a.long the front, as in all
other cases, "the lift is where you find
it!" However, you can start flying at
an angle towards the line where you
expect the front to be until you hit
tutl'lulence. When the lift is found, start
working the best area by circling; this
will at least ensure your keeping in
touch with some of the lift, and should
get you high enough to set OUl along
the line. The lift is usually on the landward side of the curtain clouds, and may
be very narrow. The cloud may form
at any level down to I.,500 feet or so,
and you may SUddenly find it forming
arourt:d you, It seldom forms in sections
more than a auarter or half a mile
long, bot it may be !,ossible to pick up
the next bit of lift beyond the gap and
to maintain height without circling for
many miles. If, after finding turbulence,
you suddenly find yourself in sink, it
is ,probable that you have gene too far
into the sea-air. You need to be on
your guard against this because, although
parts of the "nose" of the front may be
almost vertical, two or three miles

near~r
the se.a the slope h.as been
measured to be about I in 100, and
your gliding angle won't get you out of
this! If YQU have flown too far into
the sea-air. smoke direction near the
ground may give you a clue.
On a good cumulus day the absence
of cloud over a large area may well be
a sign that the sea-air nas come inland
and damped down the thermals.
On days with convection as deep as
8 or IO thousand feet, tne front may
bend itself into more or less regular
waves. These l;lUlges may be 10 or 15
miles apart. and are sometimes outlined
by bars of cloud, lying at right angles to
the coast. These clouds nave been called
",bar·clouds" or "sausage.c1ouds"; they
appeared on the day of John COl'bell's
out-and-retum sea-breeze flight, and
some examples are shown in my photograph.
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ENTRIES OPEN CLASS
No.
I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27..
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.
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Pilor
Edward Makula
Jan Wroblewski
Raymond Smith
Jim Harrold
"Boet" Dommisse
Sture Rodling
Hans NietJispach
"Bomber" Jackson
Richard Johnson
Andrew Smith
Mikhail Veretennikov
Vladimir Chuvikov
Ciril Kriznar
Rudolf Hossin&er
Derek Reid
John Blackwell
Franz Ulbing
Rafael Frene
Henri Stouffs
Charles Yeates
David Webb
Milan Svoboda
Harald Jensen
Ejvind Nielsen
Seppo Hlimalainen
Jean Pierre Cartry
Jean Paul Weiss
Rolf Spanig
Rolf Kuntz
John Williamson
Nichol~s Goodhart
Kornel Thuri
Gyorgi Petroczy
"Paddy" Kearon
Michael Slazengel'
Daniel Arber
WaIter Vergani
Fiorenzo Lamera
Gerrit lan Ordelman
"Dick" Georgeson
Gerald Westenra

Coun:ry
Poland
Poland
Rhodesia
Rhodesia
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
South Africa
United States
United States
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
Yugoslavia
Argentina
Australia
Australia
Austria
Argentina
Belgium
Canada
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Dellmark
Denmark
Finland
France
France
Germany. West
Germany, West
Great Britain
Great Britain
Hungary
Hungary
Ireland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Italy
Netherlands
New Zealand
New Zealand

-1965 World
Sailplane
Zefir 3
Zefir 3
Skylark 3F
Skylark 4
BJ-2

PIK-16c Vasama
Skylark 4
Olympia 419
Skylark 4
Ka-6cR
A-15
KAI-19
Meteor
Standard Austria SH
Skylark 4
Standard Austria
Ka-6
Standard Austria SH
Ka-6cR
Skylark 4
Dart 17
L-21 Spartak
.·Hitter Libelle
PIK-I6c Vasama
Skylark 4
Edelweiss
Edelweiss

0-36
HKS-3
Olympia 419
Dart 17
A-15
A-15
Olympia 419
Olympia 419
Skylark. 4
Skylark 4
M-lOOs
Sagitta I
Skylark 4
ikylark 3G

Championships-ENTRIES STANDARD CLASS,
No.
51.
52.
53.
54.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
_ 74.

Pilot
Heinz Huth
Rudolf Lindner
George Burton
Tony Deane-Drummond
Leifur Magnusson
Thorhallur Filuppusson
Vishwa Gupla
Tom Evans
Attilia Pronzati
Leonardo Brigliadori
Rudolf Mestan
Ed van Bree
Erie Reparon
Rex Handley
Anan Cameron
Tor lohannessen
Harald Hoimyr
lerzy Popiel
Franciszek Kepka
Robert Cliff<trd
Per-Axel Persson
Irve Silesmo
Markus Ritzi
75. Urs Bloch
76. Richard Sehreder
77. Wally Scott
78. lozas larushevichus
79. O!eg Suslov
80. Karel Korpar
81. Vasilij Stepanovic
82. Reinaldo Picchio
83. Bob Rowe
84. Male,dm links
85. Harro WadI
86. lahann Fritz
87. Mareel Cartigny
88. Martin Baeke
89. Peder MOftensen
91. Vaclav Mareeek
92. Niels Sejstrup
93. Ib Braes
94, Juhani Horma
95. Matias Wiitanen
96. lacki Lacbeny
97. Fram;:ois Henry
98. Manfred Blauert
99. Bernd Nolle

Country
Germany, West
Germany, West
Great Britain
Great Britain
Iceland
Iceland
India
Ireland
Italy
Italy
Czechoslovakia
Netherlands
Netherlands
New Zealand
New Zealand
Norway
Norway
Poland
Poland
South Africa
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland
United States
United States
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia
Argenl~na

Australia
Australia
Austria
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Denmark
Finland
Finland
Franc_e
France
Germany, East
Germany, East

Sailplane
Ka-6
Phoebus
Dart 15
Olympia 465
Ka-6CR
PIK-16c Vasama
Ka-6
Ka-6cR

M-lOOs
Uribel C
Standart M-25
Ka-6
Ka-6
Ka-6
Olympia 460
PIK-I6c Vasama
Ka-6cR
Foka 4
Foka 4
Ka-6
PIK-16c Vasama
Ka-6cR
Standard Elfe
Standard Elfe or Ka-IO
HP-I!
Ka-6cR
KAI-14
KAI-14
Libis-18
Delfin
Ka-6
ES-60 Boomcran,g
ES-60 Boomerang
Ka-6
Standard Austria SH
Foka 3
Ka-6BR
Olympia 460
Standart M-25
Ka-6cR
Ka-6cR
Havukka Standard
KK-IB UTU
Edelweiss
Edelweiss
Fob
Foka
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PILOTS FLYING IN THE STANDARD CLASS
51. Heinz Huth, 57, Germaay West, 1'.-6.
1,500 gliding hours since 1928, 1st Standard 1964 nationals.
Huth is the only pilot to have the distinction of having won two World Championships in succession. and will defend his title again at South Cerney. He won the
German nationals no fewer tban six times run"ning and must surely be rated as the
world's greatest pilot. He was awarded the Lilienthal Medal in 1964. He still finds
time to instruct at his own club in Hamburg. At 57 he will be the oldest pilot
flying, and no doubt his performance will be closely watched by everybody. He is a
flying safety officer.

51. R.dolf LinclDer, 34, Germany West, Pboebus.
900 gliding hours since 1954. 3rd Standard 1964 nationals. First entry.
Rudolf is one of tbe three pilots who broke the world distance record in June 1963
with a Bight of 875 km. and it is only the second time in gliding history that a
world record was jointly held by three pilots; Alvin Parker, U.S.A., has since
broken the record with a flight of over 1,000 km" Rudi is also a power pilot, and
is a master mechanic.
!3. George E. BurtOD, 33, Great Britain, Dart 15.
750 gliding hours since 1948. 22nd Open 4th Standard 1964 nationals. First entry.
George crewed for the British Team in 1960. He is an expert cn gliding equipment
and instrumentation. The Dart he is flying is the first one with a metal spar and
is about 45 Ibs. lighter than his own Dart: he has also been slimming himself and
has lost over 20 Ibs. in weight over the last six months. With the rest of the British
Team he has been training at Bicester over Easter and finished 12th.
He has recently taken over the post of chief development engineer with Gas
Chromatography Ltd.. Maidenhead.
54. Tooy Deane.Dl"1Immonll, 48, Great Britain, Olympia 465.
1,100 gliding hours since 1937, 34th Open 6!h Standard 1964 nationals.
Tony has been national champion once and has various national records to his
credit; as an Army Brigadier he has not so much time available flOW, but he has a
vast amount of competition experience. While training at Bicester he finished 15th.
56. LeifUl' Magnusson, 32, Iceland, Ka·6CR.
90 gliding hours since 1961. 4th 1963 nationals. First entry.
Leifur has the fewest number ef hours and no doubt this championships will be a
great experience for him. He has two n3.tional records to his credit. Works for the
Icelandic Civil Aviaticn administration.
57. Thorhallur FiJupptJsson, 35, Iceland, P1K-16C Vasama.
490 gliding hours since 1944. 2nd 1964 nationals.
He has four national records to his credit: instructs in his spare time and runs
a hobby sh<Jp.
'S8. Visbwa B. GUJ)ta, 37, India, Ka-6.
350 gliding hours since [956. First entry.
He is an instructor and power pilot and has variotrs nationa'! records to his credit.
His hobbies include tab!e tennis, swimming and hQckey.
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59. Thomas W. Evan5. 19, Ireland, Kao6CR.
201 gliding hours since 1953. First entry.
70m is an AER Lingus pilot and flies Boeing 707s and has 4,000 hours logged.
He is Chairman of the Irish Gliding Association; his hobbies include Rugby and:
shooting.
60. Attilio Pronzati, 37, Italy, M-loos.
1,300 gliding hours since 1948, 4th 1964 nationals.
He has various national records to his credit. He likes fishing and hunting and 15
a spo~ts goods manufacturer.

61. Leonardo Brigliadori, 37; Italy, Uribel-C.
1.150 gliding hours since 1953, 2nd 1964 nationals (Spanig, Germany. 1st).
BrigJiadori also flew in Eng!and in 1954. and this will be his sixth appearance. He
has a number of national record!; to his credit, and is also an instructor. Bank:
clerk.
63. Ed van Btee, 30. Netbenands. Ka-6.
900 gliding hours since 1949. 1st 1964 and 1963 nationals.
Ed was reserve in Germany in 1960 and took over from Seyffert on the last threc
days by special permission as Seyffert had been taken ill. He has various national
records to his credit and is a jet pilot with the Dutch Air Force.

64. E. Reparon, 33. Netherlands. Ka-6.
660 gliding hours since 1950. 2nd 1964 nationals. First entry.
Has various national records to his credit. Enjoys photography and is a junior
Director.
65. Rex Handley, 34, New balaDd, Ka-6.
175 gliding hours since 1952, 2nd 1964 nationals (team entry). First entry.
Rex is both an instructor and power pilot and enjoys aeromodelIing. Airline piloL

66. AUan R. Cameron, 35, New Zealand, Olympia 460.
350 gliding hours since 1960, ·4th 1964 nationals. First entry.
Allan is an instructor, and enjoys motor racing, tennis and Rugby. Motor mechanic.
67. Tor Johannessen, 36, Norway, PIK-l6C VlIsama.
2.50 gliding hours since 1959.
He is a 1st Officer with Scandinavian Airways, and has various nalional records to
his credit.
lbndd Hoimyr, 33, Norway, Ka-6CR,
1,000 gliding hours since 1948.
Harald is an instructor and power pilot; he is in charge of flying operations with
the Norwegian Aero Club.
6&.

69. Jeny Popiel, 33, Poland, Fob 42,250 gliding hours since 1948. 11th 1964 nationals.
Jerzy like Makula is a most experienced competition pilot and they excel in pair
fl.ying. He has three national and one world record to his credit. He is an instructor
and power pilot and also in charge of the technical committee for gliding. Aviation
engineer.

70. Frandszek Kepka, 25, Poland, Foka 4.
1,300 hours since 1950, 1st 1964 nationals. First entry.
Kcepka went solo at the .age of 10 (by special permission) and had all three diamonds
,at the age of 19. He came 6th in 1962, and :Sth in the 1963 nationals. He has one
national and one world ~ecord to his credit. He is both an instructor and power
pilot. He is a keen athlete.
71. Roben Clifford, 31, South Africa, Ka-6.
500 gliding haul'S since 1958, 2nd Standard 1964 nationals. First entry.
He haS one national and one world record to his credit. Apart from being an
instructor hl: is also a power and helicopter pilot. Aircraft engineer.

72. Per.Axet Persson, 43, Sweden, PIK·l6C Vasama•.
500 gliding hours since 1942, 6th Scandinavian Champions.hips.
Persson will be the veteran of this championships as he will be flying for the
seventh time; he only missed 1952 and 1963. He is also the first post-war World
Champion, and has one world record to his credit. We hope that he will bring his
accordion to enliven the proceedings at South Cerney.

7.3. Irve Silesrno, 34, SwedeR,

Ka·~R.

1,100 gliding hours since 1948, 7th Scandinavian Championships.
He has ,one national record to his credit and has been entered for lhe fourth time.
74. Markus L. Ritzj, 34, Switzerland, Standard Elfe.
460 gliding hours since 1953, 1st 1964 nationals. First entry.
Has been national champion several times and holds a number of national records
He flies for Swissair and has commanded Convilirs since 1959.

75. Urs Bloeb, 31, Switzerland, Standard Elft or Ka-l0.
503 gliding hours since 1955, 3rd 1964 nationals.. First entry.
Bloch .is both an instructor and power pilot and works as an airline pilot.

76. RicbardE. Sc;breder, SO, U.s.A.. HP·n.
2,000 gliding hQurs sinee 1955. 30th 1964 natW;lnaIs.
Dick has various world records to his credit and has built and designed the HP
series. The HP-12, his latest design, is for home assembly and can be fitted with
a quick removable twin-engin,!:, so that it can be flown without any groundcrew
assistance. This is .the first u!TIe Dick will be flying in the standard class.
7'1. Wallace A. Scott, 41, U.S.A., Ka-6CR.
700 gliding hours since 1961, 2nd Open 1st Standard 1964 nationals. Fiu1 entry.
Wally, we are told, is one of the best Ka-6 pilots flying. He broke the world goal
re.cord on the 23rd July, 1964, with a flight of 520 miles. Cinema owner.

78. Iozas V. I. Jaruschevicbus, 3'3, U.s.s.R., KAI-14.
1,500 gliding bours since 1956, 1st 1963 nati(mals. First entry.
Also flew in the Czechoslovakian nationals 1'964 and finished 26th. He has one
national record to his credit and is also a pOwer pilot. His interest lies with all
.aviation s'ports. Full-time gliding instructor.
79. Oleg N. Suslov, 30, 'U.s.s.R., KAI·t4.
1,200 gliding hours since 1957, 6th 1963 nationals. First entry.
.Suslov has one national and one world record to his credit; is an instructor and
. enjoys motor cycle racing. Lathe operator.
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80. K.rel Korp.r, .29,YugoslIlVill, Libis-lS.
400 gliding hours since 1956, 1st 1964 nationals. First entry.
Power pilot and full-time gliding instructor.
81. Vasa Stepanovic, 37, Yugoslavia. Delfin.
1,300 gliding hours since 1946, 2nd 1964 nationals.
Instructor and power pilot. Machine technician.
8Z- Reinaldo H. Picchio. 38, Argentiu, Ka-'.
500 gliding hours since 1945, Ist Standard 1965 nationals. First entry.
He came third in a recently held selective contest. which we assume was held in
order to choose the pilots for the Argentinian team. Mechanical engineer.
83. Bob Rowe, 39, Australia, ES-6O Boomerane.
2,000 gliding hours since 1944.
Bob has various national records to his credit and is an instructor. OrehardisL
84. Malcolm JiJlb, 21, Australia, ES-(jO Boomerallg.
180 gliding hours since 1960, 1st 1964 nationals. First entry.
Malcolm is the youngest pilot to fly at South Cerney; he has two national records
to his credit and has also won various Rallies.
85. Harro Wodl, 41, Austria, KII-(iCR,
2,500 gliding hours since 1942, 1st 1964 and 1963 nationals.
He flew in the Swiss nationals and finished 6th. He has various national records to
his credit and is a full-time gliding instructor.
86. Jobann Fritz, 40, Austria, Standard Austria SH.
650 gliding hours since 1943, 2nd 1964 nationals.
He has various national records to his credit. is a keen aeromodeller and also
enjoys ski-ing. Constable.
87. Marcel Cartilny, 44, BelgilllD, Foka.
900 gliding hours since 1935, 4th 1964 nationals.
Marcel also flew in England in 1954. He has 15 national records to his credit. is
also a power pilot. Car dealer.
88. Martin Bae~. 39, Belgium, Ka-6BR.
700 gliding hQUfS since 1959. 2nd 1964 nationals (Ist Nietlispach, Switzerland).
He also won the 1964 Victor Boin Contest. both an instructor and power pilot.
and has various national records to his credit. Public relations officer in the Air
Force.
89. Peeler MorteoSCD, CaDlIda, Olympia 460.
No furtber details available.
62. Rudolf Mestan, 29, CzecboslovalUa, Standart M.2.S,
1,500 gliding hours since 1949, 4th 1964 nationals.
He was national champion in 1957, 1959 and 1961 and has flown in a number of
Eastern European competitions. He is both an instructor and power pilot and has
va,riou national records to his ,credit.
20T

ANNOUNCING
THE NEW HIRTH GLIDER ENGINE

LIGHTWEIGHT
PETROL ENGINE
The Fl0 glider engine is the result of many years
experience in Ihe design and manufacture of
aircrall eng'nes. This new power unit is a petrol
dri"el", " cylinder (horizontally opposedl aircooled two stroke, developing 26 B.H.P. for take

0:1, 19 B.H.P. lor cruising.
Powered

gliders

eliminate

dependance

on

winches and lugs and allow flying regardless of
site location problems.

....

...

Wril.

101 lull d.tail.

10

O&M POWER PLANT
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?I. VliclaY Marecek, 34, Cuclw8lovakia, Standart M.2S.
1,100 gliding hours since 1945, 3rd 1964 nationals.
He has flown in all five Czechoslovakian nationals and t.hree times in Eastern
European competitions. Both he and Mestan last flew in world championships
in Poland. 1958. Instructor and power pilot. also has various national records to
his credit.
92. Niels S. Sejstrup, 37, Deolllllrk, K:a-6CR.
1.050 gliding hours since 1946. 2nd Scandinavian Championships.
Has various national reccrds to his credit. Officer in the Danish Air Force.
?J, Ib Braes, 37, Deolllllrk, Ka-6CR.
500 gliding hours since 1955, 5th Scandinavian Championships.
Ib carried out a splendid flight in Argentina 1963 on a day which proved to be a
no-contest. One national record to his credit. Dentist.

Juhani Horrna, 35. Finland, Havukka Standard.
1,400 gliding hours since 1945, 1st 1964 nationals.
He also flew in the 1962 Nordic Championships which he wcn. Has two national
records to his credit and is an instructor. Fire Brigade Sergeant.
9.&.

95. P. M_tias Wlltaoen, 1.7. Finland, KK-IB UTU.
1,100 gliding hours since 1955, 3rd Scandinavian Championships.
Five national records to his credit; as a professirnal pilot he still finds time to
instruct at his own club in his spare time.
96. Jacki Lacheny, 33, France, Edelweiss.
1,850 gliding hours since 1948, 2nd in his last nationals.
He has various national records to his credit and is both an instructor and power
pilot. He came 2nd in the standard class in Argentina.
?7. Frantois HeDJ')', 1.8, France, Edelweiss.
1.200 gliding hours since 1955, 1st in his last nationals.
Henry became well known in Argentina where he held the lead for five days,
dropping finally to sixth place. Second Lieutenant PiLot.
98. Manfred Blauerl, 41, Germany East, Foka.
630 gliding hours since 1952, 4th Eastern European Championships. First entry.
Has two national records to his credit. Economist.

99. Bemd Nolle, 26, Germany East, Fob.
680 gliding hours since 1958. First entry.
Has one national two-seater record to his credit.
Compiled by

RIKJ,

HARWOOD

We will be pleased to hear the experiences of the competing teams
during the Championships. The editorial office of Sailplane and
Gliding will be established on the ground floor of the Control Tower
throughout the meeting. We wish all the pilots good soaring and
happy landings.
ALAN E. SLATER
RIKA HARWOOD
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THE

KRONFELD

CLUB

HE Kronfdd Club has oleasure in
T
announcing that it offers all overseas visitors and competing teams honorary membership for the period they are
over here for the World Glidjng Championships. A map of how to get to the
club is on page 220. The club is open
evenings only Monday to Friday 5.3011 p.m. Should you want to contact
someone cI.uring the day Mrs. Bonham,
at FORest Hill 9390, will be pleased to
hear from you.
There will be two lectures of particular interest to our visitors; the first
on Wednesday, 19th May by Wally Warlington, who is the chief forecaster at
South Cerney. and he will gi..e a hint
of the expected "mel." duriilg the championships period.
The club will' have up-to-date news
on the ehampionships throughout, and
on Wednesday evenings this will be a
special feature to be followed. by a film.
The second date to note IS Wednesday, 16th June, when we hope as many
of our visiting teams who are In London
wit! come along and tell us their news.
Please bring any slides or films you may
have. This will be followed by a very
special film entitled "Champion of Freedom", a fascinating tribute to Sir Winston Churchill.
We plan a more serious analysis of
the championships on the 30th June.
when the British learn will be com,ing
along to speak.
Y.C. B.

Diary of Leetures and Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
May 19. South Cerney Championships
Forecasting by C. E. Walling-

..

'14

IAS.,.INT
E·CCLESTON
SQUAIlE 'SWI

June 2.-9. Stop Press News from South
Cerney followed by a film.
16. The World Gliding Championships by Qur visitors, followed
by film "Champion of Freedom".
" 23. lnter-Manx Air Display.
.. 30. First reflections on South Cerne)' by the British Team.
July 7. New thoughts on Yariometers..
by Brennig James.
14. Film:
Building the Forth
Bridge.

Organi~ation Scien.tifique et Technique

International du Vcl ~ Voile
Individual Associate Membership of
O.S.TJ.V. is open to gliding clubs,
libraries and individuals.
Membership carries a free subscription
to the Swiss Aero Revue and the right
10 buy O.S.T.LV. publications (The
World's Sailplanes, Vols I & 11 and the
prGCeedings of O.S.TJ.V. conferencesi
at considerably reduced prices.
The sol~ worM a9~tit 10r Auociate Individual
membership and distribution 01 publicatioM, 10
whom all enquiries should be addressed .is

THE LONDON GUDING CLUB.
Dunst...... Downs. Bedfordshire.
Tele""""e DUNSTAllE 63419

ton.
26. Powered Flight Film.
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OLLOWING the succe$ and popuF
larity of the
Type 460 Series I
(463) as both a competition and club
EON

machine, two special prototypes have
been developed for this year's World
Championships.
A number of refinements have been
made to the basic "460" airframe which
has resulted in great' improvement in the
all-round performance.
The most obvious alterations are the
much slimmer fuselage with its smaller
cross-section and the all-moving tailplane. The <;hange in tbe fuselage shape
has improved the rather angular lines
of the 463 and the new machines have
a very pleasing appearance while retaining the original basic structure and fiat
sides.
Accurate performance tests have been
carried out at Bedford (Cranfield) on
the first aircraft, which has an almost
standard 463 wing. The seCond one has
a thinner aerofoil and a slightly increased mean chord. Theoretically this
should give an even better performance
at both high and low speeds. However,
the first aircraft has proved to be more
suitable for our conditions and is
superior to the standard Ka-6. At
45 knots the advantage: is not very great
bot at 65 knots the difference appeared
to be almost 10%. This improvement
has not been made at the expense of the
low-speed circling characteristics.
The controls of the 465 are well
harmonised but heavier than the 463
Series. and this gives the general impression of /tying a much larger and
more sl$lble gljder.
The elevator forces are, perhaps, rather
high, but with an all-moving .tail tbis
is probably desira.ble to encourage the
more frequent use' of the trimmer. This
is an important point about all-movinjl
tails which is sometimes overlooked.
With a normal elevator and trim tab,
212

it is more efficient (but less pleasant) to
leave the trimmer in the middle position,
holding the stick force needed at higher
cruising speeds. However, with the allmoving arrangement, the tab is exactly
aligned with the main surface, giving
the minimum drag when the stick forces
are trimmed out. Therefore with allmoving tails the glider should be
accurately trimmed at all times.
The 465 can be trimmed to any useable flying speed regardless of the weight
of the pilot, and the large trim wheel is
conveniently mounted in the left-hand
front edge of the seat like the earlier
419.
The wing efficiency has been iml'toved

THE BRITISH GLIDING
ASSOCIATlO,N
offers a sincere wel'come to
"'COmpeting pilots, crew m~mb::rs
and official helpers
at the

1965 WORLD GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
at
R.AF. South Cerney
Gloucestershire
29th May-13th June, 19'65

by changing from Frise to plain ailerons
with the hinge at the top surface (similar to the Ka-6 and Skylark). The aileron gearing has also been increased SG
that a full stick movement is possibk,
withlm.t the stick banging against the
pilot's leg. These changes have increased
the aileron forces, but tbe rate of roll
remains very gOQd and there is ample
rudder to prevent adverse yaw when full
aileron is used.
The first two 465's were specifically
designed to be just large enough for
Tony Deane-Drummond, and the cockpit is comfortable for small and mediumsized pilots, but is rather too small for
larger people. However, it shDuld be a
simple matter to extend the nose a little
and move the pilot forward about six
inches on future models. This would

THE DART 17
By NICHOLAS GOODHART

N 3rd April Slingsby Sailplanes pro.
duced the prototype of the 17metre metal-sparred Dart for initial
fli,ghtsat Wonibleton.
Immediately I had cast off the tow
a'nd slowed down, it was apparent that
the low-speed performance felt righ(;
this was no proof but just a feeling the acid test would come later when
scratching in weak' thermah with other
gliders of proved performance. The rest
of the brief handling tests showed spin
and stall satisfactory and the cO'ntIols
light and responsive, The rate of roll
was about the same as a Skylark.
I got one more flight in the mal;hine,
thermal soaring at Lasham, before going
to Bicester for the Inter-Services Championship, where the performance of the
glider was proved by its comparative
performance under full competitive 'Conditions. During these Champi-onships,
we had both "scratchy" weather and
good strong thermals of up to 10 knots
in small cu-nims. Under the whole range
of conditions, it seemed that if anything
the 17-m. Dart always had a slight edge
over an'\' other ~Iider coml)Ctjng.
But what reafIy counts -far more than
the odd (ler cent of performance are the
extremely comfortab'le cockJ)it, 'the
sU\,erb view, the light controls, a'nd the

O

improve the an-round visibility for tall
pilots and reduce the minimum permissible: cockoit load, both of which are a
little restrictive on the prototypes.
The inevitable increase in the empty
weight resulting from the all-moving tail
has been compensated by an increase ,in
the maximum all-up weight of 680 lb.
in order to leave a useful payload :of
about 240 lb.
In spite of the impressive improvement in performance, the stall is even
more docile than the 463, and the handling of the 465 is suitable for the most
inexperienced pilots.
My own impression, based on a few
hours teSt flying, is that the 465. ~iIl
prove to be a very potent competItIOn
machine. ut's hope that it proves a
world-beater at South Cerney this year_
very great ease with which three people
(ordinary, not superhuman) can rig and
unrig un!ler all condjtions.
All the above is based on four competition days' flights .at Bicester and may
soutld too enthusiastic, but the simple
fact is that in this limited amount of
fly,ing I have as yet found no aspect OR
which I could ask for any significant
improvement.
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LINE VORTICES OVER THE JURA
By F. J. M FARLEY, F.lnSt.P.
Aero Club J. Sui.,e Group Vol cl. G.ne••
ERHAPS there is something unique
P
about the waves that form over the
Jura when the wind blows strongly from
the north-west. Or, perhaps it is just a
more clear-cut, more extreme case of
what happens usually when the wind
blows over an escarpment with a sharp
drop on the lee side. But whatever it is,
it .does notcorrl:Spond to the classical
picture of the lee wave, as pictured in
the standard texts on Soaring: "the wind
flows down the hill and bounces up again
further downstream". The essential fact
in the Jura waVe is that over a fixed
point on the map the air is going both
up and down; down at 10\\' altitude, but
up at high altitude with a rather sharp
transition in between.
The Jura run for about 200 km. along
a line roughly S.W.-N.E. at the lefthand top corner of Switzerland. If we
were to approach from the N.W. at right
angles to this line (blown ill the wind so

to speak), we should see a gently rising
plateau, broken by a series of valleys
and craters running S.W.-N.E. across our
path. Eventually we reach the last and
highest ridge from which the plateau
drops down 700-1,000 metres in one steep
sweep cleartQ' t.he alluvial plain which
runs up from Geneva throu~h Yverdon.
Neuchate1 and Olten to Basel in tbe
north. On the rare day, aU too rare,
when the air is stable and clear above
a.nd blows in at 20 knQts 0r more from
the sector west to north, it is over this
steep lee slope that the Gold and the
Diamonds can be found.
For us at Geneva, where the Jura are
at their highest, 2nd August, 1964. was
one of the good days and produced the
effects ill ustrated in Fig. I (heights are
given in metres above the plain). Seen
from above, the Jura were covered by
a thin sheet of stratus whieh flowed forward with the wind in a smooth UD-
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FIG. I.-Approximate scale drawing showing Jura plateau on left with stratus layer.
vortex cloud, and flight path (solid line. X marks point of release); note that flight
components perpendicular to the paper are not indicated.
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ruffled layer 1,2OQ metres above the
plain; this shows that the flow was not
perturbed by tbe undulations of the
plateau underneath. But at the edge of
the final ridge the stratus did not continue straight on, but flowed down
sharply clinging close to the lee slope.
(This is characteristic of the wave phenemenon here; the sj:\Clld at which the
clouds move down the slope looks very
high "3nd I am going te suggest that
they arc forced downwards and accelcra~l:d by the vortices that form downwind.) Half-way down the slope the
layer was dissolving continuously, leaving an interval of clear air.
Beyond this, 1-2 km. from the drop,
and stretching parallel ~o the ridge for
hundreds of kilometers, lay an impressive rolling line of solid cloud, and
parallel to this another llbout 10 km.
downstream. Opinions are divided: some
call this cloud a rotor, and some a wave.
The truth seems to be that it is halfand-half, having rotor characteristics at
the bottom, but looking smooth. lenticular and diffuse at the top. It is wellknown that in the clear air between the
cloud and the Jura there is lift, and with
luck one can climb smoothly but surely,
up and up to well above the cloud, where
the view is spectacular and the altimeter
incredible. Let me describe some ,observat,ions mane on such a flight, and go on
to . suggest speculatively an unorthodox
picture of the phenomenon.
I took off at 10.30 hrs. in the group:s
20"year-old Olympia (DFS-Meise), ably
towed by Rolf Mossman if! the Champion. The ID-km. tow from the aerodrome of La Cote on the shores of Lac
Leman to the Jura went normally and
we climbed well, although the air was
rather turbulent. We passed under the
main line of cloud perpendicularly at
about 800 metres and then turned ~o
fly along parallel to the system about
half-way between the doud and the
ridge (see Fig. I). Under the cloud I
was surprised to find conditions rather
smooth and steady. Then towards the
far edge of the cloud. and in the clear
beyond it, we encountered strong sink,
the vario showing as much as -1 m Is
even though we were still on tow (normal rate of climb +2 m/s).
Conditions were better nearer the
ridge and we succeeded in dimbing
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gradually. South of the Col de la Fa\,)cille the ridge turns into a steep cliff
and it is here that the best lift is often
found. True to the book, as we approached this region at about 1,000 m.
the vano showed that we were in lift.
and after hanging on for about five
seconds I pulled the release, not wishing
to start too high. On my right the sea
of cloud was streaming off the Jura to
dissolve lower down; and two hundred
metres to my left an ill-defined waII of
turbulent-looking cloud w,ith stray wisps
in front towered up to the heights. 1
made one turn with the airbrakes out
to mark the release, but felt it prudent
to close them again when I saw the
vario swinging into sink (in the end
this hardly showed on the barograph
trace).
After this, in these rather wild conditions, I was relieved to see that 1. was
still in lift of about 0.5 m./s. To avoid
losing it I circled twice just in front ·of
the cloud, brushing against some thin
wisps in the process. Then, with a little
height to spare, 1. started to explore
southwards and very gra<lually pulled up
to a more comfortable level, 2.000 m.
or so, abov.e the plain, where I could
relax and admire the view.
Up here all Was smooth and calm and
the Olympia flew without a tremor.
trimmed to fly just above minimum sink
at 65 k.p.h. Pointing only 30° off wind
we remained practicalIy stationary over
the ground, and apart from the faint hissing of the air all sense of motion was
lost. One floated, hands off, as if in a
balIoon. At this level the cloud was
seen to be lenticular in form at the top,
semi-transparent and very smooth and
pure in outline.
Exploring both 10ngitudinalIy and
transverstly for better lift, I found to my
surprise that I had to move forward.
In fact immediately above the cliff.
where below me I could see the cloud
streaming downwards, I was still in lift.
I found this ·difficult to believe at first,
with the result that I was often slipping
back nearer to the cloud where I thought
lift would be better, but it was definitely
less strong. Finally, reaching a better
position along the ridge where the lenticular behind me rose higher, I explored
1-2 km. upwind of the cliff edge and
found no tendency for the lift to
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diminish. In fact here, 4,600 m: above
the plain, I had my best vario reading
of 1 m./s. It had taken me two hours
to climb this far, and having no oxygen
it seemed wise to break off the climb
here at 5.000 m. a.sJ. and return to
give the others a chance. (In retrospect
this looks like a good opportunity
missed to go higher: could it have been
an effect of anoxia,?)
Other machines penetrated even further upwind of the ridge at lower altitudes and still found I ift. So it is clear
that over the edge of the plateau the
streamline-s diverge: neaT the ridge the
air is descending, but higher up it rises,
and it starts to rise well ahead of the
discontinuity when the cloud below is
still completely flat. But. what tells the
air to go up? Or if you like, how does
it know that the olateau ends and the
final escarpment is coming?
$e<lrching around for an explanation,
I came across this Dicture of a vortex
pair (Fig. 2) taken crom a standard telU
on hydrodynamics". Here the air circulates in opposite directions around

FIG. 2.-Streamlines for a pair of line
vortices (from lAmb, Hydrodynamics.)

the two axes and the whole system is
extended more or less indefinitely in
length perpendicular to the paper. The
two line vortices tend to attract each
other, off-setting tbe natural tendency
to dispersal, with the result that the
system can persist. In still air the vortex
~air advances horizontally at a speed
proportiona1 to the amount of circulation around ,each altis. Of course:, if the
airstream itsc:lf is moving in the .opposite direction. the vortex pair will r.emain
stationary in space: this is the typical
situation, for example, when vortices are
'formed behind a stationary obstacle. The
"'H. Lamb, Hydrodynamics, Dover, New
York, 1954, p. 221.

oval line surrounding the two vortices
ihe boundary separating them from
the main airstream, and the eltlernal
air flows past as if it were a solid body.
Thus in front of the pair is a region
of almost stationary air.
The striking fact is that the streamlines
in the lower part of Fig. 2 correspond
very closely to the lee side of our
mountains. If we add a firm boundary
as shown shaded in Fig. 3, nothing in
the flow will be changed (apart from an
unimportant discrepancy at the lee side
of the lower vortelt). Adding the cloud,
with lower boundary we get a picture
TIQt very different from Fig. L. This
suggests that a double line vortex is in
fact formed in the lee of the Jura, and
I have sketched in (dashed lines) some
possible flow lines to show how this
might look.

IS

FIG. 3.-As Fig. 2 with ground added.

plus a tentative vortex cloud.
In broad outline the correspondence
between this picture and the observations
is exceIJent. the main features being the
following:
(i) lift at high altitu.de well forward of
the plateau edge;
.
(ii) calm conditions under the cloud With
strong sink at the upwind edge at
low altitude;
(iii) sharp transition from sink to lift on
passing an altitude roughly equal to
toe ridge height;
(iv) the pressing down of the stra~us
cloud layer against the descen~mg
slope, and its appuent accele~tron;
(v) no horizontal wind at the POint of
release, possibility to circle without
being drifted into the cloud.
It would be good to search in future
flights fer other features of this model
which have 1I0t so far been confirmed:
in particular fer further evidence of the
lower vortex. For eltample, the picture

suggests lift at low altitudes below the
lee edge of the cloud. Also, a reverse
flow of air horizontally towards the hill
should exist at cloud base. At ground
level under the cloud the wind should
be away from the ridge: compare the
single vortelt picture which requires a
ground wind towards the ridge.
In summary, I suggest that the Jura
"wave" phenomenon is typically not the
classical oscil1atory wave with lenticulars above and possibly a roll could
below. Instead it consists of a pair of
line vortices rotating in opposite directions. The secondary line of cloud,
10 km. or so downstream, may be a
secondary vortex pair induced by the
first, or it may be an oscillation of more
classical type:
The rather clearly defined transition
in the Jura from plateau to plain undoubtedly accentuates the features I
have described. But it may be that the
double vortex plays a role in other
wave effects, I have heard that a steep
lee slope is an important factor in triggering a wave, while the upwind contour
is com!,aratively unimportant. This suggests that the Jura double vortelt may
in fact be more widespread than we
have so far suspected.
Appendix
Meteorological data for 2,8.65
AltiJude
Wind
Temp.
·C
m. a.s.l.
knots
dir'n.
SOO
10·20
270
(ground)
1500
·25
280
+11
30
290
+3
3000
40
310
-10
5500
60
320
-37
9000
(The Jura ridge runs approximately at
40· .)
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SELF-LAUNCHING
SAILPLANES
FAUVEL AV 45
Single Seater

FAUVEL AV 221
Two Seaters

Power

tur~d

oft these are

TRUE SAILPLANES
Max. Glide: 1:27 &. 1:25
Min. Sink: O.82M/S (2.68 His) AV 45
O.92M.lS (3 ft/s) A V 221

"SURVOL" Sari
AV 45-N.01

30 Chemin de la Ro·ubine
CANNES-LA-BOCCA (A.M.) FRANCE

PZL

FLYING INSTRUMENTS
now from stock in
. the U.K.

rotal

Energy Variometers
A.S.!-Turn and Bank Indicators Horizons - Clinometers - Compasses, etc.

NORCO ENGINEERING LIMITED,
Burrell Road, HQywQl'ds Heath, Sussex
Telephone:-Haywards Heath 51771

TeI.xl.-8789

Sole Concessionaires for MOTOIMPORT
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Artificial

INTER-SERVICES AND R.A.F. COMPETITION
16-25 April
HIS, the largest contest ever organized
T
by the R.A.F., served also as a
rehearsal for the World Champs flying
organization. After four days of toa little
lift or too, much wind, contest flying
began. League I tasks and winners: 21st,
triangle via S. Cerney-Lasham (not completed), Delafield; 22nd. free distance,
Spottiswood; 23rd, free distance, Delafield; 24th, race to Swinderby, Good-

hart.
League 2 pilots all flew the Ol,ympia
28 type. Their tasks and winners were:
21st, free distance, Payne; 23rd, free
distance, Bailey; 24th, line through
Swinderby, Payne.
Air Marshal Sir Patrick Dunn opened
the meeting, and Air Vice-Marshal
C. J. R. Salmon presented the pdzes at
the concluding ceremony.

Final results, League 1
O,d.,

Pilol
I. H. C. N. Goodhart
2. I. P. Goldney
3. J. Delafield
4.= N. W. Kearon
4.= D. F. Holdjnll
6. J. S. Williamson
7. I. W. Slraehan
8. D. Spolliswood
9. C. M. Greavcs
10. E. Stark
11. J. G. Crashaw
12. R. A. E. Dann
13. D. C. Austin
14. J. A. Evan!<
15. A. J. Deane-Drummand
16. M. Selh-Sm:lh
17. F. W. L. Shepard
18. J. Slanley
19. A. Somerville and
J. H. Wheeler
20. A. W. Gough
21. G. Barrell
22. A. S. Loveland
23. C. Dorman
24. P. WilFams
25. D. J. Marpole
26. N. A. Wilkinson
27. A. Ally
28. D. H. Scarfe and J. H. Welsh
29. B. Gunler

Ka-6
Ka-6
Olymp'a 463
Skylark 38
Skylark 2
Skylark 2
Olymp'a 463
Skylark 2
Olymp'a 463
Skylark 38

Hors
8+
11+
24+

Skylark 4
nart 15
Ka-6

Conco.urs
P. A. Wills
G. E. Burton
T. Evans

Sailplane
Dart 17
Skylark 3F
Ka-6
Olympia 419
S<y",rk 4
Olymp'a 419
Skvlark 4
Skylark 4
Olympia 463
Darl17
Skylark 38
SkyJark 4
Olympia 463
Olympia 419
Olymp'a 465
Olympia 463
Skylark 3F
Skylark 4
Olympia 463

21st
I
93
49
214
72
0
100
87
30
13

0
49
49
27
49
0
72
22
0
0

-15
0
13

0
46
0
0
0
0
0

Conl.sl Duy dJld Dol.
2lnd
2Jrd
24lh
2
3
4
861
639
1000
6S4
706
813
607
342
1000
297
836
788
473
824
696
33
959
869
431
616
818
,674
728
496
16
807
806
0
797
828
32
839
633
424
409
633
403
410
591
0
702
659
836
0
507
486
635
99
522
700
0
0
836
368
0
601
560
222
0
758
472
443
21
21
0
80'~
472
0
202
0
364
175
0
0
284
0
166
0
0
5
130
0
0
0

31
49
0

-

retired

911
534
19

0
0
275

887
933

-

Tolal
Pnint.
2593
2222

2163
1993
1993
1961
1952
1928
1642
1625
1553
1515
1431
1410
1337
1292
1244
1205
1161
995
936
838
674
585
284
166
135
0

1829
1516
294

Awards and Winners

Emmott Trophy to Inter-Service Individual Champion: N. Goodhart.
Roderick Salmon Trophy to InterService Team Champions: R.A.F. team
- J. Delafield, N. W. Kearon, J. Williamson. R. Navy 2nd, Army 3rd.
McEvoy Trophy to R.A.F. Individual

Champion: J. Delafie!d.
Inter-Command Wmners:
Bomber
Cmd. team - I. H. Payne, I. W. Strachan.
Tinsley Trophy to League 2 Winner:
I. H. Payne (daily av. 976 pts.); 2nd,
Bailey; 3rd, Barratt.
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THE KRONFELD CLUB-The first ten years
that the Club is ten years old,
N OW
it has been suggested that the rea-

sons for its founding and some of the
pains surrounding its birth should be
committed to paper before the memories
of the more elderly members deteriorate
any further.
For some years, those members of
the Surrey Club who lived in London
had felt that it would be a nice idea
to have a room in London where members couJd meet during the week to discuss gliding though looking back.
one would think one saw enough of
one's fellow members at weekends to
be thankful for a more peaceful nongliding atmosphere during the week.
t"Jowever, in January. 1955, one of the
Surrey members was walking through
Ecc1eston Square on his way to view a
residential flat, when he mentioned
casually to the landlord's agent who
was with him that it was a pity that
the landlord did not have ,a single 1'0001
to let which members of his gliding
club could use. The member was slightly
taken aback when the agent replied
that there was a derelict basement flat
belonging to the same owner at 74
Eccleston Square, which had been
empty for 2t years due to a closure
order. This was inspected and, as it
wa~ obviously too large for anyone

HOW TO GET THERE
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club to run, the idea of it being a London centre for people interested in
gliding and light aircraft flying was conceived.
Members of other clubs around London were approached. all of whom
appreciated the possibilities and felt that
their club members would support sl<Ich
a venture, the various ,local and public
health authorities were contacted w find
out their requirements and planning permission for change of user was applied
for and granted on the 31st March, 1955.
so an inaugural meeting was called for
the 3rd May, 1955.
This was attended by representatives
from the British Gliding Association.
Poplar Flying Association anp the Biggin Hill, Imperial College, London,
Scottish, Southdown and Surrey Gliding
Clubs, and after discussion it was decided
to go ahead. A Secretary was elected,
and even more im90rtant, a representative to look. after the bar. On behalf
of the RG.A. and the P.P.A. it was
stated that although they could not commit their Associations officially they
wQuld give all the sUPPQrt they could.
Then started the hard work. What
seemed like acres of plaster were hacked
out and re-rendered in waterproof
cement, the old plaster mostly disappearing below the floorboards in the
same way that the housewife will sweep
dun under a carpet. The premises were
re-wired, redecorated. furniture bought
and a contemporary bar built in one of
the three rooms and in November, 1955,
the Club held its first Wednesday talk.
From then on, although the activities
of the ClUb centred round the regular
Wednesday night talks or films, other
events were considered. and in November, 1958, the Club held its first Annual
Aviation Art Exhibition and Competition and its first Annual Dinner and
Dance. Both these events have gone from
strength to strength, particularly the
former. which is the only competition of
its kind in the world.
Similarly with most gliding clubs.
security of tenure was not too certain
and when. in March, 1962, the Club's
lease came to an end, the possibility
of moving to ether premises or amalga-

mating with another aviation bod.y was
considered, but fortunately the new landlords, who had bought out the previous
owners, were prepared to offer the Club
a lease of over 80 years provided suitable alterations were made to the' Club
so that it could, if necessary. be used
once more as a residential flat.
A Special General Meeting was
called at which the whole position was
put to members and in spite of one
member who stated that, "He would
prefer the Club to stay small. Everyone
knows everyone else and 'we like the
slight mess'," it wa~ agreed that the
long lease should be purchased, the'
alterations carried out <rnd the Club completely redecorated, Thanks to the
generosity of members and other friends
of the Kronfeld Club, sufficient was
raised for the alterations and redecoratip,ns and the Club's bank agreed to
advance enough for the lease, so the
Kronfeld is now in the fortunate position of having security of tenure, together with a smart modern decor.
It is probably true to say that as an
organisation catering for anyone interested in sporting gliding and flying, it is
unique in the world and in its tenth
year the Kronfeld is extremely pleased
to offer membershi!, free to the pilots

and teams from abroad visiting England
for the 1965 World Gliding Championships.
HUGQ TROTTER

Alexander Schleicher
Sailplanes
6416 POPPENtlAUSiN
WASSERKUPPE

Programme of prod uctil1l n:
K6 eR "Rhonsegler"-Hig'h performance single-seater, Ostiv prize
Standard Class 19'58.
Heinz Huth with a Ko, won the
Standard Class, World Championships 1960 and 1963.
K8B Single-seater for training and
performance.
K7 "Rbonadler" Two-seater
training and perfonnance.

for
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GUDEAHEAD WITH A

"BLANIK"

THE HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATER
A.R.B. approved for aer<>l;>atics and cloud lIying
Anodised metal construction, duplicllted instruments
fJa", and air brakes, retrllctable undercarriage
Upholstered interior

£1,795 delivered U.K. Duty and
temporary surc'hal'1ile [if applicoble) £338

Sole A~nts

Peter Cl iffordTelephone:
Aviation
Ltd.
KIDlINGTON 4262

Cables: ClIFFAIROXFORD

OXFORD AIRPORT
KID.LINGTON

Sole e:xporter of Czechoslovak avialion products:
Olllnjpo.lUd., Washingh:mov8 ~ f, Pregue 1, uachoslovakie.

COVENTRY

GLIDING

CLUB

..

Invite you to visit them at their new site

Husbands Bosworth Airfield - Leicestershire
Phone Husbonds Bosworth 429

on the joint occasion of their opening day and first regional competition
SATURDAY, 10th JULY

AEROBATJC DISPLAY

PLEASURE RIDES

BARBECUE

A fe. more applications !ton be still occ-epted for the regiancd
competitions
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AVIATION ART
By DAVID SHEPHERD
The author, a member 0/ the Industrial Artists Group and a w.ell-known
landscape and animal painter, has often
judged the Kron/eld Art Competition.

HAT this is a very specialized form
T
of art is obvious to anyone who has
tried to do it. But it is none the less
stimulating and enjoyable for all that.
Most important of all, I think, is that
the artist must have a feeling for his
subject. This, of course, applies to any
field of painting w,hether it be portraits,
landscapes, or machinery. The business
of bringing "life" into a painting of any
"man-made" object is dOUbly hard
unless the artist can feel that. to him,
the machine "lives". If the person looking at the painting feels the same thing,
then the artist can be justifiably pleased.
If the artist does not have this feeling.
it is better left to the photographer; the
result. t!ten, is a purely factual analysis,
no more, no less.
It is therefore up to the artist to go
further than the photographer. This
may well be achieved, however. by
knowing what to leave out rather than
by putting in "the lot". This. to my
mind, is half the secret. Leave something
to the imagination - suggest, by implication, that all the windows are in the
fuselage instead of laboriously painting
,each one of them, which will make it
look Iikie a coloured photograph.
The other pmblem in painting aircraft is, of course, that there is no easy.
tangible way of showing that they are
moving. One has no easy way as with
locomotives making smoke, or ships'
bow waves. ]n any case one is to assume
that if one is looking at an aircraft,
you, and the person looking at the
painting, are in another ope flying along
with it. Therefore it won't look as
though it's moving! Nevertheless some
way must be found to avoid it looking
dead. One cannot, one may well think,
paint air.
Now obviously every self-respecting
artist has his own idea on how it should
be done. This is as it should be. For my
part I believe that a feeling of the aircraft being in its element, moving from
one b1t of air to another, can be

achie~ed, first
~nowlDg ~hat

by, as I said earlier,
to leave out. Secondly, it
IS a questIOn of subtlety. This can best
be illustrated in the simple, unqucstionab!e poi.nt of "3D". If an aeroplane is
painted ID the three-quarter view coming
out of the canvas, so to speak tben the
tail must obviously not be painted so
strongly as the nose. It is surprising how
many amateurs slip up on this point, and
then wonder why their result looks flat.
It is really a simple question of colour
"tones", strength of colour, recession call it what you will. But obviously if
the darks in the tail are painted as
dark as the darks in the nose the nose
will fail to look nearer to ydu and all
sense of movement will be lost.
This last point can also be carried into
the rest of the oainting. The darks in
the landscape, or clouds, below must
not be painted as strongly as any of
those in the aircraft.
Decide on the overall composition of
the picture before starting, and bear in
mind that everything, apart from the
aeroplane. can still play a part. You,
the artist, have it easy in many ways
over the photographer. The artist can
put his clouds, fields, coastlines just
where he wishes so that they all play a
vital part in leading your eye to the
celltral interest, which must be decided
beforehand. Decide what you are painting, keep it simple. and make everything
else subservient to it. Do not try to
paint everything, which will only confuse the onlooker.
Above everything else, enjoy what you
are painting. Something seems to be
going out of our lives these days, with
everything around us getting more and
more functional and scientific. It is up
to us as artists to see in these things
more than just a "hunk of metal": to
try to convey in paint the spirit. atmosphere and feeling of these machines
to those less fortunate among us who
only see them as inanimate objects. ]n
this sense one could say we have a duty.
But most important is that it must be
fun doing it. I only have to drive under
a bridge when a begrimed, smokebelching locomotive roars overhead to
lose all thought of driving for a second
or two. Similar thoughts are conjured
up at the sound of merlins. I do hope
you feel as I do.
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EASTER AT
LONG MYND
WENTY-TWO competitors were off
T
. to a good start on Good. Friday
wIth a race to Lasham, which was
reached by five. Mick Kaye in his Dart
made it in 2 h. 30 m. and Ric Prestwich
in Skylark 4 in 2 h. 31 m., but as the
timing was not consiDered accurate to
within a minute they were bracketed
first. Brian Jefferson (Skylarl\ 30) took
2 h. 55 m., Ron Rutherford (Skylark 4)
2 h. 58 m. (encountering two waves),
and IvoT Shaltock (South Wales' Skylark 2) 3 h. 45 m. John Brenner (Olympia) missed the goal by 4 miles. Michael
Armstrong (Olympia 460) saw a burning, glowing and smoking ammunition
dump at Welford but all it gave him was
6 knots down; armed Americans sprang
from the ground as he landed.
A westerly gale on Saturday was unsafe for field landings but safe for hovering flights over the Mynd.
Sunday's task was downwind to Long
Marston, near Stratford-on-Avon, then
distance S.W. along a line through
Nympsfield. Only Mick Kaye and Tony
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Adams (Olympia 460) got beyond the
turning-point, and Tony woo by vinue
of 10% handicap bonus. These two made
their into-wind legs by hopping from
slope to slope along the Cotswolds.
Monday's wind was nearly as strong
from N.N.W., and by the time the
weather allowed a task to be set, it
would have taken too long to rig all
the gliders .one-at-a-time in the lee of
the hangar - the only safe place. But
Mike Randall, a non-eompetitor, borrowed Keith Mansell's Dart and flew
to Nympsfield.
Distance along a line through Lasham
was set for Tuesday, but lift under an
overcast sky was too weak for anyone
to try it.
Leading final results, being the sum
of two days' placings according to
C. E. Wallington's scoring system, were:
M. Kaye, 3; R. Rutherford, 6; I. Sbattock. 8; R. Prestwich and S. Wills, also
8; M. Armstrong, 10.
Entrants fwm the various clubs were:
Midland, 8; Derbyshire and Lancashire,
5; Kent, 3; Scottish G.U., 2; Ceventry,
2; South Wales, I; Lasham, I.
A E. S

ElSIT. . . . .70

!
i

lranch Offic. end Shop .1 Lulon Airport, within
easy re.cb of Dunstabl.
lulon 30150

THE EFFECT OF WIND ON
A 100-Km. TRIANGLE
By NICHOLAS GOOOHART

N flying a lOO-km. triangle, the wind
Iwind
direction has more effect than the
strength on the speed achieved

round the course.
In order to see the effect of wind
direction, consider an equilateral triangle with sides of 18 nautical miles,
which is being flown in thermals averaging 3 knots achieved rate of climb.
Assume the performance of the glider
is such that it has a best inter-thermal
speed of 60 knots for achieved rate of
climb of 3 knots, giving an achieved
cross-country speed of 33 knots. At
60 knots the glide ratio is 1 :24.
No WIND.-In no wind the task can be
considered as a steady cross-country
flight at start-line crossing height
(3,281 ft.) followed by a final glide at
60 knots. The final glide will be:
2'4 x 3281
.
----= 13 miles
long

Last leg befcrre final glide
23 knots
Final glide
50 knots
Final glide ratio is 1: 20 over the
ground, thus final glide distance is:
3281 x 20 "'" 10.8 miles
6080
Total time for the triang'e is therefore;

~+

= 1.51 hours
50
CONCLUSIO:-l.-From the three times for
the triangle it can be seen that, provided
the triangle is flown with the last leg
into wind, the effect of 10 knots cC wind
is only to increase the time taken by
0.05 hours, i.e. 3 mins.; but if the triangle is flown with the last leg downwind the effect is to increase the timc
taken by 0.17 hours or just over
10 mins.
36.8

7.2

23

+

10.8

6080

The total time for the flight will then
be:54- I3
13
- - - + - = 1.46 hours.
33
60
FINAL LEG I)OWNWIND.-When there is
wind the direction must be specified.
Consider first the case in which there
is a 10 knot wind and the course is flown
so that the final leg is directly downwind.
The first two legs can be considered
together as each is flown with the wind
at 60° to the track. The achieved average speed over the ground is 26.8 knot~.
On the final leg the ground speed IS
43 knots until final glide is started when
it becomes 70 knots. Final glide ratio
is now I: 28 over the ground. Thus
distance on final glide is:
3281 x 28 = 15.1 miles.
6080
Total time fcrr the triangle is therefore:

~+

2.9
43

+~=

1.63 hours..
70
FINAL LEG UPWIND.-The ground
soeeds in this case are as follows:
First two legs •
36.8 knots
26.8

Cross/ell Electric
Van'ometers
and

AudiQ Units
have been used with
outstanding success in every
British National and every
WorId Championship since their
introduction in 1959. Half the
top-rated British pilots have
Crossfells.

RELIABILITY AND
EXCELLENCE
Agents throughout the World

CrossfeU Voriometers
10 Borrowdole ROad,
Malvern,
Worcs.. Eng and.
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and

Novva Fully Transistorised
. . Walkie-Talkie!

the

~ @!!~V~D!!!!I!
Once again in
the tradition of
the outstanding
Cambridge and
Vanguard Radiotelephones, Pye
have produced the
Bantam, a brilliant
fully transistorised
Walkie- Talkie.

•

Fully Tr.n:listorlsad Transmitter and R.eceiver

•
•
•

Air R.egistration Board epproy.c tor light aircraft category III
long endUlitnce with Rechargeable 01 Dry Batteries
• Crystal Hlter selectivity
R.eli.bility ....d Kcess:bility of componen.ts
• Very high performance Receiver

•

Lightweight 4 lb•. (1-B2 k9-)

•

Appl"Oved by <;.1'.0. to Spec. W634S.

•

F,equency Bond 25-174 Mc's_

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTO.
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CAMBRIDGE ENGLAN D . Telex No. 81166

TURN HEIGHT.-Anyone who has followed the argument this far will have
observed that the whole thing is based
on a nonsense. If onc: has choice of
direction of the last leg relative to the
wind, the implication is that the triangle is not a task in a competition but
simply one that one has selected oneself in order to try and beat a record.
Under these circumstances the rules do
not require that turning points be passed
at 3,281 ft. (or below). Any height will
do provided one can convince the Flying
Committee tbat a correct turn actually
was made.
Now assume that it is a splendid day
with thermals going up to any height
required. Consider the lO-knot wind case
with last leg upwind. The best height
to turn is that height at which tbe last
leg is all final glide. This height will be:
18 x 6080 = 5470 ft.
20
Thus on the outward two legs we
must gain an additional 2,189 ft. at
3 knots, this will take 7.2 mins., and
during this time we are drifted 0.6 miles
along track. We are also drifted 1.0 miles
across track and this cuts down the
over-the-ground speed for the "level
cruise" to 366. knots.
Thus total time now becomes:
18
35.4
0.12 + - - + 1.44 hours.
36.6
50
In other words, by going the right way
round a triangle and by turning high at
the last turning-point it is possible to
turn 10 knots of wind to a slight advantage. The optimum wind is aroun~
7 knots, in which case the advantage IS
nearly 3% over the no-wind achieved
speed.

=

CONTROLLED
AIRSPACE CHANGES
HE following cbanges to controlled
T
airspace have been made since the
state of affairs shown on last year's
maps:AMBER ONE has been extended in
width as shown in the diagram. The
point at which the base steps from

3,000 ft. to FL4S just south of Bicester
has been moved 2 miles back towards
the London TMA.
BIllM1NGHAM CO:-rTROL Zo~E AND
TEllMINAL AREA. As from June 3rd it
is intended to introduce a revised Birmingham Area as shown in the diagram.
The cylindrical control zone will be a
special rules zone which can only be
entered with radio permission from
Birmingham. It is in effect therefore
totally prohibited to gliders at all times.
BLUE ONE east of the Manchester
TMA. The section with a base level of
FLSO is extended eastwards to a point
23 nautical miles from the TMA boundary. From this point onwards to the
east the airway base is FL7S.
HIGH INTENSITY RADAR AT MALVERN.
This is not airspace information but is
of interest. In position S2' 08· 00" N,
02" 20' OS'" W, there is a high-powered
research radar which can be a haz~d
to pilots. Below 6.500 ft. in the immediate area of the transmitter the intensity is such that it could be injurious to
health to remain in the area for more
than one minute.
The aerial is 140 ft. in diameter and
clearly visible from the air; pilots are
advised to keep at least SOO yards clear.

H. C. N. GOODHART,
Chairman. Airspace Committee
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" Cut me another slice pl.ease, mother! "
By ANDREW THORBURN

·.HILE
soaring from time to time,
W
peacefully, a1 heights above ten
thousand feet, the aching emptiness of
the sky above central ~otland brings
home to one some of the emotions that
must beset man whHe travelling in space.
Often, no task having been set, the
aim of the flight is merely to enjoy
Nature's abundant gift of aerial support, found over and in the lee of the
Scottish mountains. Adjllst the trim,
choose a course to maintain track along
the wave of rising air, and then the
mind, relieved of thoughts technical, is
free to ponder over the endless infinity
of space.
Far below, planes with engines shuttle
to and fro as weekend pilots and farepaying passengers are violently thrust
through the lower reaches of the sky.
Down, and four miles east of Portmoak,
a twin-engined speck of silver suddenly
ejects a flowering rash of parachutes.
The Skyjumpers' Club are practising
over the new Glenrothes airstrip - but
they too are down - and going further
dOWll not up, as we are.
The mind is drawn from the creeping
things beneath by the even song of the

hovering sailplane as it gently rides the
silk-smooth waves. In all directions the
surmunding landscape is concealed by
undulating clouds, leaving only the gap
below through which to maintain contact with places known. Here and there
snme five thousand feet further up are
a few soft lenticular cloud forms, awaiting the man with oxygen-breathing
equipment to challenge them. Without
this life-preserving substance ~e edge
gently out of the lift, when tbe altimeter
indicates about fourteen thousand feet.
And so such flights in solitude pass,
leaving us happy to have claimed ~s our
own the few hundred cubic miles of
space that few can attain, or even want:
Not so, however, on Sunday, 14th
February. Casting loose from the Tiger
at two-and-a-half thousand over Glenfarg, a quick search through the canopy
of the 460 revealed lan Dandie flying
the Skylark 2B which had been towed
up just before me. He could be seen
poised in front of the wave cloud overhead. Settling down head-into-wind,
showing air speed 45 Jets., the vario confirmed the wave area by indicating a
climb of 5 kt~., and before long the

Westwards at 80 knots along the F,Qrth Valley; altitude 10,000 feet.
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Meeting another "460" at 12,000 feet, between the cloud layers.
(Photographs by Andrew Thorburn.)
cloud was sinking astern.
Soon we were flying in formation at
the pre-arranged rendezvous eight thousand feet over Newburgh. Poised alongside each other, cameras busily clicking,
there was time to reflect upon the pleasures of companionship in such an empty
void. Moving eastwards in formation
along the river Tay and at 12,000 feet
above it one could at least claim half of
the sky on this occasion - or could
one? What was that speck bigh and
ahead? A jet? No - the Skylark 4 must be ROjZer Mann, cuddling his
oxygen bottle and on what turned out
to be a successful quest for a Diamond
height at 19,000 feet. And now, down
below, the front of the wave cloud
began to erupt gliders with monotonous
regularity as they cast off from aerotow and climbed up into the sunshine.
Number four on the scene was the
Swallow flown by Gordon Downes, who
later landed south of Dunbar, some fifty
miles away. Then Bill Lawson in his 460
came up to join us and the Fife Schools'
T -49 piloted by Jim O'Donnell moved
rapidly across the clear space below at
about ten thousand feet. The Ka-7, wing.
tips reaching forward. wafted upwards
and moved off into the west. The club

Olympia ZB with seventeen-year-old
Douglas Mackay - one of the Fife
School pupils - floated up among the
others and he lam~ed later at Crail fo.r
his Silver.
The Moonrakers, who had chosen the
right time to visit us on a wave safari,
bobbed their glider with the R.A.F.
roundels up and down among the rest.
A new touch of colour came into view
as the Vasama, in tones of sky blue,
streaked about at high speed, its pilot,
Tom Paterson, eventually landing at
Lanark for his Silver badge.
The Weihe and the Skylark 3B, both
with several pilots taking turns, were
employed in this yo-yo act and before
long the sky north of Portmoak, between
ten and fourteen thousand feet up, supported what looked like a swat of flies
just after a spring hatching.
By now the formating 460 and Skylark 2B were at thirteen-and-a-half thousand, just entering a layer of haze in
front of a higher lenticular. The canopy
of my glider completely coated over with
ice crystals, so that keeping the Skylark
in view through the clear-vision window
was quite a task. The sub-zero temperature soon turned pleasure into pain, and
so with a wobble of the wings to the
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other glider I dived away do,wo wind
to the ten thousand feet level, where
things were a good deal more comfortable.
I reached this altitude and spotted
the Forth road and rail bridges some
twenty miles south of the OVercrowded
scene I had just left From here it
see,med that an out-and-return trip of
about ISO km. would be an interesting
thing to do, so, settling down with 80 kts.
on the clock and t let. up on the vario,
I worked along the uplift side of a wave
cloud below me, which as it turned out
took me all the way across central Scotland to Loch Lomond and back.
En route various points of interest
were photographed - Kincardine Bridge,
Mloa breweries, the windings of the
river Forth at Stirling, Charlie Ross's
caravan site at Fintry, the south end of
Loch Lomond, Dunblane, where we have
a new winch under construction, and
so on.
On the homeward fljght over Charlie's
caravans, I met that man himself in the
Skylark 3D. We were both steaming
along at 80 kts. and our closing speed
must have been in the region of
200 m.p.h. He was doing the same outand-return trip.
Fifteen miles from home the airbrakes
and downdraughts were used to get
down to a more civilised level just below
cloud, and when I landed back at Portmoak - a human icicle - I had been
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airborne for about two-and-a-half hours.
The trip to Loch Lomond and back,
however, took only a little over half of
that time - making a speed of around
75 m.p.h. for the ISO-km. out-and-return.
I keep hearing about some French
place called Fayence and another site
in Italy that has flying conditions along
a valfey only fit for Hell's Angels but what is wrong with spending a holiday high up among the Scottish "burds"
- 0 ye men from so~h of the Border?
This is the place to chase "polars" we have the climate here I
As for me, next time I intend to
sndggle an oxygen bottle with me and
stack myself at an even higher level the middle reaches between ten and fourteen thousand are becoming overcrowded.
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OVER THE CLOUDS THE SKY IS BLUE
BY 18 BRAES

Showing that .even a no-conlest day. cfln produce exciting experiences. This flight
\Vas mad.e dUring the 1963 World Gltdlllg Championships in Argentina.
HOUGH not superstitious, it was The Plan
not without a touch of excitement
.
..
we went to briefing at eleven o'clock on
In vIew of the SituatIOn I dared not
the 13th February. At the time the carry on ~xact1y along the. course, even
weather was already developing for th?ugh WIth my good altItude I c~uld
something big. Cumulus clouds shot gh~e a long way t?wards the turnIngbriskly up, and a fresh wind was blow- POInt. But Front I. sItuated abo.ut 15 km.
ing from the north. What was the task to the east, looked much healthIer; moreto be?
over, there were small cumuli on the
.
.
direct way to it. Quickly I made up my
The u!1vellmen.~ soon ca!Jl~: out-and- mind and formed the plan: I would try
return filght to 9 de Juho , an aera- to contact Fmnt I at the greatest posdrome 82{ km. due south of Laguna de sible height in order to have a good
Gomez.
chance of gaining access to the c1oudThe meteorologist pr'Omised cumulo- I!ft, then gain enough height in this
nimbus rising up to 25,000 ft. during hft .to enable me in one stretch to fly
the afternoon. In addition he blessed us straight through the collapsed Front 11
with a northerly wind of about 20 kt. and so arrive at the turning-point at the
at 4,000 ft. (cloud base) i.-creasing to prescribed maximum height of 1,000
about «)-50 kt. at 25,000 ft. as a jet- metres.
It was a very exciting decision, bestream wa~ hanging over the district.
The start-hne was o~t:' from 12.30. It ~ause from the view of earning points
all sOl;lnded ~ery excltIng~ and - bet It was very dangerous to divert from
your life - It became so!
the course; on the other hand. I should
When we came out from the briefing not earn many points by gliding clown
room it was evident that the weather was and landing in the vicinity Qf the turndeveloping quicker than anticipated, so ing-point.
mo~t of the -pilots got very busy in preSo. round with the "bus" - or more
panng for take-off.
correctly. the Ka-6 (Rhonsegler) - and
At about 12.30 the clouds had laid away to the nearest good-looking cumuthemselves in long 15,000 ft. high cloud Ius 5-6 km. to the east. Here was
streets, or rather fronts, stretching
1-2 m./sec. and I climbed as high as I
almost parallel in the direction of the could in .order to have a good chance
course. One front (I) was lying about of attackIng Front I. From this height
10-15 km. east of the course; the other I had - as I thought - a very good
visible front (ID was situated just west view of the situation, and consequently
of the course; between the two fronts
I dived into the side of the nearest
was a spreading of cumulus activity. cumulo-nimbus.
Moreover. it was clear that the fronts
Never. never in my life have I
we.re rolling slowly eastward.
experienced such a downfall. It simply
I got we" over the start-line at 13.48, rained "cats and dogs" - and how It
and with the strong tailwind it was not hailed too! The water ran down the
inner side of the cockpit as though a
long before I reached Front 11, which
by now had rolled into the line of the tap had been turned on. I began to feel
course. The situation was now far
seriously uneasy as to whether the
from promising: in front of me it was RhoRsegler was going to "sink". But
raining and no sun was visible, neither in fact the variometer was only showing
forward nor to either side of the front fm. sink, so I carried on, hoping to find
diagonals - in other wori!s, this big some lift somewhere. But oh, how it
rained - at the time I sent Noah and
area of the Front 11 was apparently collapsing.
his Ark a sympathetic thought!

T
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From the starting-point.
left bottom corner, the
direction of flight goes
diagonally to the right.
Front II barred the way,
so Braes [fot enough
height in Front III 10
pass the turning-point,
and in Front III to cover
most of the way homewilrd.

At length I got out of the bottom of
the .cloud, and as the variometer was
crestfaIIen still ,pessimistic, I again had to go out to the west, where
the sun was stilI shining,
Nervously my altitude disappeared to
about 800 m. before my spirits once
more rose in accordance with the altimeter after a call at a little cumulus.
At it again! - and the next cumulonimbus, a little farthler south, got an
unexpected visit - and this time I was
much mOre lucky: with typical Argentine hospitality the "clock" showed
4 m/so I found myself about 15 km.
north-west of the town of Bragado, and
before I reached the base, I worked out
my course, speed, and height to reach
the turning-point at an altitude of
1,000 m. At that time I was about 55 km.
from the turning-point, so I bad to
climb to a height of about 4,000 m.
U1intl ,to the Turning-point

With the lift averaging 8 to 10 In/s.
it went quite nicely, and at 4,300 m. I
corrected the course, 260°, and speed
135 km./h., and soon I Came out into
the loveliest sunshine. I had no ice formation as freezing level was about
4,500 m., but nevertheless it was necessary to fly on the com9ass, because I
had no ground visibility on account of
a fine white sheet of strata-cumulus

orIgmating from the collapsed Front 11
that stretched out like a high wall about
20 km. in front of me.
At a height of about 2,000 m. I met
Front 11. It was 01'11'1 a little turbulent,
yet 1 got a single lift that sent me up
300 m. in straight flight (see barogram).
Wen, I had now been flying on instruments for nearly 40 minutes. The last
time I saw the ground, I was 55 km.
from the turning-point, and thle last
25 minutes I had been flying at a speed
of 135 km./h. almost at right angle's
to a strong wind of perhaps 30 kt.
average. Accordingly- and will any'
one blame me for the thought - I was
very anxious to get under cloud base
and see where 1 was!
If everything was a.K., I ought to
~ near the turning-point in five minutes.
Suddenly, at a height of 1,300 m. I
had passed Front n, and . . . came out
to the most ~autiful sight and the
greatest gliding experience I ever had •..
In frent of me - right on my course and about 7-8 km. away, lay 9 de lulio's
aerodrome" and under me the landscape
resembled a veritable battlefield of fallen
gliders - it demanded ,quite a lot of
self-control not 10 become "silly" at
that moment!
I rounded the turning-point at 15 hrs.
at the required beight of 1,000 m., but
though the turning~point lay jn the sun,

the air here was absolutely dead after
the violent rainfall from Front 11 that
had passed. On the other hand, another
front (Ill) came rolling along about
10 km. to the west. The front was just
about to hide tAe sun again; but under
it, farther out to the west, I could see
that the sun was shining again. Here
was my real chance! I realised that the
only possibility of getting home in the
stroDg headwind was again to go out
west seeking for contact with the comiog Front nr. and staying high. So once
more at right angles to the course!
Soon I was beneath Front HI heading
west for a tiny little spot of sunshine;
but - down and down I went, 400 m.350 m., and under me. on the ground,
lay "meine liebe kollega" Nietlispach
- it was far from an inspiring sighL
Diamond Altitude readied
Then suddenly. at 330 m., there it
was - 1 metre. In a moment I had got
3 m./s. out of the thermal, and Nietfispach was getting smaller and smaller
- r must confess - in a very pleasant
and delightful way! At 1,200 m. I
reached the base at a rate of 4 m./sec.,
steadily rising in the clOUd. Now the
variometers got busy: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
- 15 m./sec. Soon they ran themselves
off the top. and I hear;(j t!;le voice
almost
breaking
in
the CrossfelJ
"squeak" variometer.
The thermal was fairly calm with no
problems_ I was climbing at a constant
airspeed of 80 km./h. Only the altimeter's activity convinced me that I
was going up in a so-called "howling
Argentine storm" with a vertical speed
of perhaps 60 km./h. or"more.
At 5,000 m. I got anxious about the
oxygen apparatus as I did not think it

gave enoagh oxygen. I therefore examined the tubing to see if a knot had
developed! It was not the case so r
decided, although I really felt if{ quite
normal condition, to leave the clcud.
It is worth notice that while I had
been examining the oxygen apparatus I
bad climbed 800 m. to a total height of
5,840 m. - the Diamond was - what
I did not realise at that moment home: hip, hip, hurrah!

\\ollere No Birds Fly
I straightened up on a course of 320·
and was now on my way homeward on
my absolutely best glide ratio. i.e., about
110 km./h.
Gradually I began to be a little impressed by the size of the cloud system
In which
I was flying, because after
10 minutes' straight flight, I still had to
fly on my instruments. Suddenly it struck
me - over-icing of the hood! And indeed, when I opened the window r
was flying in the brightest sunshine ~nd
had evidently done so for some time.
Curious, I turned my glider a little
to the right, and from my tiny world'
in the cockpit I looked out through the
panel and was witness to a most fa/.tasric view. Indeed, it was microcosmos
against macrocosmos, a constellation
whose proportion sometimes is un~
realised by many of us so-called civilized
human beings.
The cold front, which I had left, stood
just in front of me like a big snowc~vered mountain-massif pure white,
With an almost vertical wall going down,
down - 4.000 m., r think - reaching
the snowy carpet of a laycr of stratocumulus, which totally covered the
earth. Above me the wall was stilI ris-
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2-32 -

A NEW CONCEPT IN SOARING

This high p.rfo....... n". sailplan. opens new ",istos to sCK!ring pilots. With a maxi.
mum glid. ratio in the 34-36 range, 95 mph cr:uising sp••d at LID of oYer 22.
it s'till is suitubl. for lighl Ih.rmal soc.,ing. Th. 2-32 is now in full product;on.
Som.. of Ihe outslanding f.atures are:
1. Spadous Cockpit for Comfort and ConYeni"nu furnishings.

luxurious int.rior and

2. "Thr••-place Capacity - Two passengel;! can be carried in rear seat.
Ample room for sp.ciol .quipm.nt and installations.

3. 47S lb•. u.eful loud in high perforlllanc. category. ApproYol for 575
Ibs. in util'ily category in pro"e .

4. Astro-dome Canopy -

Fr .... blo n fOr unexcell ..d Yisibility.

5. "lifetime" Schweiz..r Metal (onstruction service experience.

Proyed by nearly 30 years

The 2-32 i. ideal for: udvanced soaring ~ training; competition; two-place re<ord
flights; .pecial research projects; and for introdu"ing your fri.nd. to .ouring at its
b ••J.
1965 Production already committ..d! Now scheduling
d./iyeries for 1966; _it. or cuble for speciflcoJions
and p.ices.

SCHWEIZER AI,RCRAFT CORP.
60 Airporf Rd., Elmira, New York
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ing about 2-3,000 m., demoD.slrating the
great power of these giants of the
clouds. It was easy to guess that the
weather beneath the front was frightful,
but it was not my problem - I had no
problem at all. I flew in a smooth world
of beauty, created by those wonderful
douds, and crowned by a sky as blue
as you have ever seen. It was a marvellous adventure, and I began to
understand the fascinating feeling the
mountaineer has when, after troublesome efforts, he plants his ice-axe an
the peak of the· mountain.
In this environment I flew almost an
hour on a steady course of 320·.
To the Hard Facts again •••
At about 1,300 m. I came out of the
strato-cumulus layer. Now I was able
to orient myself a little, whereupon the
hard troubles of reality again made thejr
entry in my cockpit!
The dead-headwil)d had only given
me a glide-ratio of 1: 10 and there was
still 30 km. left to reach Laguna de
Gomez! Again the conditions seemed
to be better to the west, where small
cumulus about 10-15 km. away were
forming in the sunshine, free of stratocumulus. I reached the area at about

Pllol
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500 m. and after careful searching I
found a good thermal ()f 2-3 m./sec.
Here in the late afternoon the wind had
weakened a little, so after a happy meeting with two thermals to near the base
(1,300 m.) I could pass the finishing line
at 17.05 with 160 km./h. on the clock.
My arrival was not very exceptional,
because many of the pilots already had
been retrieved by aero-tow. Most people
thought 1 was joking at the finishing
line! Later on, when they told me
that I was the only one who had fulfilled the task, I thought that they in
reverse were joking at me! But nevertheless, so it was, and the joy was
naturally great in the Danish camp.
How things finally turned out, with
cancellation of the contest, was the last
hard fact of the day. Well, what do you
think? Ought I really to be superstitious
in future? Was the 13th February really
an unlucky day?
No, it was the day ,of all time! Today there is only one thing I am
annoyed at, and it is that we at the
evening party in the restaurant did not
get the third bottle of champagne uncorked,. because, .as Cowboy said: "What
an infernal noise when the cork bangs
on the six-metre high tin roof!"
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SIX HOURS FELT LIKE SIX MINUTES
By V. BELYAKOV (Sportsman ofthe First Rank)
Translated trom "KRILYA RODINY" by C. Wills

distance flight is perhaps the mosl
A
romantic dream of glider pilots. It
combines the thrill of flying with the
fascination of a tourist excursion. At the
same time, it is one of the most complex exercises and a test of endura~ce.
I will tell you about one such flight
which I made last year.
On 13th JUDe a cold front rolled over
our airfield, and, because of this, some
of us sleut badly during the night.
Firstly it excited our imaginations, and
secondly. a cold front night is a plague
to all who wish to sleep. At dawn it was
freezing. I turned over and over below
my blankets and I began to have nightmares. I dreamed of a night in a field
and a glider, silvery with dew, which
seemed to shiver likewise in the culd.
Putting it briefly: on. the morning of
14th June I very nearly Ignored the ,cold
front. However, this mood disappeared
in the twinkling of an eye when we
rushed out from our tents. From horizon
to horizon, the sky was so clean that
it might have b~n wiped with. a damp
rag. A light WInd was blowlOg, and
before our ,eyes went the first, still rag·
ged, cumuli. What gli~er. pilot could
remain indifferent to thiS sight? A feeling of joyful excitement de-.:eloped
among the waiting sportsmen, which became still greater when it was read on
the briefing board that some of us would
try {or distance.
All through the morning we prepared
for the flight. As some of us lacked
experience {only two of us had fulfilled
the norm for a first rank sportsman},·
it was decided to play safe with the
frontal conditions and to have a predetermined leader. The course deCided
upon was in the general direction of
Tula, Veronezh and further to Shakhti.
·TRANSLATOR'S, NOTE.-Master of Sport:
one must pass proficiency tests in three
sports. One such test may be the 35Q-km.
distance flight in a glider, after which,
presumably, one becomes "sportsman of
the first rank".

We were all in the mood 10 give battle
when, SUddenly, high clouds were
noticed. A secondary front was coming
quickly from the west. This miserable
little front nearly upset all our plans.
Already, some of us doubted whether it
was wise to set off for distance.
However, at this moment, over us
came two KAI-19's from Drakiin. They
were being flown on record attempts by
O. Manafova and V. Chuvikov.· They
informed us by radio that the weather
conditions were not bad and were improving. The wind strength had reached
between 25 and 35 km./hr. and the
clouds were building up. The pilots of
our club betted that there were thermals
of 3-4 metres to between 1,500 and 1,600
metres. These were almost ideal conditions fm distance flights.
At last, at 1 o'clock, it was decided
that conditions were good for a 6OO-km.
flight or better, but that it would now
be safer to aim at the 350-km. norm for
Master of Sport.
I took off first and released at 700 m.
in a 4-metre thermal under the ,edge
of a cloud. I started off without prospecting, and in five minutes the whole
group was in the air. The first 100 kms.
went rather quickly - the regular 3-m.
thermals allowing us to hold a steady
120-130 km./hr. As we had previously
decided, we went to the edge of the
front, one after the other, each of us
watching the leader, whose task it was
to find the lift.
After an hour of Unot much" in the
region of Volovo station, the secondary
front caught up with us. Further to the
south, on our course, the weather was
cloudy. After .a short discussion (by
radio), it was ~ided to fly along the
front 20 Ions. to the east, where, it
seemed, conditicns were better. There w~
found a cloud street, under which we
went about 100 kms. as far as Elyets.
Good weather conditions prevailed over
this part of the course and, as during
the first hour, we were able to put up
not a bad average speed (75 km./hr.).

ROUTE OF
5 PILOTS

ON 13.6.64.
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Above Efremov. we unexpectedly
heard a strange voice in our earphones
- "Blahiks flying over the town - your
intentions". It seemed that we were
passing through the domain of some
other glider pilots. Listening to their
conversation, it appeared that they were
flying round triangles, although the wind
was rather strong for this.
Up to Elyets our journey had, as one
might say, been covered with roses. Now
began the thorns. Things began to dice
with the evening. The clOUd wasted away
and the thermals became weak. As the
river Sosna was approached, a huge 30km. gap (area without lift) appeared.
Here I made a tactical error which, un~
fortunately, is made rather often by
young pilots. There Came a moment
when the weather was "finished" when
I plunged straight across this gap. Two
hours earlier such a decision might have
been right. Now I was punished. Twice
I had to work half-metre thermals when
at Soo m. and once I had to choose a
landing field. My comrades said to me
(over the wireless): "If you choose land. We will also land with you." My
protest was received in vain. Not wishing
to ruin the group's achievement, I went
on trying desperately to find some lift
and - in the end, I found some.
From the start until mv mistake, I
had gone first. Now, on joining up with
the others, who had gone round the
gap. I was last.
Leader of the group, in these difficult
conditions. was the expert pilot (now
Master of Soort) L. Bekhov. Those
100 kms. duririJ1; which we followed him
under a cloudless sky were, without
ouestion. the most interestin~ and unforgettable of the whole fli~ht. The
group kept very much together, as
directed, all the five gliders in two or
three neighbouring thermals. Everyone
felt that they must keep the little chain
going and use every small remaining
chance to go further.
The sun was alreadv low on the horizon. when Bekhov noticed that, 20 kIDs.
further on, there was an aerodrome. The
prospect of a night in a field had never
filled me with joy, and my. comrades also
felt the same about it. Therefore Bekbov's sug~estion was received with
general enthusiasm.
However, at this time, Y. Sevostyan ov
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lagged 2 kms. behind. He was unable
to gain height and he decided to land on
an agricultural airstrip. In order not to
desert one of our comrades, V. Mastrykov decided to land with him. This was
a risky decision, as we were not sure
within 2 or 3 kms. whether we had gone
far enough to qualify for the norm of
Master. But the feeling of comradeship
was far stronger than the danger of
mjssing the norm. When, on landing, we
measured the map, it was found that
Mastrykov and &vostyanov had flown
355 kms. The three remaining of us,
Bekhov, Ylyanova and myself, landed
10 kms. further on.
The strange thing was that, on landing,
we did not feel tired. It was as if it had
been a six-minute circuit rather than a
six-hour cross-country.
But after one-and-a-half hours of derigging and quartering the gliders, we
felt literally as if we were falling off
our feet. We were very happy when some
sportsmen from Voronezh came to help
us. All the participants in our crosscountry wish to thank them from the
bottom of their souls. Unfortunately,
glider pilots do not meet with such a
warm welcome every time they land near
an aerodrome. But such a friendly attitude is normal among all the aviation
sportsmen of DOSAAP.

HELP OTHERS TO
HELP US
By WALTER KAHN

HEN did you first hear about
W
gliding? Were you taken to Whipsnade to the animals but spent your
time watching gliders instead?
If only we could tell more young
people about our sport! There is a
very simple way of achieving this. In
this year of the World Championships
would you donate one. year's subscription of the magazine SAILPLANE AND
GLIDING to the library of your school
or college or even your old Boy Scout
Troop, A.T.e. unit or local Youth
Club? If the glider pilots in this country
and abroad did take part in this scheme,
we could really "get Gliding across" to
the younger generation. Think ef the
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advantages-more friends for Gliding
throughout the world. more public support when we need it most, future
Ministers of Aviation and powerful
officials being introduced to Gliding at
an early age.
It is a simple inexpensive request. one
which can have far-reaching benefits to
us all and a chance of interesting
youngsters in the sport which we all
feel has no equal.
Just complete the enclosed form and
send it together with your remittance to
the SAILPLANE AND GLIDING Office and
we will do the rest.
How pleased you would have been if
someone had done this for you when
you were young!

SHAW SLINGSBY
TRUST
·THE transfer of Slingsby Sailplanes
from the Shaw Slingsby Trust has
now been completed. Philip Wills has
resigned as Chairman, and Mr. J. Bradley has been appointed in his stead. The
new Board consists of Fred Slingsby,
Peter Street, John Reussner, W. Slater
and Philip Wills, who has agreed to
remain on the Board for a further transitional period.
With this operation, and with the
heartening support which has been given
the Trust by the B.G.A., by Gliding
Clubs and by various individual enthusiahs, the serious problems with which
it and tbe gliding movement were faced
by the decision of the Revenue last year
to discontinue recognition of its charitable operation have been overcome, and
by the best possible means: the internal
loyalty and support of gliding folk themselves.
A few Clubs have found it impossible
immediately to raise all the necessary
sums, but are doing everything to do so
as quickly as they possibly can.
The future of Slingsby Sailplanes as a
major supplier of British gliders seems
assured.
The Trustees of the S.S.T. want to
take this op.portunity publicly to thank
all those clubs and individuals who have
made possible this outcome.
PH1LlP WILLS
JOHN Fu1u.ONG
BASIL MEADS
GODFREY HARWOOD

SOME FACTS ABOUT WINCHES
By PETER ROSS (SEA Gliding Club)

HERE must be many other clubs
T
who, like us, have decided that their
single drum Wild ex-balloon winches

Wild are not prepared to sell individual
components.

are due for retirement now that spares
for the Ford V.8 are becominR increasingly difficult to obtain, the power is
insufficient to launch modern two-seat
gliders in light winds, winch spares are
unobtainable, and petrol (now that the
tax rebate has ended) costs about four
times the price of diesel. The following
is an account of our investigations into
a replacement.

K. and M. PFElFER, Langebruckenstr.
36a, P.O. Box 107, Fulda, Germany.
British Agents: Thermal Equipment
Ltd., 158b Acre Road, Kingston-onThames, Surrey.-Single-drum winches
with the axis of the drum in line with
the engine crankshaft. See picture.
Mounted on a trailer which can be
lowered on to four corner supports. The
paying on gear (See photos Nos. 1, 2
and 3) is driven by chain and scroll
gear, but the whole system is mounted
between a pair of counter-balanced arms
and is free to pivot about the drum
axis. As the glider is launched the
cluster of guide rollers, paying on gear,
etc. is lifted up by the cable so that it
has a virtually direct passage from the
glider to the drum without passing
through any sharp angle. The swinging
arm also ooerates an automatic over-run
brake when the cable is being pulled
out. Cable tension raises the arm and
releases the brake, lack of tension allows
it to fall and apply the brake. The
guillotine is operated by a compression
spring and is mounted immediately behind the guide roller cluster. To allow
for the swinging and traversing move-

WINCHES IN SERIES PRODUCTION
M. B. WILD LTD., Argyle Street, Birmingham 7.-The two-drum winch as
supplied to the A.T.C. in the last few
years. Trailer mounted and powered by
a Bedford petrol engine driving through
a friction clutch and gearbox. From
here onwards the right-angle transmission, peg clutches, drums and paying on
gear ;lre similar to those used on the
old balloon winches, but the rollers
which guide the cable from the glider
on to the winch are of improved design
and incorporate a swinging arm. The
main roller is of 6 in. diameter. Pri.ce
is £3,500 and examples may be seen at
the Derbyshire and La'ncashire Club or
at any A.T.C. Gliding School. Messrs.
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ment the rekase mechanism is operated
by Bowdeli cable.
It can be sU9plied with or without
engine, and two may be seen at the
Southern Command Club at Netheravon,
Wilts. Thev have been in production
for many y'ears and are thoroughly tried
and tested units. Price is about 12,000
DM (£1,120).
RODER-PRAZISTON, Burgomeister-HaasStrasse IS" 632 Werk Alsfeld, GeTmany.-These single-drum winches may
be either trailer or lorry mounted, the
driver faces the winch engine as in a
lorry and the drive passes under the cab
to a right-angle drive and cable drum
behind and to the right of the cab. The
cable is led forward from the underside

of the drum through a pair of rollers
running along a horizontal track. These
feed the cable on to the drum and are
moved sideways by a completely enclosed scrQIl gear running in an oil bath
and connected to the rollers by a push
rod. The cable is guided under the cab
and alongside the engine by concave
rollers and comes out by the radiator
through a swinging pulley guide. An
example may be seen at the Midland
Gliding Club, where it has given reliable
service for over seven years. They have
fitted a Humber Snipe petrol engine and
automatic transmission which appears
to work wen desoite an the theoretical
shortcomings. Any size of drum can be
fitted; and the one at the Mynd is of
large diameter and narrow width. Any
241
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Coming dou.'n to earth . . . you'll need
Rubery Owen independent suspension
Towing is so smooth on a Rubery Owen independent suspension.
The torsion bars give 4 inches of independent movement to each
wheel and 'the whole unit allows a lower centre of g,-avity for
exceptional roadholding and easier towing. Independent suspension makes a world of difference to towing. Fit a Rubery Owen
axl~ to your trailer~

RUBERY OWEN& CO. LTD., Trailer Equipment Division,.
P.O. Box 10, Darlaston, Wednesbury Staffs.
Tel: JamesBridge 3131.
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engine up to 200 h.p. may be fitted and
the winch is supplied with engine for
14;080 DM (about £1,310) or without
engine for 8,300 DM (£773). (All prices
quoted her,e and later are ex-works
Germany ,and do not include carriage
and import duty,.)
They will supply a set of drawings
and licence to build one winch for
200 DM (£18) on condition that you buy
their right-angle drive, paying on gear;
guide rollers, and g,uiIJotine for 3,004
DM (about £270).
RICHARD TOST, Thalkirchnerstr. 62,
Munich 15, Germany.-A two-drum
winch mounted on a lorry chassis. They
claim to have sold 2.00 examples, and
offer glowing testimonials in support.
Power is a 154 h.p. Oldsmobile Rocket
petrol engine driving through a fluid
coupl·ing and a modified automatic gearbox. The drive is taken through a rightangle reduction gearbox to one or other
of the two drums. The driver sits
between the drums facing the engine,
and the cables pass, through tubes which
swing to lay on the cable. They emerge
beside the radiator tprough perhaps the
cleverest type of pulley / roller cluster
that has yet been invented. Two pulleys
are mounted so that a smafl gap is left
between them, and two guide rollers
prevent the cable jumping the pulleys.
The whole assembly is free to rotate
through 360· around the axis of the
cable. The price, ready for mounting on
a lorry or trailer, is 13,464 DM (about
£1,255), or without engine 10,258 DM
(£955).
MOT01MPORT. 26 Przomyslowa, Warsaw. British Agents: Norco Engineering
Ltd., Burrel Road, Haywards Heath,
Sussex.-Two single-drum winches:ZUBR 1.-A trailer winch similar in
layout to the Pfeifer, fitted with 85 h.p.
six cylinder petrol en~ine. At time of
writing there is no pnce available.
SW-4 "TuR".-A self-propelled winch
looking, from its photograph, rather like
a SDorts car. Fitted with a 90 h.p. petrol
engine with the drum at right-angles to
the direction of travel. The price is
£1,030 f.o.b. Gdynia.
NON-PRODUCTION WINCHES
DUNSTAllLE.-Successive developments
of the basic Wild winch have resulted

TOST
GLIDING EQUIPMENT
Segelfll,lg:zeugstartwinden
Glider launching winches

Schwerpunktkupplun:gen
C of G releases 53

Bugkupplungen
Nose releases 52

Kombinationskupplungen
Combination releases 54
(for winch and aeroplane towing)

Sc:hultergurtversetell'vQrrichtungen
Adjustable shoulder harnesses
("Sehuguka" 58)

Flugzeugleichtrader
Aeroplane light-weight wneels with
and without mechanical brake
(for gliders and aeroplanes)

Solibruchstellen
Weak links
(rated breaking point)

Seilfallschirme
Cable parac;hutes

SchleppseiIe
Towing cables (steel and per/on)

Scha~el
Shackles

Vorseile
Safety ropes

BesthleunigiJngsmes'ser'
Ac,ce!erometers
All oul of our own development work for
safely in flight

Pilots for Pilots
Further enquiries to:

RICHARD TOST
8 Munchen 1!S., Tholkirchner Str. 62
Tel. 53 44 12
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in a series of self-propelled two-drum
wimcnes which use oml,y the right-angle
bevel box from the original Wild winch,
They have :abandoned the use of payingon gear in the interests of simplicity and
reliability ("If it is not there it can't
go wrong") but their maximum cable
length is comparatively short (2,500 ft.).
Amongst tne clever ideas incorporated
are:
(a) Drive taken through a fluid COllPling made by Crofts (Engineers) Ltd.,
ihornbury, Bradford, Yorks, (price
about £150), which does awav with the
conventional clutch and geaf,bolt,
(b) Selection of drive to either drum
thr,ough industrial clutches made by the
same company (price about £25) which
can be ooerated from the cab without
having to-be lined up by eye.
(c) Disc brakes f.or each drum. These
are not only better than drum brakes
but permit we.ar to be seen immediately
and linings can be replaced in minutes.
Mechanica.l ones are made by Twiflex
Couplings Ltd., The Gree" Twickenham,
Middlesex, and cost ab\>ut £22 each.
The Cambridge Club is successfully
using hydraulic' disc brakes from a car
which may be cheaper.
(d) A verv neat and effective cable
guide using a counterbalanced swinging
pulley. The pUlley is recessed into' the
side plates to prevent the cable jamming. The Army Club at Odiham
achieve the same result by mounting
guide rollers at each side of the pUlley.
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CLAVTO:-l WINcH.-The two Clayton
winches are now at Ounkeswell (108 h.p.
engine and piano wire) and Paignton
(126 h.p.and cable). A full description
was given in the De:ember, 1960', i$s.ue.
They are trailer mounted two-drum
winches and the diesel engine drives
through a Vulcan Sinc!air fluid coupling (F1uidrive Ltd., Isleworth, M iddlesex, price about £150) to a special rightangle drive gearbox containing the cam
drive to the paying on gear, and the
drum selector mechanism, all running in
oie\. Very hnge drums are used and the
guide pulleys are 12 iI'!. diameter. Photo
No. 4. Thev are probably the most
effective winches in the coUntry and are
capable of launching an Eagle in no
wind. Thev cost about .£2,500, and Mr.
Clayton, 'of Northmoor, Dulverton,
Somerset, is thinking of building some
more.
I!>lPERIAL COLLEGE WINCH.-This winch
is now at Lands End and is specially
interesting because it is fitted with :a
torque converter (mad6 by Sdf 'changing Gears Ltd., Lythalls Lane:, Coventry,
and cost about .£tOO to suit an engine
developing 27'5 Ib.-ft. torque) as weB
as a diesel engine. A torque converter
not only acts as a fluid coupling but
also as a variable ratio gearbox.
It is a characteristic of all types of
fluid drives tnat the power transmitted
with tile engine idling is sufficient to
take UD the slack. (when the cable is
released) and this winch, having only

one drum, is able to take advantage of (b) Fluid coupling to:this to provide sufficient cable tension
(i) Reduce strain on cable: permitto act as a drum over-ride brake when
ting longer cable life, and making
the cable is being pulled ouL
possible launches with weaker cable.
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHlR~.- The
(ii) To allow the engine r.p.m. to
pioneers of the unit type of multi-drum
build up before any. load comes .on
win~h where the drums are on the same
the engine: the engme cannot gIve
axis as the crankshaft of the engine and
adequate b.h.p. at lower Lp.m. and
the drive passes through the centre of
this build-up allows the engine to
tbe drum to a clutch on the far side.
provide full power te the fluid coupTwo of these may be seen, one built
ling from the start of the launch to
in to a brick .building and the other
give the best possible acceleration to
on a self-propelled lorry chassis driving
the glider.
thrcugh a fluid coupling.
(iii) Simplify winch driving: eliminDONCASTER.~ much
has already
ates need for driver to control clutch
been written about the famous converted
slip.
bus winches pioneered by the Doncaster (c) Cable paying on gear: to reduce cable
Club that th~ briefest de.scriptiol) will
wear.
suffice. A Daimler or AEC single-decker (d) More than one drum: the launch
bus with 70 h.p. diesel engine driving
rate with one single drum winch
through a iluid fiywheel10 a pre-selector
cannot be as high as with two single
gearbox is provided with a quick release
drum winches. A two-drum winch is
coupling for the prop. shaft to the back
cheaper to make, run, and maintain
axle. After driving to the launch JlOsithan two single-<lrum winches.,
tion the drive is disconnected and an (e) Large diameter glide rollers/pulleys:
altemative shaft to the drum is attached.
fatigue in flexible steel cable due to
The drum is basically a lorry wheel with
bending is avoided if jt is wrapped
flanges added. mounted on half a lorry
around a diameter greater than 40
axle as support. A cluster of rollers
which pivot· to allow the cable to rise
with the glider guide the piano wire on
to the drum. There is no paying on
gear. The last 100 ft. is cable.
You buy a bus for £120. parts for
the conversion for £30, and after ten
the dependable high performance
days' hard work you can have a winch
which will give you almost as good a
sailplane of an approved series prolaunch as anything in the country. Doncaster is well worth a visit.
duction, well-known for workmanship
What we have leamt
and surface quality, accep~ed by
From what we have seen and heard
there appear to be certain essenti!11 fe~.
tl,e leading pilots of fiftee:l countries.
tures for a winch to be used ID thIS
country:
(a) Diesel engine for:Ask for our new brochure on
(i) Fuel economy: Diesel fuel costs
only Is. 4d.. per gallon.
model 1965
(ii) Reliability: Maximum revs. are
controlled by a governor s~ ~~er
revving is impossible. No Igmtlon
system to .give trouble in .damp
SCHEMPP-HIRTH KG.
weather. Very rugged const,ructton.
(iii) Flat torque curve: Engme torque
'7312. Kirchbeim-Teek.•
remains almost constant over a WIde
range of engine revolutions.
W. Germany
(iv) Maximum power ":t low Te,:s:
No reduction gear r,cqulred to dnve
fluid coupling.

STANDARD AUSTRIA ISH'

~15

times the cablc diameter. For cable
up to 25 cwt. this means in practice
at least 8 in.
(f) Automatic over-run brake when paying out: a brake which operates only
when the retrieving vehicle slows
down allows the drum to be unwound with the minimum power. An
automatic brake prevents cable tangling.

CHOICE OF FLEXIBLE CABLE OR
PIANO WIRE
Piano wire is much cheaper to buy,
and because it is lighter it will permit
a higher Launch than cable for the same
length. Piano wire kinks very easily and
will then break as soon as any tension
is applied.
When two lengths of piano wire have
been wrapped round a drum and are
laid €lut side by side extreme care must
be taken to avoid them touching. If they
do then they wrap, around one an~ther
over a considerable distance and it is
a long and arduous task to ~parate
them. We expect to layout four parallel
cables and feel that the potential hazards
of piano wire rule it out for intensive
fumble-free operation with multi-drum
winches despite the other very real
advantages.

FI~"itlle

c.,.Y8t'S for
Gliding M• .-tings
lent or s.tt TCoW
Hit...
O.liVefed
wheA feqyit.cl. An
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'ftakes

~ inclt,llding
Sprit!l', fairhol,.•.

Tho",lon.IIu~,d.

Lare,••od.ls now
Oft display et our
-Show Si... Open
Je'Wnd.ys.w.....
Vii;' .... or write fat
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RichMOnd Roed.

Kingsfo.....on·Thames, SuN.V.
KINgston 63..0
S_ Sit_: W.-_ _ • Roed.
Teddinglon. MidclI__
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NEED FOR A STANDARD WINCH
I doubt whether the winch experts
would ever agree on the ideal winch, as
each club has different requirements.
The greatest need is for something
which is at present unobtainable in tbis
country - a standard cable drum and
paying on gear incorporating all the
features mentioned above. The diagram
shows a possible layout.
Using this unit clubs could build
single, twin or multiple drum winches
as required, and could take the drive to
a back axle for self-propuLsion from
the end of the last unit. Just imagine
how many you CQuld get along a bus
chassis!

Coupling

\

l::~~~;,n~-

0

Drtveto

further
units

Power Unit
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OBITUARY
DR. W. B. KLEMPERER

leading pjoneer in the development
A
of soaring flight, Wolfgang Klemperer died in Los Angeles on 25th March
from virus p:leumonia.
Klemperer first came into the news
during the German gliding competitions
on the Wasserkuppe at which the art
of soaring flight was first developed. He
helped to design the Aachen iow-wing
monoplane glider and first came with
it to the Wasserkuppe in 1920, but no
soaring was done until the 1921 meeting.
when Kl.emoerer made a world record
glide of over 13 rnilJutes during which
he maintained height for some time
befoTe descending into the valley. He
was present again in 1922 when the

I

world's record was raised bv others o,n
one, two and three hours. fn that year
he joined the Zeppelin Airship Works
as head of the Research and Testing
Department. In 1924 he emigrated to
the United States and took a similar
job at the Goodyear Zeppelin Corporation; then left that firm for Douglas in
1936. In recent years he moved on to
space research. and I used to meet him
at International Astronautical Congresses. But 1 first saw him at the World
Championships in Sweden in 1950. when
we were both concerned with others in
working out a constitution for the
O.S,T.I.V.
In America he naturally took a prominent part in the development of soaring,
and only on 12th February this year
he was presented with the Warren Eaton
Memorial Award at a ceremony in California. In the course of his acceptance
speech he s:iid:"I remember when 1 began to build
flying models in 1908, with rubber and
the.n with compressed ajr motors, and
to fly hang gliders, a wealthy aUIlt of
mine vowed to disinherit me if I attempted to resort to such dangerous fuels as
the gasoline of the devilish horseless
carriage, but I assured her that the day
would come when we would fly without
any fuel."
Dr. Klemperer's son and daughter
have also takeD up gliding.
Some of his reminiscences of the early
days were published in SAjLPLANE AND
GLIDING in 1962 (p. 259) and 1963 (p.
298).
A. E. S.

BOOK REVIEW

The World's First Aeroplane Flights, by C. H. GIBBS-SMITH. A Science
Museum Booklet, published 1965 by H.M. Stationery Office. London.
Price 2s. 6d.
booklet has a number of historic photograpms, a table of "power'ed take-offs
T HIS
and flights" from 1903 to 19011. and a learned discussion by the author of what
constitutes a fligmt ("there is happily no telling who was the first to deflect himself
from the vertical sufficiently to earn the title of first 'flier' or 'glider' "), followed
by short descriptions of "first piloted attempts to fly".

The Story of Gliding, by ANN and LORNE
by John Murray. London. Price 28s.

WELCH.

Published May, 1965,

copy only arrived just before we went to press and there has Illot been
T HEtimeproof
t:> read it right through; bUI
gliding people have been shown it
~e\lefal
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a new book by

ANN

and

LORNE WELCH

THE STORY OF GLIDING
The authors, who are skilful glider pilots of world renown, have written
the story of soaring flight. After describing the first brave attempts of the
18th and 19th centuries they follow the ever-quickening process of discovery
that stemmed from the application of scientific method to the principles
and practice of flight. Ann Welch is organising this ye<lr's World Gliding
Championships.

Photographs, maps and diagrams

··

28s net

also by Ann and Lorne Welch, with F. G. Irving

THE SOARING PILOT
ooA comprehensive book about the sport. Every aspect of gliding, from
aircraft de,ign to championship flying is fully and lucidly discussed."
Air Mail.
Diagrams aDd pllJtograplls 215 net

by Ann Welch, as A. C. Douglas

CLOUD- READING FOR PILOTS
How fliers can get to know the cbanges in the weather .and enable themselves to forecast it by learning bow to "read the clouds.
Colour and other illustration J J8s net

METEOROLOGY FOR GLIDER PILOTS
C. E. WaUington
"This outstanding book, written and illustrated in such a clear manner
that is easy reading even fOT the beginner." Sailplane and Gliding.

Diagrams and photographs 305 Ilrl

JOHN MURRAY
50 Albemarle Street London W,1

...................................................................................,
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and without exception have been fascinated and declared their intention of buying
the book the moment it is published. It is intended, not as a complete histcry. but
as a story of "what appear to be the main stepping-stones" in the development of
a "unique" activity. The 21 chapters are grouped in four sections: Early Days. The
RhOn. England, and Up to Now. The pilots' accounts of many notable flights are
included. There is a great number of illustrations: 58 phctographs, 25 line drawings
and 4 maps.
A. E. S.

CORRES'PON DENCE
BIOGRAPHICAL CORRECTION
Gentlemen,
It is little wonder that S.HLPLANE &: GLIDtNG has enjoyed a substantial increase
in subscriptions, for it is indeed well written, informative. and beautifully printed. I
consider the April-May issue to be outstandingly well prepared in all respects.
I would like to make two small corrections to my biographical paragraph
shown on page 110. The first is to admit that after chec](ing my log books more
carefully my gliding hours total only approximately 2,000 hours: so r am not the
highest time pilot entered after all. I have not kept a very close account er my
nying hours for many years. and J apparently let my Texas enthusiasm include
some of my powered flight time with my gliding hours when I filled out the entry
questionnaire.
The second is to clarify that the RJ glider designation in the case of the wellknown RJ-5 sailplane stands fer Ross-Johnson, and net my initials alone as,
unfortunately, many believe. Hadand Ross was the principal designer of that
outstanding machine and. as sllch, should be given proper credit.
RICHARO H. JOHNSO:"ol
Dallas, Te:fas.
THROW AWAY THE SLIDE RULE
Dear Sir,
As correspondents from foreign parts seem to have the ear of the editor on
this subject, may I be allowed to comment from this detached viewpoint cn the
"Wallington special" scoring system, and in particular on the contribution frem
Robert B. Smith in your April edition.
M r. Smith bases his argument on a comparison between gliding and other
sports. ]f he had known as much lIbout golf as he does about gliding. I am sure
his conclusions would have been quite different.
In many sports. such as most ball games, a match consists of a contest between
two individuals or teams. Thus. to find a winner from amongst several entrants, a
series of matches must be arranged either in the form of a knock-out or league
competition. In other sports, however, such as equestrian events. every competitor
is trying to beat every other competitor simultaneously in each of several successive
tasks. The results of this type of sport are decided by a points system. Gliciing is
surely the lalter type of sport.
Golf, of course. has it both ways. If you want a series of contests between
pairs you score by match-play rules. On the other hand, most championships are
decided on stroke-play whereby every competitor plays (say) four rounds and the
winner is he who takes least strokes for the 72 holes all added together. This is
analogous to four contest days at a gliding championship. and one really bad
round of golf will lose you that championship just as surely as one really bad
day will lose you the other.
I quite agree with Wally that the present points sc"Oring systeJT\ can be imprOved
and possibly even simplified. but I am convinced that the place scoring system is
not the answer.
H.,M.S. Allclrorile. Singapore.
NIGEL STEVENSON
(Lieu/enalll, Royal Navy)
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PUBU.CATIONS.
"AUSTRALIAN GLIDINO"-monthly
jottrnal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Gary Sunderland. Subscription 30 shillings Australian, 24
s~illings Sterling or 4.25 dollars U.S. anJ
Canada. Write for free s3mple copy.
Gliding",
Box
f6S0M,
"Austrnlian
G.P.O.• Adelaide.

"MODEL AIRCRAfT"-Ollicial Jour·
nal of the 'Society of Model Acro~
Ilautical Engineers. Features, cODteat·
winning model designs, constructional
articles, photographs and reports of
international and national contests. 2/monthly from any newsagent. Send fo'r
specimen 'copy free from "Model Air·
'craft", 19-20· Noel Street, London, W.I.
PUT yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORfAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military aviation n.ews, spotters' notebook, etc. Price 2/- from your t'lewsagent. For free specimen copy send 6<1.
in stamps to Dept. S.O. Magazines and
Publications Ltd., .2 Sreams Buildings,
Lpndon. E.C.4.
SLOPE SOARING with ~ radio eDOtfo!
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromode.lling.
Read about this and other aeromodelIinl
subjects in Atromodeller., the world'•.
leading model magazine. pUblished
monthly, price '2/-. Model Aeronautical
Press Ltd., 38 Clarendon Road, Watford,
Herts.
"SOARING"
Official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Alex Dawydotf. Address: Box 66071,
L()s Angdes, California 90066, U.S.A.
Subscription, $5.00 outside U.S.A.; apply
to Y"'llr Post Office for a form.
PERSONAL
TRAILER AXLES. 10 cwt. Rubery
Owen in stock, V.G. Aircraft Limited,
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
GUDER PARACHUTES. Inspected
with Certificate £24. V.G. Aircraft Ltd.,
Tring Road. Dunstable. Phone: Dunstab'e 64719.
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FOR SALE
ALWA VS a selection ·of light aircraft in
stock from £37S-£5,OOO. Your glider or
your car wekomed in part el\change.
f / Sth deposit, balance up to 3 years.
Light Aircraft Division, Shad:leton
Aviation Ltd., Head Office. l75Picca.dilly, London. W.!. Hyde Park 2448.
DART. Nov. '(4. Trailer. Parachute.
Imfruments and Grcund Radio. £1,5-50.
D. Crabb. 9 Derwent Drive. Purley. Tel.
Rvw;Jcd 1988.
EX-GOVERNMENT balloon winches
late type with wire ropes, practicall,y unused,. Ford V8 engines, £100 each, L. W.
Vass Ltd., Ampthill, Bedford. Ampthill
3255.
NEW surplus RAF seat type parachutes
£12 10s. each. carriage lOs. New glider
par.achutes Trvin mark 32 only £32 each.
Reconditioned steel grey' RAF flying
overalls 47/6 each. Ask for leaflet. _Tarpaulin and Tent Mfg. CO.. 10'1-3 Brixton
Hill, S.W.Z·. TUL 0121.
1.1 G'eDujae B:ulai.. inter.« t'¥~i'yone!'
Huge 'lOCk. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
C.LOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. inc. flying
~uit~ from 25/-: flyin!;!: helm .t~. an:arak!l. outdoor c·othiilg. cam!1lng. immense ,'aricty of
mjsccll.oeolfS
eX...Goycrnm.ern
cquitJtn.ent.
Ever .0 usoful-you will be sur. .10 find
something you need-and :11 a bars:Jln pnce
tno! Send TODAY for our 30·pa~. CATALOOUE-6d. POst. frec or pleas. call at
LAURENOE CORNER. 6:-64 Hampslead
Rd .. London. N.W.1. 2 mins. Eu'ton. War·
r<!lt SI. It will be well worth while! Postal
customers buy with confidcnco--prompt despatch. refund guarantee. Dept. SG.

PHILIP WILLS' Skylark 4. Bare with
trailer £1,550. With instruments and
Skycrafter glider radio :£1,750. Delivery
June 14th. Kits Close, Fawley. Henleyon-Thames.
OLIVE GREEN new teryJene flying
suits 60/-, p. & p. 5/-. State size and
height. Transistor inverter. suitable J.8.
Horizon, apply Box. No. S0194.
FOR SALE. Secondhand sailplanes,
ready for flying: one Libelle Standard.
one Bergfalke n, one PIK-3B. All
licensed. with instruments. Credit could
be admitted. Bergfalke 1I wholly overhauled. Communicate immediately with
K. K. Lehtovaara Oy, Hameenlinna.
Finland.

OLYMPIA 2 excellent .condition. Low
hours. C. of A. from purchase date.
Basic instruments, trailer. Adams, Astbury, Congleton 3525, Cheshire.

TUTOR unmodified £60. Also ,offers invited for Wild Winch. Apply, Taylor, 26
Bewlay Street. York.
WANTED

FOR SALE -

1'2JB and SWALLOW in geed condition. C. of A. Winch in good working
order. Particulars and price to Box No.
SGI'n.
SWALLOW (with Trailer if possibl.e).
Particulars to Knight, 19 French Road,
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire.

one Lemoigne Ascend-

ing Parachute Type 679A. complete with

."00 ft. Nylon Rope and Parachutist's
Release. All brand new. Scott. AvonBank, Stony Lane.Winkten, Christchurch, Hants.
RICE-TRAILER ex-G.S.A. Will take
T21 or 2 Tutors. Steel chassis. Aluminium body. First .£50 secures. Box No.
SG193.

COME TO LAND'S END
for your holidey gliding coune this year. Ab initio

SKYLARK 3F. 1961. Excellent condition with first-class trailer. Many instruments. Offers. Provins. 20 Malvern
Crescent, .Scalby Road, Scarborough,
Yorks. Tel. Scarborough 3092. Evenings.

or eerobelic-yoy will be giv." I..ilio" and i.dtrie. '0

sui' your ....'Iicul.r n..ch .nd .... pui.nce. High pe,fon.-ance

""1

and luU·liMe instructional sle" ensure

en eftjoyable and ceftstructiv. holiday.

W,il.

PHONIX FS 2.4 T

'Of

Ba.sic: Course 10} 9nl.
h,lI de..ils to:

C. P. GILUAM

e-.e

excellent conditions 1:37. fi"lc..."d .....ith:
A.S.I.. Sollfahrtgebcr (combination of vario·
In",cr and A.S.I.). Alti""'ter. Turn-Slip-Indi.
calOr 12V. Crossf.ell-Vado with Aud:o. Compa.. ·FK 16. Instrument board watch with
Slopping device. Radio HBcck.e:r" AR S 12.
oxygen equipment.
Trailer with special~y lon~ aerial. spec;al
cover for ",jn~s. fuselage and rudders.
Original price: DM 3S,OOO. The most favourable offer ·accepted. located at Southern Ger·
man)', 3"ailable on the spot. Apply Box No.
S.G.19S.

Seet'ltiirY.......'. ,End G.f.C.,

., The Valley, Porthcurno, PenzBnce.

"GLIDING"
and

"SAILPLANE & GLIDING"
HE following copies are still availT
able and this list cancels any previous lists published. Please send your

SLlNGSBY I~-M DART. New April
1964 C. of A. April 1966. Condition as
new. Full blind panel. PZL and Crossfell with Audio Variometers. Ccmplete
with new trailer £1.600. Jack Tarr, 11
Station Road. Doncaster..
_
TWO Sperry H.L. Horizons, CDe Sperry
J.3 with Transistor inverter, one Bendix
rotary invl:rter. All as new - £75 the
lot or offers. Box No. SG I%.
TUTOR and spare parts, flying overalls
45! -, Instruments, J&, "G" Meters, T.
and Banks, V.G. Aircraft Limited.
T-3] C. of A. till February, 1966,
Spoilers, Six Instruments, Trailer, £395.
T-31 C. of A. till April, 1966, SpoiJers,
Trailer, £34$. "Windyhurst", Churston,
Brixham, Devon. Churston 2387.

order clearly indicating which copies are
required together with your remittance.
4s. per copy, pl~ 4<1. postage, to Sail~
plane and Gliding, Artillery Mansions,
75 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
FOR SALE
1950
Nos. I. 3, 4
1951 Vol. 2 Nos. I, 3,4
1952 Vol. 3 Nos. I, 3, 4
1953 Vol. 4 Nos. I, 3,4
1954 Vol. 5 Nos. 1,2. 3
1955 Vol. 6 Nos. 2, 4
1956 Vol. 7 Nos. I, 4, 5, 6
1957 Vol. 8 Nos. I, 2. 3, 4, 6
1958 Vol. 9 Nos. 2, 5
1959 Vol. 10 No. 6
1960 Vol. 11 Nos. 3, 5, 6
1961 Vel. 12 Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
J962 Vol. 13 Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1963 Vol. 14 Nos. 2, ·3, 5
1964 Vol. 15 Nos. 2, 5, 6

Adll~rI;lem~nlS, with r~nritlD"Ce. should be nil" 1.0_ Cltftr"" Press Lld., 3 Cork SI .• Londort. W.l~
(R~Il~n' ~30l). JtQ/~ I J- a word. Mlnimllm t~,·. S"" ,,"m~rJ
orlra. R~pI;~. la Ba" " ..",ben
.11",,14 b~ ntt'
I~ "'me addreu.

r"

10'.
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CLUB NEWS

~ish

f~om

our visitors
W EshIps andall hope
they enJoy

ov.erseas the ver¥ best of luck i~. the championtheir stay and will be able to VISIt some of the

clubs who report in each issue.
We shall be back next issue with all the news of the other gliding that went on
during the championships.
Copy for inclusion in the August issue must reach me typed double spaced
by 30th June at 14 Little Brownings, London, S.E.23.
12//1 April. 1965
YVONNE BONHAM (Mrs.)
Club News Editor

AVRO

W

E now have permission from brmer.> and Air Traffic to do local
field landings, quite a few pilots require
checks prior to cross-coulltry clearance;
the fields are graded with the final one
having most of the usual hazards.
At the moment Malcolm Brocklehurst
is leading a "crash:' programme oh mods.
to one of our trailers, once this is
complete we will be moving around with
our T-21, and doing dual field landings.
Our first social occasion of the year
was a Hot POt and film show, and was
a most enjoyable evening, with a contingent of ex-members swelling our
ranks.
Tiro Brocklehurst, our 12-year-old
pilot, became a T.V. star overnight, he
wa's featured in ''HEADLtNERS'' fly,ing circuits in OUT T-3IB. Tim's father, Ron,
is now trying to steal the limelight back
again. by completing his 5 hours, our
first Silver leg this year.
J. A. K.

BATH (Keevil)

we approach the end of our second
A syear
of existence we look back upon

our progress with fair satisfacti.on.
Having started with literally notlring
in the kitty, we have attained the desirable situation of having, this last twelve
months, paid oUr way and shown a slight
profit.
This has been mainly due to a hardworking nucleus of members who have
sla<ved unselfishly for the benefit of the
dub.
We held our second Annual Dinner
on 2nd April, the guests of honeur being
John WiHiamson and his charming wife.
John, in his speeeh, paid tribute to oUr
progress and po,inted out that last year
we achieved the second highest ratio of
1st solos to number of launches - a
point that none of us had realised at
the time.
We were able to wish lohn all the
very best in the forthcoming world
championships.
Flying-wise, we have now dieselised
our winch, and we are in the proc~ss of
dieselisinga towing vehicle. We hope
these two developments will cut om
cost even fur,ther.
Add to these two methods of launching
John Graves with his Auster and we

reaUy hope to accomplish a record number of launches this season.
The latest syndicate aircraft is a 463,
which joins the Olympia and Swallow
alreadY well established.
Footnote to long-suffering gliding
wives - think yourselves lucky that not
all husbands own and fly tug aircraft.
I could take you to a house right now
where you would find a certain Auster
having a refit. You would find tbe mainplanes being re-cO\<ered in the lounge,
tne "'prop." standing behind the door,
etc.
K. N. S.

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
E mov,ed back to Qur home site
W
at Blackpool Airport early in
November and have 'had a satisfactory
winter with very few unflyable days.
There was some interesting soaring on
north winds during February.
We have had an extraordinarily dry
winter here in North-We,t Lancashire;
practically no snow, very little fog, but
an odd weekend or two of Force 8.
Arrangements are now comolete to
move to our summer site at Salmesbury
Airfield, which lies between Preston and
Blackburn, and it is opportune to recond
our thanks to our TechnicaJ Offieer,
John GibsOJ;l, and also to our Chief and
Assistant Engineers Malcolm Eaves and
Terry Hogben respectively for so
thorQughly preparing the equipment i.n
readiness for a busy summer.
At this time of the vear we have
always a feeling of deep gratitude to
English Electric for the continued availability of Samlesbury Airfield. Blackpool Airport, where our popular clubhouse is situated, is an ideal winter site,
but it cannot be compared with Samlesbury so far as soaring is concerned and
also. of course. there is no air traffic
at weekend to harass and frustrate us.
Jnconclusion, We should like to mention that there is alwavs a warm welcome at ol:lr clubhouse' for visiting flying types and their friends - so let
"Breezy Blackpool" be your "Goal" in more ways than one.
J, S. A.

CORNISH.
have been so busy doing things
W Elately,
that we haven't had time
to write about them.

We have had a re-organisation< of our
Committee system and. acting on< the
principle that a change is as good as,
a, rest, a number of people have ex.
changed hats. George Coli ins has taken
over fr€lm Tony Lapham as C.F.I., Tony
has become Technical Officer instead of
George Tuson. who moves to the
"Chair" in order to give Ernie Hayman
a well-earned rest. Ernie becomes Deputy
C.F.l and Safety Offi<;er.
Things have been going great guns
on the fiying side. We now hav.e a Ford
F.lOO tr\lck and a Blanik. The former
bas increased our average launch height
by at least 25% and the latter has, confirmed what we suspected, namely that
there is quite a lot of thermal activity
in Cornwall if you have the right aircraft to find it with. Within an hour
of its arrival, the Blanik ha'd been to
3,500 ft. in a clear blue sky. (Our thanks
to Andy Gough for aero-towing it down
from Oxford.)
Sinc.e the Blanik arrived, the Tiger
has really begun to earn its keep: if
the present rate continues we shall more
than treble the number 0f aero-tows we
did last year.
Our course~, start on 3rd Mav and
go on until mid-September. B~oKirigs are
well spread out over the penod, but we
still have some vacancies if am:one is
looking for a nice gliding holiday in
Cornwall.
G. E. T.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
HIS year, by some miracle, the summer arrived in early spring'. Our fleet
T
of three training two-seaters, one T-49,
four intermediate and. two high-performance sailplanes, has not had, its usual
winter sleep as "flying was impossible on
only one weekend.
Many of the Club's new instructors
have made visits to Lasham on instructor
training weeks in the early months of
this vear. Thev have returned wiser men
with 'more confidence in their own tIying,
and an enthusiasm to teach others.
At the time of writing it appe.ars many
pilots will be away from the home site
at Easter. competing at or visiting other
clubs. However, to increase our chances
of soaring this year, from 21st April we
shall commence flying on Wednesday
and Thurs<lav afternoons and e.venings
as well as at weekends. An adval:lced
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soaring week is planned from 26th June
to 4th July, and the return weekend
competition with the Midland Club wi'll
decide the temporary ownership of the
Beer Tray.
As always, Camphill welcomes visitors. but jf you are bringing a glider and
crew and wish to stay a week, please
let us know in advance.
D. M. K.

DORSET
HE Dorset Gliding Club (as the
T
BJackmore Vale Gliding Club) was
founded
a few enthusiasts in 1961 and
by

flew at He.nstridge. disused airfield. Later
it moved south nearer the coast and was
joined by members of another new club,
the Bovington Garrison Gliding Club.
At present we are negotiating for a
more suitable site and have three club
aircraft. six privately owned aircraft. a
Tiger Moth, seventy full-flying members
and seventeen associate members.
As we I.ike to welcome visitors from
(]lverseas we have a special temporary
full-flying membership fee of one guinea
a month for experienced glider pilots
from abroad.
P. J. H.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
HE fine weather at the end of March
T
saw the beginning of our soar,ing
for this year with Charlie Park doing a
couple of hours irr the Prefect. The. T·31
and Tutor have also been in demand and
the "460" syndicate are just completing
their C. of A. at the time of writing.
This spring we have been able to help
the newly-formed Edinburgh University
Gliding Club with some circuits on
Saturdays in our T-31. We wish them
every success and hope that we may be
able to co-operate to our mutual advantage. 'We also have more new members
to keep the two-seater going.
The housing development on part of
the aerodrome is now very close to the
end of the main runway' and we may
not be able to enjoy the use of the runways for very much longer. Active site
investigation therefore is likely to be a
prominent feature this summer as our
hill site at Thornhill has been partly
ploughed by the farmer.
We would be very pleased to welcome
any visitors frem other clubs during the
summer, preferably airborne. G. J. K.

the smile of
confidence

GLIDER PA,RACHUTES
IRVING AIR CHUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LTO
LETCHWORTH • HERTFORDSHIRE • TEI,,:
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GLASGOW &
WEST OF SCOTLAND
LTHOUGH o'ur Club has not fea.', tured' 1I) Club News for an issue or
two, things have not been at a standstill, although, as usual, flying ceased for
the months of January / March.
Our tecbnical department has been
hard at work carrying out modification
work to our Tutor and giving the T-21
its C. of A. We are especially grateful
to Ol!lr Ground Engineer, Jack MacGregor, who has spent many hours during the "dark months" fettling the aircraft.
On the social side, our monthly meetings have been generally well attended,
when lectures on various gliding subjects
were given and an assorte·d selection of
films sho,wn. We have not yet decided:
\\ihetber tbe members came along for
the instructional .lectures or for the
Jiquic refreshment which flowed freely
thr'Qughout the meetings.
By the time this edition goes to' print
we hope t:> have sampled the Scottish
thermals again back at our Fintry site.
For the past nine months we have been
based at Strathaven, Lanarkshire. but
due to the airfield being closed for
extensive alterations we have been
forced to return to our home site.
finally, may we we!cc-me the foreign
contingents to the W'Orld Championships and hope thev have a pleasant
staiY in Britain.
T. J. G.

A

KENT
HE A.G.M., beld at Kent County
T
Fire H.Q. on 3rd April, was very
well attended. Tug Burne was re-elected
Chairman; Robin Wilson, secretary;
Roger Nea.me, treasurer. After the formal meeting an informal discussion was
held.
A number of members soloed in the
autumn, among them Pauline Dunk. our
first lady member to do' so for some
yeilrs; Mike Honev got his C illso in
the autumn. On 27th March Bill Gilrtland in tbe Skylilrk 4 WilS towed to the
ridge at Wye, where I:e soared for three
hours before landing. Thermals started
in February tbis year, and we are hoping
that with regular aerllHcws from the
Tiger Club, we shall have a first-class
soaring. ,season.
P. B.

LAKES
DVERSE weather at weekends has
A
, cramped flying during the' winter
montlis but frustrated pilots have found
employment as labourers extraordinary
at tbe "pyramids" in other words
the new dulilroom.
Thanks to willing helpers construction
proceeds apace under the direction of
a few experts whose experience and
ability have proved invaluable. We fee!
confident that the premises will be comforta ble by the tIme the first course
meets in June.
Among our distinguished visitors we
have had the privilege of entertaining
Tony Lapham, former C.F.\. of the:
Cornish Club. Some of our pilots were
able to fly with him and at least one
had his first solo immediately afterwards.
David Millet has been appointed
Senior Flving Instructor ta the West
Wale~ Club and Derek Sandford has
b~en transferred to work in Derbv. I'n
their r;::;pective spheres they have made
great contributions to the welfare of the
Lakes. We congratulate them on their
preferment and wish them wen.

F. G. R.

LASHAM
club statistics
U NFORTUNATELY
published in the last issue of
gave a distorted picSAIL-

PLAN/; AND GLlDlNG

tureof Lasham operations in that they
reported only the operations of the
Society which provides the premises and
launching facilities and the Training
School, and omitted all the results of
tlie dubs which operate the soaring
aircraft.
The figures shoWIl are therefore correct so far as launches are concerned.
but are quite misleading as to hours
flying, cross-country miles and certifi·
cates gained, si'lee none of the club
figures were included in the total. We
really did get a few Silver Cs during
the year!
Similarly, the statistics as to courses,
namely 42 courses and 140 pU!,i1s. were
Provided in respcnse to a B.G.A. Questionnain;. "How man v ab·initio cQurses
did vou hold in 1964 ?" Since it has been
our 'policy at Las:,am to providl! a fair
number of advanced courses, the statis~55

tics for courses were correspondingly
understated by about 60.
In future. we hope that the individual
clubs' results w.iII be shown seoarately in
SAILPLANE AN.D GLIDING. We'find thal
this arrangement of a consortium of
clubs works very well; the Society can
concentrate on the management of the
Centre and the clubs can get on with
the more serious business of soaring.
Ho.wever. th~t is all past history; at
the time of wrning we are looking forward to the next soaring season and
bave already. filched the "plate" back
from Duns.ta.ble. We are also geared up
for the tramlng season with three T-49's
and the Blanik. Turnround at the wirelaunch point is much quicker now that
we have abandoned the winch aDd are
operating the 2-car system from the
runways; we find that ID normal conditions we can keep up an average rate
of one I~unch to a! least 1,000 feet e~ery
three n:'IDutes, whl~h Dot only removes
frustratIOn. but gIves us an effective
A. D. F.
increase in capacity.

LEICESTERSHIRE (Rearsby)
LEICESTERSHIRE Gliding Club has
now been resurrected from its many
years of inactivity by giving its name
to the late East Midlands Club at
Rearsby. Now there will be no chance
of confusion with either the Midland or
E'!'st Midlands (R.A.F.) clubs. We are
still aer~-tow ~aunch!ng only at Rearsby
and findmg thIS policy to be suc·cessful
after our early leething troubles.
Our flying fleet now comprises: one
Capstan and one Olympia (Club owned);
one Skylark 4. one Ka-6, one Dart and
one elderly Olympia (syndicate owned).
A second syndicate owned Ka-6 will
soon be arriving.
Our seas~n started well on 20th
March when Ivan Vesty and Dennis
Halton soared in wave. to 7,500 ft. and
6.500 fl. respectivelv, right over the airfield.
.Then. on 4th April. came our first
g?Od th~rm~1 day. Long spells of no
aircraft ID Sight and a solitary Waiting
Tiger. Two triangle tasks we're completed, thirty-two fiying hours were
10~lled by our six aircraft and John
Wlllett was la~t seen heading in a northeasterly direction. Congralulations John
on a Silver distance.
D. H. A. '
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LINCOLNSHIRE
SINCE our first operational weekend
have
most
satlsfact<>ry progress. The Club now has
7.0 fu.lly paid up members, and the addition _of a Grunau Baby brings our
syndIcate owned fleet to three. We hope
to add a further ~-31 to our present
overworked and solitary club aircraft.
Four months' weekend flying have
produced 1,200 launches all by
Champ auto-tow. Eight new members
have done credit to our C.F.r. Siggy
Romrig with first solos. Don Studholme
goes on record for the Club's first solo
and was closely followed by his equally
bug bitten colleague Len Greatorex.
Tbes.e two soon converted to their
Grunau Baby. when Len reversed the
batting order to be our first new member to achieve his C.
E. B.
~f 29th November, 1964, we
co~tlDued to make steady and

MIDLAND
N Sunday, 28th March we held our
O
Annual General Meeting. Appointed
to the Committee were John Anstey. Ran
Hayes and Alan Parkinson, in succession
to Norman Groucutt. Mike Randle and
Bob Swift, who stood down. Our sincere
thanks go to Norman, Mike and Bob
for the work they haye done whilst on
the Committee. The other Committee
Members and Officers continued in
office.
'fhis season we intend to organize a
rew small informal weekend competitions
ID an attempt to encourage more crosscountry flying from the Mynd.
We are pleased to welcome back Peter
Wulff. who u5ed to be a regular visitor
to the Mynd, and who has rejoined his
old syndicate.
Radio is becoming increasingly popular amongst our private owners. 'Pilots
have reported hearing messages being
passed at Lasham and Rearsby.
A scheme to- have telephone communication between the winch and the
launching point is to be tried in the
fond hope that the launching rate can
K. R. M.
be improved.

NEWCASTLE
ITTLE of general interest has happened at Carlton since the last Club
L
Notes were writte:l. Flying has continued

each weekend and although the number
of launches increases r,ather slowly, the
av,erage duration of the flights is very
satisfactory. In fact our avera,ge fli,ght
time this year is
minutes, and with
the start of the thermal seasQn we hope
to maintain or improve on this figure.
One of our two tractors has recently
returned from an overhaul and our
since~e thanks in this connection a.e
due to Dennis Snaith, the latest recruit
to the M.T. Department.
Almost as the last of the winter snows
melted from the site, steps were taken
to ,encourage the growth of much needed
grass. Parts of the site were once again
covered in a white mantel, but this time
it was lime not snow, ;mu we are aU
hoping that our efforts this yea~ will
be succe3sfuL It's amazing h{)w grass
grows where you don't want it, but won't
grow where you do.
Several members' courses have been
arranged for the coming months, ,and
it is anticipated that evening flying will
be continued throughout the summer,
provided that there is sufficient demand,
on Wedne3day and Friday evenings.
At long last, work is in hand on the
erection of a permanent workshop to
replace our old faithful, but very un,ightly, "tin hut". This should be a
most useful addition to our buildings.
B. W. B.

"8

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
is now twelve months
I Tmoved
from Podington to

since we
Cranfield
and it is possible to review the Club's
progress.
Operations began disaslrously with a
loss of about 15 members; a major accident to the T -2 J a'nd later a breakdown
of the winch wupled with poor 'flying
weather. However, after two months
conditions improved and with the help
of the College Club uaining became
possible in their Bocian. Later a twoseater was hired and the Club began
to find its feet again.
The year finished up with 2,494
launches and 250 hours in the bag. compared with 2.015 launches and 233 hours
in 1963; a membership of 60 ami even
a bank balance.
The Club has been considering the
possibility for s.ome time of purchasing
another Swallow. however a Sky and
trailer came on the market and this has
been purchased instead, making our
fleet up to four sailplanes.
Club syndicates are operating a Skylark and an Olympia.
This year it is proposed to fiy on
Thursday even:ngs, and run a flying fortnight in the first two weeks in August.
There will be an emphasis on crosscountry flying and the acquisition of
Silveif Cs.
R. N. W. K.

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB - [n conjuncti;n lVi(h Norfolk. Education Committee.
the club ran a youth (Qurse during the EasIer holiday - believed /0 be the firs/
of its k.h7d in England. [lis/ruc/or John Law/on is poitrling. Kei/h Pw:/on on lef/.

NORTHUMBRIA
HE soaring season opened at Hedley
1'el1 on 28th February but by 3 p.m.
the therm~ls were replaced by snow
<:fouds, whIch gave the heaviest fall of
the year and prevented all but 14 mem~rs from attending the film show next
night. Those. ~ho aid come enjoyed a
very entertammg show and a plentiful
supply of sandwiches, to which our
rather plump CF.l. did more than
justice.
The spell of anticyclonic weather
whic~ until now has precluded thermai
actIVIty, broke on Sundav 3rd April
a!1d members were treated' to the rar~
Sight of the T-21, Ka-7 and Eagle airborne simultaneously.
Encouraged by the streets of cu
reaching far in the distance, Alen Brow~
set off for Silver C aistance, but only
reached Whalton, about 16 miles away.
After scratching round at a very low
level for a long time, squealing in PT()test, the Eagle finally managed to get
away and followed the Ka-7 only to
run ou~ of lift at R.A.F. Ou'ston,' embarras~mgly nearby for retrieve by road.
. 8ehmd the scenes, work has been gomg on to produce an airworthy Tutor
and two-drum winch, neither is yet in
service but this is expected very soon.
The grants from the Countv Education Committee and the Department of
Education and Science towards the T·21
have helped to bring finances into the
black again a~d negotiations for a long
lease on the. slle are progressing well.
Tn May tbe Club is having a week's
course at Portmoak and Dave Wilson
has entered the Doncaster Regionals in
July.
P. W. L.

T

OUSE
THE soaring season has now started
. with a bang - the first good day
bemg 28th February, when Dave
Roberts, .fto~ Swinderby, sportingly
brought hiS Tiger Moth to give us our
first taste of aero-towing. Our thanks
also to tug pilot Con Greaves, who com~leted some 40 excellent tows. ConditIons were so good we had to imoose a
time limit on the Swallow to give' pilots
the chance of an aeTO-tow.
March brought -the Club its first C
of the year by Les Smith. An early
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morning start brought its reward wben
John Taylor ana Keith Massey did half~n-hour aD;d one hour plus respectively
m wave With the Swallow. Weak wave
conditions persisted aB day and both
Norman Worthy and again John Taylor
completed flights of over an hour. Our
hard-working secretary, Ron Taylor has
the distjnction of being the first member
to achieve his C under wave conditions.
The following week-end, Mike Annison, "Andy" Anderson, Dennis Yeates
and Peter Oglesby all achieved C flights.
The way Apdy whistled up to 3,500 ft.
above our heads in 20 up was a sight
for sore eyes. Ron Taylor and Les Smith
have converted to the Swallow while
Keith Massey and Norman Worthy are
promoted to passenger pilots.
Tim Wray has broken Les Bellamy's
height record with a climb to 5,200 ft.
for the first Silver C leg of the year.
This record didn't last long, however,
for Jim Smith wound his way to
6.100 ft. By the wav some of 'these
SwaUow pundits are 'gerforming, Les's
duration ,md distance legs are also in
danger of being cracked.
G. L. B.

OXFORD
HE fourteenth A.G.M. of the Club
T
accepted the principle that the club's
basic charges must be met by subscriptions and the annual fee is now £10
wtth a 20% reduction for the Private
Owner.
There has. of course. been an "Oxford" club for more than fourteen years
but the on Iv dIrect link with the club
founded by Robert Krol'lfeld in the early
30's is an item in the annual statement
of accounts.
The winter months have produced little
flying and it is but small consolation
that this year so far, we have exactly
doubled the figures for the same period
in 1964.
On the ground, however, there has
been much activity. The new winch continues to ~row and the working party led
by Bob Collisson and Trevor Moss has
converted our building to provide a
stores which is unbelie.vab1y tidy and a
workshop both spacious and cosy.
With a somewhat s!>artan c1ubroom, it
could be that next winter, instead of
"hangar flying" around the stove, mem-

bers may find it more comf.ortable to
direet their ,energies to more useful
effect.
The Club will make its contribution
to the World Championships on the
ground, amongst the Observer Teams,
and in the air, where Skylark 4 No. 169
will fly "incognito" as "No. 37" for
Israel.
A. S.

SCOTTISH

W

INTER wave flying has been common at Portmoak fOf some years
now, and conditions were at their best on
4th and 5th February. The flying which
took place on Sunday, 4th is described
in detail elsewhere, and congratulations
are due to those who completed diamond, gold and silver legs that day. The
wave persisted throughout Monday,
although it was more difficult to reach
and work it than on the previous day.
The most notable flight was made by
Valerie Wyles, who was aero-towed to
3,000 ft. above Newburgh, en the east
coast, climbcd to 9,000 ft. and flew
across the breadth of the country to land
at Wemyss Bay; on the Firth of Clyde
(74 miles) thus completing her Silver C.
The same day, Jimmy Rae made an outand-return trip to Loch Lomond in the
Skylark 3 and brought back photographs
of his CrossfelI vario at the top of the
3X scale.
With the apllroach of spring, several
new projects are under way. A new
bridge is to be built over the ditch at
the gate, and a concrete floor is to be
put in the hangar. which has recently
had improved lighting installed. C. of
A. inspections are well in hand. and an
experimental section of nylon-sheathed
launcning cable is in use, the theory
being that the nylon will protect the
cable from abrasion by the ash which we
use to fill up the holes in the field. On
tbe trainimg side, a ca,rd system has
been set up to keep track of the progress of the growing numbers of presolo pupils.
The weather during late February and
IyIarch was generally unexceptional, with
little soarin.g possible. However, 28th
March produced low-altitude wave in a
Southerly wind. probably triggered off
by Benarty Hill, and this enabled John
Goudie (Olympia) and Jack Melrose
(Weihe) to gain their Si,lver heights.

Thermals appeared in earnest for the
first time on 3rd April. Several of the
private owners hope to be competi:ng in
2. M.
this year's regionals.

SOUTHDOWN
.URING the first three months of
D
the year, although we fly only at
weekends, there were no less than seven
days on which we soared our ridge. On
two weekends we were blessed with
thermals and there were several local
soaring flights, limited only by our pet
Airway.
On 14th February we were very
pleased to see members of the Kent
club with their Skyla'rk, and indeed any
visitors will always be made most welcome.
We are at present running a. Spot
Landing Competition with the Tutor,
which is Droving most amusing, even
embarrassing. for SOme partidpants.
E. M. K.

STAFFOllDSHIRE
HE excellent weather of recent weekT
ends has encouragc:d good attendances at Meir with a satisfactory increase
in launches given. A further increase is
anticipated when out diesel wincn goes
into regular service. It was successfully
commissioned on 14th March and gave
about a dozen experimental launches
proving itself capable of launching any
of the club fl'eet. It is now having minor
modifications to its control system prior
to entering service. We expect to obtain
a big fuel economy with this winch.
Our aero-towing facility is now selfcO[ltained tbanks to the assistance of
the Coventry Club, who checked out
our tug llilots over a period of several
weeks. We hope to reciprocate by lehding them our tug during the Regionals
in July. Several private owner groups
have visited Meir recently to sample
our conditions and towing. Most of
them have had good soaring flights during their stay.
Sunday. 4th April was an excellent
soa.ring day with good thermals to 45,000 ft. These we~c extel1s.ively used
and some goed heights and durations
recorded by pilots warming up for Silver
C attempts later in the season.
A. W. H. L. W.
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SURREY

I

N tbe earliest Spring days we at Lasham have been enjoying all types of
soaring except hill l:ift. Sea breeze fronts
appellred at the end of February, and
again a classic one the last weekend in
March. On the day of the RG.A. Ball
wave soaring was possible, and the thermal season began early. In suitable conditions we soar a section of the South
Downs, which are only ten minutes
aero-tow from the airfield, but the winds
have not obliged recently.
The Club was very pleased to be
awarded the B.G.A.'s Douglas Tropi:ly
fos 1964 for three flights in Club Skylarks by Dr. Brennig lames, Alan Purnell and Harry Howitt which totalled
655 cross-couniry miles.
Last season three Gold and sixteen
Silver C badges were completed by
Surrey pilots, and the total cross-country
mileage by the Club fleet (consisting
entirely of Skylarks) was 7.460 miles.
2.056 hours were flown from 2,784
launches, giving an average flight length,
summer and winter, of 44 minutes. We

give these figures beca.use they were
entirely omitted fr<om Lasham's statistics
as published in the last issue of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING.

P. G.

SWINDON
WINDON Gliding Club, being the
S
. nearest Club to South Cerney, is.
of course, very much looking forward to
the World Gliding Championships. The
Club and members are anxious to help
and assist in any way they can any
visitors. who care to visit our South
Marston hDme drome during this period.
We shaH be organizing passen~r
glider flights during the World Championship, and we also expect to be fiying every day at South Marston as
well as acting .as the host field for aero'
planes coming in from everywhere.
Club achievements since last communication - Geoff. Turner attained a Silver
C height in the new syndicate Skylark 4,
Margaret Young got !'ler C and we
expect our Olympia back any day now
after C. ef A.
P. C.

SOUTH WALES GLIDING CLUB - Memben· of the Club with their T-31 and
members of the Eglwysilan. Mynydd Mayo and Graigevan Llyshan Pony Club.
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Wou:estershire Club's partially completed clubhouse.

WORCESTERSHIRE
4th April brought near perSUNDAY,
feet conditions to Bickmarsh. Unfortunately we were caught, as it were,
with our winches down, and could only
look longingly at the sky and reflect
sadly on what mi!ht have been.
Nevertheless a hard core of stalwarts
have put in a lot of work. This has
resulte'd in the T-31 being complete
with C. of A. and spoilers and the club
having a clubhouse. Before the ~inter's
activities are forgotten due credIt must
be given to Ron Freeman for the excellent job of organizing the Annual Dinner and Dance.
Some new additions have been made
to OUr stable, these include a Tutor with
spoilers and canopy, a diesel oper~ted
generator and a tractor for cable retneving. An extension to the fro~t of our
hangar which is proceedmg Will. enable
us to leave the aircraft fullv ngged, a
great saving in time and temper.
Perhaps the most pleasing news for
us has been the instructor's category
gained by Bob Baker. This, of course,
opens the door to full B.G.A. membership with its attendant benefits.
Holiday courses. which pro·ved so

popular last year with n:embers, ~re
beLng run again, and are m fact bemg
extended over a longer period so that
the maximum number of people can
take advantage of them. We have every
hope of an active and successful season.
R. C. S.

YORKSHIRE
HE Yorkshire Club have taken 0e
T
winter opportunity to have theIr
annual overhaul of equipment and to do
our sums to check against our steadily
rising costs. Our financial year was
changed to coincide with the calendar
year and the result has been a very
small surplus which is encouraging after
a difficult year financially.
The Annual General Meeting was held
in November, when John Reussner. who
has been the Club Committee Chairman
for some ten years, retired and Chris
Riddell was elected in his place. Chris
retired as C.El. and his place has been
taken by Henry Doktor, our resident
instructor for some years.
In December Jack Martin,. our steward, left us to take up another post, an~
Mrs. Susan Doxtor assumed responsIbility fOT winter catering. SusaD's ea:orts
have b~en first-class and have prOVided
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us with weekend refreshment until Mr.
and Mrs. Parkinson took up the position
of stewards on the first of April. Susan
Doktor remains as Clubhouse Chairman
and, with Henry, is responsible for the
overall running of the clubhouse and
courses.
The Tiger Moth was sold at the beginning of the year and in its place a
Beagle Terrier is available. This aircraft
is a good deal more comfortable and
pulls them up quicker than the Tiger.
A heater and three seats widens its scope
quite considerably.
The arrival of this aircraft and the
very warm late March weather has given
us some very good flying. On the 27th
of March Cliff Banks and Ralph Hindle
got up to 10,800 ft. in a wave flying their
Blanik, and the following weekend,
Barry Goldsborough flew a 74-mile triangle on Saturday, 3rd April, follewed
by a 7D-mile out-and-return to Barnard
Castle the following day. Both flights
were in his Sky, now refurbished and
looking very well.
We were pleased to welcome a party
of members from the East Midlands
Gliding Club with their Tiger Moth during February, and although the weather
was not sympathetic, plenty of flying
was done. We plan a number of courses
this year and look forward to many visitors from other Clubs, and if you arrive
by air, call us up on the radio before
you come in.
J. C. R.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (Colerne)
NCE again the February-March
O
. period has been relatively "flat" and
aerial activity largely confined to ups
and downs with an average of four
minutes between them, although we did
have two days when the green ball
hovered bravely in the top half of the
tube.
For several weeks the T-21 trailer
stood at readiness for the inaugural beat
on our new ridge near Bath racecourse;
th~ great day dawned, 27th March, when
an early start saw us rigging alii the
top in the "quiet" behind the ridge
while 20 knots flowed steadily overhead. C.F.!. "Tug" Willson took the first
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flight with your scribe, and such was
the lift that five hour plans were hastily
conceived and the T-21 regained the
deck with the G meter reading + 2!
During the day, however, conditions
slowly changed; nevertheless it is obvious
we have a first-class site and every credit
is due to Tug for this sp1el,'ldid addition
to our local facilities anti to our potential.
Bannerdown, as usual, will contribute
in various ways to the total R.A.F.
'effort to the Wodd Gliding Championships, which includes the provision at
South Cerney for a month of 30 Chipmunks and pilots, static and flying displays and marshalling, launching and
controlling staffs.
P. H.

EAST ANGLIAN (Waterbeach)
N 1st April the East Anglian Glid·
O
ing Club merged with the Fenland
Club, which is situated at FeltwelI.
Although losing our identity of East
Anglian we make a flourishing club even
stronger, and face the prospect of a
successful summer season.
The weekend of the 27th-28th March
saw the last of our activities at Waterbeach. and the occasion was marked
by a' party in the c1ubroom.
This party also served as the club's
farewell to Dave Paton, our aircraft
member, to wh(lm so much is owed for
the way he "kept 'em flying". Dave has
now left the R.A.F. and is continuing to
seNice sailplanes at Dunstable.
Our C.F.!., Jack Alcock, leaves for
Germany in June on posting, with our
best wishes and most sincere thanks for
his keen interest in club activities.
East Anglian ~ailplanes and equipment
are now redistrihuted among RAFGSA
Clubs. However, we have taken tbe Sedbergh and Grunau with us to Feltwell,
together with a diesel winch. .
Ex-members of East Anghan may
regret the demise of this happy club,
but the name will be perpetuated on the
John Hall trophy, a link with the past
which is now held by Fenland for
annual award.
E. E.

EAST MIDLANDS (Swinderby)

our last appearance in these
· lNCE
columns. the tempo has slackened
S
somewhat due to bad weather. During

this period, however, a ridge which
looked marginal at first near Caistor
turned out to be quite soarable as Don
Austin proved in the SF-26. Plans are
being made for much greater use of this,
although it is a fair distance from Swinderby.
A new Olympia 463 has been added
to the fleet, also a second canopied T-21
in exchange for the Kranich.
A group of club members visited
Sulton Bank for some wave 'soaring but
the weather was against them and little
flying was done.
Dave Burton soloed in the T-21 for
his A and B eert., Tom Lawson, Derek
Burton and Tex Horton soared the
Grunao for their C and Mrs. Burton flew
the Grunau to North Coates for Silver
distance and height.
Con Greaves had a very interesting
wave flight over Swinderby from an
acro-tow. He reached 10,000 feet when
he had to leave lift because of failing
light.
J. G. W.

FENLAND (R.A.F. Feltwell)
HIS season promises to be the best
T
ever for "Fenland", as all our equipment is on top line, and we now look
forward to enjoying the fruits of our
winter labours.
A and B Certificates have been gained
by two of our U.S A.F. members, Jim
Rears, and "Chuck" Lennors. FlightLieutenant Laurie Rowe also made the
grade.
A warm welcome is extended to
members of the East Anglian Club (late
of R.A.F. Waterbeach) whose amalgamation with us is now complete. We
hope they enjoy their gliding with us
as much as they did at their own site.
Colin Elliott has returned from a recategorisation course at the R.A.F.G.S.A.
~entre, and now sports his B category
IOstructor's ticket.
A "Soaring Fortnight" will be run
from R.A.F. Feltwell, with operations
each and every day from Saturday. 29th
ay to Sunday. 13th June inclusive. A
Warm welcome is extended to any
~.A.F.G.S.A. members in our area durIng this time, and there will be plenty
of fiying each and every day.
To bring the records straight. after
OUr amalgamation with East Anglian,

our aircraft fleet now consists of two
T-21's, two Grunau's, an Olympia 2B,
Gull I and a Ka-6. We also have two
diesel winches, with a third one being
converted.
We would finally like to wish all corn·
petitors in the World Championships
every success, and we further hope our
foreign visitors enjoy their stay in this
C. R. E.
beautiful country of ours.

HERON (R.N.A.S. Yeovilton)
FTER the Christmas leave period
A
fiying stopped for a spell to allow
major inspections to be carried out and
the ground equipment to be overhauled
in readiness for the 1965 season.
The Heron Club came second to
Portsmouth in the Home Air Command
Trophy for 1964, having doubled its 1963
points score. We are making strenuous
efforts to improve in similar manner
this year, in the hope that we can unseat Portsmouth.
Our first flying day in February produced thermal conditions and a longest
local flight of I hI. 35 min. by Ray
Foot in his Skylark 3F. This promising
start was completdy reversed the following weekend when the airfield was
snowbound!
Colin Hart obtained his A and B
certificates on our second flying day.
Since then conditions have in the main
been stable, instruction of our new
members has progressed favourably and
we hope to see more new pilots sol~
very soon. Experiments in running winch
and auto launches together have worked
well and boosted our launch rate. In all.
prospects for the coming season look
most promising.
Robbie Robinsoo will be taking the
Club Olympia to Bicester for the IntetServices Competition and our Secretary,
Mike Livesay, is crewing for Nicbolas.
Gocdhart in the World Championships.
M. 1..
at South Cerney.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL
HE Annual General Meeting of the'
T
Club held recently was attended by
thirty-four members. In his opening
address, Humphry Dimock. thanked John
Staoley for his efforts in org;lOising the
Dunkeswell R.N.G.S.A. Competition, and:
also Peter Dav,ies, C.FJ.; John Limb~
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Treasurer; Eddie Warburton, Ground
Engineer, and Leslie Vine, Secretary,
for all the hard work they had put in
to make last season a successful one.
He also informed the meeting that the
Club proposed to purchase a Swallow
for the coming season.
A ballot for the Committee resulted in
the election of Lionel Bowles, lan Hammond. Keith Morton. Pat Ring and
Peter Wilson.
The C.F.!., in his report. thanked lan
Hammond for his efforts to form the
Tiger Moth Syndicate and also Keith
MortoD for taking on the task of Records
Secretary. He announced that it was
proposed to train a further five Club
I nstruetors to alleviate the current shortage. Those chosen were Mike Berridge.
Des Biggs. John Limb, Leslie Vine and
Alan WilJiams.
The Goodhart Trophy for the member who has sbown improvement in his
flying and has been, generally, a good
club member was awarded to Mike "B<:rridge.
L. D. V.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
~onsists

UR club fleet now
of two
O
T-2ls's, one modified for solo ballast, and a Swallow. We operate from an
unmade track alongside a 3.000-yard
runway. Launching is by winch. a
Pfeifer and a Wild. and we also have
a tractor for cable retrieving. We have
a steel hangar which has been built by
self-help.. We glide summer and winter
on Saturday afternoons and Sundays.
During the winter thermal conditions are
good, with tops generally around 5,000 ft.
Our recQrd altitude is 9,000 ft. Lee waves
are frequently observed over the centre'
of the island, formed by the Troodos
mountain range (height 6,000 ft.). Unfortunately cross-<:ountry flying is not
allowed. During the summer months
temperatures are around lOO°F. and
there is a persistent inversion at about
100 ft., these conditions last from May
to September. We have a total membership of approximately seventy service
personnel and families and an active

Some members of the Crusaders Gliding Club with the Club's entire fleet.
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membership of about thirty.
In the last month we have had four
A and B certificates, by Alan Madge,
Tom Beck, Mick Reynolds and Neville
Ward. Bob Miller and Peter Latham
have converted tQ the Swallow. Despite
much interference by powered aircraft
we have done a fair bit of soaring, with
many flights of one hour duration. Nor-

.

mally landings have been caused by
powered aircraft movements rather than
lack of lift. Soaring is now becoming
commonplace and most members have
indulged.
It is hoped to hold a camp over the
Easter period at the Dhekelia airstrip,
where there is a ridge as well as good
thermal country.
J. D. B.

:OVERSEAS NEWS
.,: '!

We would be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in the
world where sO;lring is done. - A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

ARGENTINA
Contest 37 gliders took
I Npart,the National
17 in the Open Class, with a

handicap system for marks, and 18
Ka-6's in the one-type class. Both classes
were classified as ODe to determine the
12 pilots who had to participate in the
Selection Contest, which started two
days after the Nationals had finished.
During the Nationals only four tasks
were flown in 10 days owing to weather
conditions, and in the Selection Contest
5 tasks in 6 days.
Hossinger won in the Open Class with
a Standard Austria SH, and Picchio
won in the Standard Class in a Ka-6.
JORGE BERTO:-lI

Mc. Bertoni has kindly enclosed al1
tbe daily score sheets for both meetings,
and a table showing the handicap factor
for all sailplane types in Argentina
(except the Standard Austria SH with
0.51 and an unidentified machine with
~.71). This table, given below, helps to
Identify the types f1.own which are not
mentioned in the score sheets.

Handicap Factors
Factor
Type
Factor Type
0.68
Grunau Baby 1.000 Sky 34
0.67
Hiilter
1.000 Condor 4
0.65
1.000
Blanik
Schw.2-22
0.65
Tutor
1.000
Skylark 2
0.62
Rhonbussard 0.88 Ka-6
0.62
Specht
0.88 M-lOO
0.60
Olympia
0.82
Foka
0.59
Kranich 2
0.82 Skylark 3
0.56
Spalinger
0.82
Skylark 4
0.56
0.76
lefir 2
Fauvel Av36
0.52
St. Austria
Ka-8
0.69
Daily Results
JAN. 7TH.-Distance along a fixed
course: won in the Open Class by
Oddone in a Skylark 3 with 115.7 km.
(adjusted to 68.26 km. by 0.59 handicap).
Rizzi, in Sky, had second highest score
with 87.5 km. (adjusted, 59.5); but Hossinger made second best distance,
108 km. (adjusted, 55.1).
The One-class contestants, all flying
the Ka-6 type, had the same task (as on
all days); Berreta won with 1342 km.,
and two others exceeded all the Open
Class pilots.
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STANDARD SAILPLANE M-100 5
IN SERIES PRODUCTION IN
ITALY AND IN FRANCEHolder of the Italian, French and
F.A.A. Airworthiness Certificate
-Exported in European countries
and oVerseas. Two entries in the
1965 World Glidin~ Championsh'ps.

)f.

...
...

HIGH PERFORMANCE-STRENGTH
SAFE STALLING AND SPINNING
SUITABLE FOR COMPlnnON AND CLUB FtYING

ri~~in~ and de-rigging performed in 1 min. 32 sec. + 1 min. 10 sec.
before the O.S.T.I.V. Jury in Argentina
DELIVERY IN A FEW MONTHS
For further information and technical brochure write to,
From the U.K.,

V.G.AlRCRAFT LTD•• Tring Road. Dunstable. B4td..
From other countries:

AER-PEGASO S.p.A., Via Colombo '5, Torino (Italy)

MARFA SOARING CAMP
MARFA, TEXAS, U.S.A.

July 15 through August 15, 1965
EVERYTHING THAT IS NECESSARy ....
Indoor Storage

Radio

Unrestricted Traffic
Scenic Rea.uty

Weather

Crews

Good People

Tow Planes

Good Accommodation
Good SQaring

And GO<ld Times for Atl ....

MARFA AVIATION AND SOARING SOCIETY

Post OHice Box 732., Marla, Texas, U.S.A. 79843
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JAN 8TH.-In a goal-and-return race of
195 km., Hossinger won both on points
and on absolute speed, 83.SS km./h.
Rlzzi was second on points with a Sky
at 57.1 km·/h., but Minuzzi in a Standard Austria, though placed 7th, averaged 79.4 km./h. Urbancic won in the
One-Class with 73.42 km./h.
JAN 9TH.-Hossinger again won the
task, a dog-leg race of 16.8 km., by being
the only pilot to get there. Sara, in a
Ka-8, came second on points with a
distance of 146 km., but Benudez nearly
finished the course with 165 km. in a
Sky. In the One-Class contest only Craz
got there.
JAN. IITH.-Hossinger won a lOO-km.
triangle race at 98.02 km./h. Rizzi with
his Sky came 2nd on points, with
64.47 kin./h., but Fleiderman and Stanley, each in a Standard Austria, went
faster at 78.22 and 77.47 km./h. Fittipaldi won at 75.06 km./h. in the OneClass.
Le~ding Final Results
Pilof
Glider
Points
Hossinger St. Austria SH
3759.0
Sara
Ka-8
2768.0
Rizzi
Sky 34
2706.3
Oddone
Skylark 3
2392.7
Caro
.?
2143.4
Vega
SI. Austria
1815.4
Fleiderman SI. Austria
1533.7
Penna
Skylark 3
1529.4
10 the One-elass contest Picchio won
with 3366.7 points.
SeJcctioa Cootest
Twelve pilots took part in this, and
no handicap factors were applied.
JAN. 19tH.-A 203-km. triangle was
completed by only three pilots: Hossinger at 71.54 km./h., Frene (Ka-6) at
54.68, and Aracil (Ka-6) at 46.89.
JAN. 2OTH.-A 102-km. goal race was
c?ITIpleted by Sara at 71.30 km./h. and
Plcchio at 54.88. Four other scored, but
Hossinger did not. All scorers flew
Ka-6's except Rizzi (Sky).
JAN. 22ND.-])og-leg goal raCe, 122.5
km., coml'lcted by nine pilots_ Best
speeds: Frene (Ka-6) 61.23 km./h.,
Rizzi (Sky) 58.59, Cruz (Ka-6) 57.30,
Hossinger (St. Austria SH) 57.12.
JAN. 23R!>.-Distance along a line;
best performances, Berreta 205 km., O.
Sara 204.45, Cruz 203.5, Bueno 203.4,
Hossinger· 202.75, all with Ka-6 except
Hossinger.

JAN.
24TH.-Goal-and-return
race,
219 km., completed only by Hossinger
at 71.4 km./h. and Bueno at 560.
Leading total points for the contest·
Hossinger 3,885.J, Frene 3552.7, Picchi~
3452.0, Aracil 3303.7, P. Sara 3149.1.

AUSTRALIA
sailplanes were lined up for
PORTY
the opening ceremony of the National
Championships at Benalla, Victoria, performed on 27th December by the
Australian gliding pioneer, the Hon.
W. R. Garrett. To provide a spectacle
a lOO-km. triangle was set, League i
to go twice round ana League 2 once
round. As the lift was only to 4,000 ft.
and scratchy, the public were well entertained. Winners: League I, 1. BlackwelI
in . Ka-6 at 37.4 m.p.h. (6 got round
tWIce); League 2, A. Thompson in
Nymph at 25.7 m.p.h. (5 got round). On 29th Dec., in a 20-25 kt. wind
with good lift to 4,000 ft. and a~
occasional 6,000, Malcolm links won a
114-mile out-and-return to Tocumwal in
a Ka-6 at. 42.2 ~.p.h. "by usjn~ only
the best hft a\JaJlable and pressmg on
down to 1,000 ft. to find it." Second:
A. Johnson in Arrow at 37.4 m.p.h. In
League 2, D. Curry in ES-5? won a
132-mile downwind goal
race at
36.7 m.p.h.
Only two League 1 pilots completed
a 30o-km. triangle on 30th Dec., J.
Blackwell at 30.9 and R. Deane at
27.8 m.p.h., each in a Ka-6; the 2nd
leg was into a 10-25 kt. wind and the
3rd leg crossed irrigation areas around
Shel'))arton. Jack Iggulden's Boomerang
caught its tail skia on power wires and
he retired from the contest with a
cracked vertebra. A. Thompson, in a
Nymph, won an out-and-return to
Tocumwal at 24.5 m.p.h. in League 2.
Short tasks were set on 31st Dec. to
get everyone back to see the New Year
in. and nearly everyone completed them.
Winner in League I, R. Martin in ES-{)O,
out-and-return Tocumwal at 41.5 m.p.h.;
next best speeds, two Arrows at 37.5
and 36.9, Foka at 36.7, two Ka-{)'s at
36.1 and 35.9, Mucha at 35.2. In League
2, R. Barrington won a lOO-km. triangle race at 43.0 m.p.h. in a Cherokee.
The Australian 30o-km. triangle record
was beaten three times in quick succes·
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sion 00 1st Jan., by Dick Deane at
39.2 m.p.h., G. Sutherland at 40.2, and
M. Jinks at 42.3, each in a Ka-6. Bob
Rowe, in a Boomerang, would also
have beaten tbe record but for striking
heavy sink on bis final glide. League 2
had the same task but none completed
it. Winds were light.
A visiter from New Zealand, Peter
Heginbotham, with a Ka-6, won on
2nd Jan. by going III miles on an uncompleted lSD-mile out-and-return. Only
Col Churches in a Ka-6 kept airborne
when high cloud brought everyone else
down during the morning; then a brisk
wind sprang up after lunch and cumulus
began. Leajue 2's best distance was
44 miles bv G. Horwood in a Cherokee
along a M-mile out-and-return.
On 4th Jan. the best lift was over
League I's turning point, Deniliquin,
giving pilots the false impression that
difficult conditions had improved. Only
twocomp1eted the 188-mile course, J.
Blackwell and J. Northover at 33.1 and
28.5 m.p.h .. each in a Ka-6. Bob Rowe
flew the Boomerang that didn't - he
overshot the turning-point into New
South Wales and landed there. League 2
failed to complete a 114-mile out-andreturn; M. Page went 74 miles in ao
Olympia, and two borne-built Cherokees
each made 54 miles.
Four completed a 124-mile out-andreturn for League I 00 5th Jan.: M.
links in a Ka-6 at 31.4 m.D.h., A. lohnson in an Arrow at 30.6. Derek Reid in
a Skylark at 30.0, and W. Simpson in a
Ka-6 at 27.4. League 2 had a 44-mile
goal race won by R. Cannelan in an
ES-S2 with the help of handicap points.
League 1 had a dog-leg race, into
wind (17 kt.) and then downwind, on
6th Jan., won by Blackwell in a Ka-6
at 50.7 m.p.h. League 2 had yesterday's
task, WOD by P. Greatwood in a Nymph
at 50.8 m.p.h.
Peter Heginbotham had two tries at a
IIO-km. triangle on 7th Jan. and went
faster the second time, at 45.9 m.p.h.;
so did COlt, at 46.4. but Churches won
with %.6 the first time round. In League
2, R. Urbonas went fastest on a 12-mile
out-and-return at 432 m.p.h. in an
Olympia, but J. Crawley won at
23.4 m.p.h. in an ES-52 with handicap
help.
By this time the leaders in League 1,

with their average daily scores, were:
M. Jinks 1,000 (he shared his machine
but won every time he ftew), J. Blackwell 968.8, A. Johnson 917, D. Reid 851.
But Reid lost this place on 8th Jan.,
coming 10th in a 30o-km. triangle,
which R. Deane won in a Ka-6 at
35 m.p.h. League 2 had a 215-km. triangle.
On the final day, 9th Jan., League 1
had a 21S-km. triangle, won by J. Coolhass in a Paka at 43.8 m.p.h., and
League 2 a 11O-km. triangle. After next
day's closing ceremony, Max Howland
in a Ka-6, Ian Aspland in a Mucha, and
Maurice Bradney in an Arrow all flew
homewards 330 miles north to Narromine, obtaining their Distance Diamonds.
Final Scores Lea&ue 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15~

Pilot
Glider
M. Jinks
Ka-6
J. Blackwell
Ka-6
A. Johnson
Arrow
Ka·6
C. Churches
R. Martin
ES-60
D. Reid
Skylark
J. Nortbover
Ka-6
S. Cox
Ka-6
P. Heginbotham
Ka-6
Ka-6
R. Deane
Arrow
L. Harrison
J. Rowe
ES-60
A. Patching
Ka-6
Ka-6
W. Simpson
C. Deland
Ka·7
64 pilots competed
League :z

1
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I.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Pilot
Glider
R. Curry
ES-57
1. Crawley
ES-S2
M. Page
Olympia
F. Smith
Cherokee
G. Horwood
Cherokee
33 competitors scored_

Av. daily
points
992
960
921
841
835
829
822
791

789
772
769
756
740
736
724

Av. daily
points
901
885
862
816
764

BRAZIL
HE 8th National Championships were
T
held at Sao Jose dos Campos in midDecember. In poor weather, five contest days were possible. Owiog to the
variety of sailplane types a handicap
system was used. Georg MUnch became
Brazilian Champion for the fourth time
in a BN-1.
Aero Revue

V. G. Aircraft Limited
Efficient and speedy Col As,
Repairs, also trailers, to
your specification.
W",hltops:-

Tring Road, Dunstable
Phone: Dunstable 63419

on test flight had no elevator control,
and in another Dew machine on test
the tail broke; both pilots were saved
by parachute. A rudder cable broke but
the pilot landed without injury. A 10year-old machine proved almost uncontrollable but was landed from 100 ft.;
it had spent several years in a cellar,
and was passed for flying without being
weighed; damp had got into the end of
the
fuselage.
Another
10-year-old
machine broke on landing. A twoseater spun in with fatal result to instructor and pupil, and a single-seater spun
Aerokurief
into a river from 800 ft.

FINLAND
were 169 sailplanes reg.istered
GHANA
Tl:lliR~
ill FlIi1and on 1st February, mclud-

ing two unairworthy school gliders. The

most numerous types were PIK-15 {28),
Ka-6 (17), Rhonlerche II (15), Ka-8B
(13), Vasama (11) and Grunau Baby (8).
Fly v

HE gliding school at Afienya, about
T
25 miles from Accra, is to be
developed into a youth centre for train-

ing youths from other parts of Afriea.
The principal of the school is Hanna
Reitscb.

GERMANY WEST
regional contests arc announM ANY
ced. That for Schleswig-Holstein,

Bremen and Hamburg is at Itzehoe, 15th25th May. For Lower Saxony and Berlin, at Wunstorf, 27th May-7th June.
Bessen, Rbeinland-Pfalz and Saar, at
Eilertchen, 3rd-13th June. Bavaria at
Roth, 4th-13th June. Baden-Wiirttemberg
at Klippeneck, 18th-27th June. Nordrhein-Westfalen at Oerlinghausc:n, 21st
June-4th July.
ACCIDENT
ANALYSls.-DuTing
1964
there were 74 severe accidents with 14
fatalities; it was the worst year since
~958. Of these, 42 occurred while land109; 14 during WiDCh launch (most due
to cable break below 100 m. and pilot's
attempt to turn back); 2 on aero-tow
(both due to unconventional attitudes
causing structural failure); 6 while slopesoaring (two spun in, one hit a transport cable, the rest flew into tree-tops);
One collision between a Ka-7 and Ka-6,
from which the Ka·6 pilot saved himself
by parachute, but tbe two in the Ka-7
bad none.
S!rUCIUral faults accounted for 6:
WhIle a glider was upside-down a bolt
fe.1I from the aileron control; then a
Wing broke. A rudder was wrongly
~oupled but the pilot got down safely
ram a- winch launch. A new machine

IRELAND
E believe we are now on the verge
W
of receiVing official sanction to
aero-tow out of Baldonnel Aerodrome,
now re-named "Aerodrome Vie Easmuinn", or Casement Aerodrome. We
have been informed that "the licence
is being drafted", so perhaps the end of
the red tape is in sight. Meanwhile, all
members have been circularised re aerotow operation and procedure, and our
tug has been doing plenty of flying elsewhere, mostly at Collistown Airport.
Our new two-way radios are in a
somewhat gloomier position. Though
now in our possession, permission for
their use is still bogged in red tape.
However a comprehensive circular on
radio procedures, and the new phonetic
alphabet, is being carefully prepared.
The search tOJ a new soaring site
continues sporadically, like the thermals
at Baldonnel. Scarce though they are,
some lucky pilot manages to use a few
for an hour or two now and then.
Recently, Raymond Treacy went solo
on the Ka-7 two-seater, the first pupil
to do so under our new training scheme.
Congratulations Ray!
In recent months, Tom Evans' new
Ka-6, which arrived by sea last Decem269

ber, made ils maiden flight at Baldonnel.
It was followed shortly after by Michael
Slazenger's new OIYlJ1pia 419, which had
been aero-towed from England not long
previously and both are entered for the
World Championships. A four-man syndicate amongst our Members had bought
Michael's old prototype Olympia 1.
Also, the Bergfalke is flying at last, and
we have just heard our new Ka-8 is on
ils way. This will make a .total of 10
aircraft, including our tug, all rushing
our field at once, which will give rise to
some h.eadaches. To help alleviate this
difficulty, a system of Marshals has been
devised, with Oave Hooper as Chief
Marshal, and General Factotum. (Poor
Oave!)
As we go to Press, our World Championship Fund has already reached twothirds of the target. Mrs. Slazenger
~raciously gave the LG.A. the use of
Powerscourt Gardens for St. Patrick's
Day, which realised approximately £48,
in spite of being almost washed out by
the weather. However. to swell our
coffers further, Count -de la Poer has
kindly organised a Gliding Field-Day in
his grounds at Clonmel.
C. G.

ITALY
OREIGN pilots who wish to do some
F
. gliding in Italy for a short perioo no
longer encounter the difficulties which
existed in the past. They only have to
show their licence and logbook. Only
pilots who intend to stay in Italy for a
long period require an official validation
of their licence.
The Gliding Centre of Varese (Centro
Studi del Volo a Vela Alpino), on the
north shore of the Lake of Varese. 31
miles from Milan. sends this welcome
news together with information abolJt
I"e Centre. There are ample hangars, a
workshop, about 15 different types of
S1ilplane and two types of tug (Stinson
15 and Domier 27), and a pleasant
r.1ubhouse; also a meteorological office.
In spring and summer there are good
Ihermals along the Alps and Alpine
foothiHs, and in autumn and winter N.W.
winds produce waves. Visiting pilots with
no experience of mountain soaring are
fir.t trained bv in,tructors in two-seaters.
The fol1owfn~ flying charges are made
(£1 = about 1,000 lira):270

Single-sealers, 3,100 I. per bour; twoseaters 4,000 I. per hour; tow to 600 m.,
2,000 I.; to 1,000 m., 3,000 L Fees can
be compounded at 18,000 I. for 10 hours,
or 31,000 L for 20 hours, exclUding tows.
Pilots bringing their own sailplanes are
charged 700 L per day for use of hangar
and airp.ort services, and 220 L per
minute for tows.
Reservations for lodging should be
made 20 days in advance. Prices vary
according to requirements; the minimum
for full board is 2,000 L per day. "On
request the gourmets can order rich and
delicious meals, although glider pilots
do not indulge in these luxuries ....'
The O.ST.LV. holds study and
research courses during the first 20 days
of September each year at the neighbouring village of Calcinate del Pesce; pilots
should apply through their national
governing bodies.

UNITED STATES

-- AVE
activity in the Sierras the
W
winter of 1964-65 has been chanu::terized by ground winds of unusual
inteTJsity and very turbulent air. For
some reason, ther,e have been no very
remarkable flights, despite the strong
conditions, or perhaps because of them.
As an example, on 22nd February, three
ships took off from Tehachapi but were
uvable to get above 15,000 ft. a.s.1. in
part because winds were so strong they
could not stay in the lift area. One of
the pilots, Earl Seagars, reported a solid
waJl of dust 40 miles in length reaching
from the ground (3,000 a.s.\.) to 15,000
a.s.1. Being unable to get back to the
take-off point, they flew along the wave
to an airport beyond the end of the
wall of dust, where they landed in
surface winds of 60 m.p.h. Fortunately
helpers were on hand and they got the
ships in hangars. A short time later the
control tower measured wind gusts of
90 m.p h.
The strong surface winds seem to come
in pulses along tongues perhaps a mile
or two wide and ten miles long, with a
direction p~rallel to the direction of
wind aloft. The effect is to create areas
of severe turbulence weJl up-wind and
down-wind of the roll doue! along a.nd
above· these tongues. This may have

been the undoing of another pilot one
week later in this same area.
Flying the Rebel, a ~ne-of-a·kind hi~
performan~ ShiP, with a three-piece
wing, 3-Dlamond pilot Bob Brown was
letting down for a landing apparently
well downwind of the roll cloud when
the outer wing on one side separated at
the attach point in severe turbulence.
Brown survived his jump from about
3,000 ft. above the ground, but it is
reported that he s.uffered painful injuries
fr'Qm being struck twice by the wreckage
after jumping and being dragged a long
way across the d€sert .af,ter landing. The
surface winds were estimated 10 be in
exceSS of 60 m.p,h. at the time, and the
same pulsing tongues were again in
evidence.
HARNER SELYlOOE.

IT.S.S.R.
EGIONAL Contests will be herd
in 34 different regions, each lasting
5 to 7 davs, Tasks will include lOO-km.
tri:mgles, 300-km_goal flight, and return
to start after being towed 75-125 km.
away from it. Wil1neroS of the "Regionals" will take part in the "Final" oonte t of the two-year Spartakiad, in which
a SOU-km, triangle may be set. Winners
of this contest will go to the 17th Russian national meeting.
MASTERS OF SP()RT.~New regulations
for Masters of Soort of various grades
came into force on 1st January. To be
a Master in the International Class one
must finish 1st to 5tb in a World Champi l l11ship or 1st to 3rd in a major international contest, or in either case win
a daily task; or one must set up a
regional speed or height record of world
standarcl and then, in the course of a
_ear, make a triangular or out-and-return
flight of 500 km. or free distance of
550 km.; or one must set up- two world's
records in the oourse of two years.
To qualify as Master of Sport. one
must either win 1st to 5th place ID a
R.ussian national contest or win a task
and accumulate 80% of the winner's
points; or fulfil required standards for
speed and distance on condition that 10
other First Grade Sportsmen arc doing
them at the same time; or set up a
national record €If r.egionalstandard.
To qualify as First Grade 'Sportsman
one must fulfil the norms for speed and
distance; for Second Grade, norms for

R

distance; for Third Grade complete one's
ab-initio training' and be passed out as
..good....
Speed norms for Master of Sport are
50 km./h. for 20o-km. triangle (or twice
100 km.), and 60 km./h. (50 for First
Grade) for lOO-km. triangle. Speed norms
for Master of Sport (1st and 2nd Grade
in brackets) .are: free distance 350 km.
(250, 100); or out-and-return 300 km.
(200, 70); or triangle 300 km. (200, 100).
(Translated by C. WILLS).
Krilya Rodiny

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFlELD, GLOUCESTER
the,M. hiU and wn'e so-ring .t a
silo on the wlste,n edge of rh. Cohwolds, N.ar Stroud
FI•• t includ•• Skylark n, Olympia, s..enow, Pro/.d end
W. cfl., .x~.Uent

DUll rraining M8chin... A.,oto.,ill' .Ylilabf•.
C_"denlable Cl"bhous... firsl-cll" C.fl•.-en, 8unkho~n..
.n-d

e.r.

Summer Citiding Holidays for eb-inilio Non-Members.

Write to: BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD. Nr. STONEHOUSE, GLOS.
T.lephone ULn 342

DO YOUR GLIDING ON THE CORNISH RIVIERA

THE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
01/." cours.. b.'....n 3rd MAY end 131h SEPTEMBER
on Us m.gnificenl c~st.1 Ctin SoariR9 ~I.
in Ihl h.ea:rr of Ihis .....-.et h.olida'y .r.
B.G.A. Categorised Instructors

2.

millS of golden sands. rlw best surf ba1hillg b..ch.s
i" Ihe counrry - and' .11
usual holiday amenilies.

"h.

Visitors always v.ry .elco.._
Id_I few 1....,1....nd frl••ds

Apply, D. BOLTON,
SPINDLE COTT'AGE, TRISPEN.
TRURO, (;ORNWALl

NIt:

The Derbyshire ,and tancas'hire
GUDING CLUB
Camphill. Great Huc:klo...... Mr. lideswell.
Derbyshire
The,Club h.,"hree dual control gliders and offer-s .1.,,"","
"ry. in'erllMdill', and high .performlince facilili., and
traininsl.P,iWlt. OWI'Mll' ut.... dIor. Th' comfort.bl.·Club
Houle, Dormilori" and Canleen .r. und., Ihe car. 0' •
I"'dlnl Sf....,d a"d SI.wadiUs. At Calnphilllth.,•• r.
.U thoM Ihings which make Ih. compl.t. Gliding Club.
Wrn. to the· Secref.ry for d.tail" of M'lI'Ibtfship and
SUMlMir touts".
Telephone Tid.... e1r 207
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1965 Season
DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLIDING CLUB LTD.

A Gliding HoI.iday in Kent
with the Kent Gliding Club on theit new site
at Charing 00 the North Downs overlook.ing
the beautiful Kentish Weald.
Come and learn to Fly on a weeks course
fOr only 18 gns.
Qualiited Instructors, dual control Gliders.

omit. 'rom:
A. L CoMna.

Prebble. Hill Cottop, Plucklev,
Ashforcl, Kent

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals. wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse
Good food
Bat
RESIOENTI,I,L SUMMER COUItSES
Writ. '0: "ENQUIRIES",

1 HiDcroft, Gunnery Road,
CHURCH'STRETTON, Shropshire
Tel. Linle... 206

TAKE A COURSE AT
LONDON GLIDING CLUB

-v-=-

,.tl. A.....d e.

-~-~-

A few vacancies available on our
special two-week beginners courses.
Write for illustrated brouchure to the
Course Office.
tJtCElLENT CLUB HOUSl. RESTAURANT, DORMItS
AND fUllY liCENSED BAR.

Ju"'or league weeD (Task . . . ks). Co"'~tition
...per.nee under the guidance of the 196.
Nalio".1 Ch••pton, Mr. J. FieldeR.

Two .nIt coin,," for
HoIid.y courses 'or .11.

. .::-

FLYING EVERY DAY
Com~titors

and etews 'rom th. World
Champ;onsltip. w.lcom. at Ounslabl•.

Seftd S.A.E. for details to t
Hon. Course Sec., Pencross Hemyock..

Cutlotnpton.. D*VOh.

2'72

LONDON

GLIDING CUll. DUNSTABLE,
Te" Dunstable 63419

BEDS

WEST WALES

Scottish Gliding Union
PORTMOAX. SCOTLAND WELL.
BY KINRO'SS

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, ex~ellent
bedroom accommodation, full catering
and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet Residentlnstructor
AerQ Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNl. 'to SEPTeMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary fo, further

details

Whifhybush Alnlold. Havonordwost.
Pemb,okeshir.
lh. Club is '8nl,.lIy situated for over 70 miles

0'

Natio'n.1 P.,k CoastJine offering ..nspoilt beaches end
excellent facilities for open air holidllYS.

Th. Gliding CI"b is offering fixed price Gliding
Holidays from April to September. launching from lh,. .
,u.nweys. by .uto~low# winch ~u,d aerc-Iow.
'For the begjnrHt'~ instruct.on on, side-by-side Slingsby
T·21 .nd Swallow.
Fo, Ihe advanced. high performance Itaining on
Cap~an. Sky 01 SkyJark 3F. Mro·tows by T.ugmastor
So.rin'9 on N, E, Wind S flcing cliffs. AccomlJ'odation
in lu'hy licensed residenlial clubhouse, with ",alo and
fcntallo ,donniloties. wjth new intelior IPrungl -single beds..
Illustrated btochure and details from Clarence Esplanade,

To"by 2705.

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Sutton link. Think. Nllrth Yorkshiro
Finesl Wave, Thermal and Hi" ~ring above
th. HI,..blelcn HUls; Slo-pel between South
and North Wesl. Fully Residential. C;entrally
h"led. mod.r" Clubhouse; offering con~e"ial
atmosphere. Modern n.el 01 Sailplanes and
dllll.occntro' '"in.,•. ViJilors alwlyS
Welcome. Membership delails from Ih.
Gen.,.l Secretary. Summ., Hofid'ay Cou,se,
• ..,.ilaible for Novices .nd Solo pilot,.
Der.Ut 'rom Ihe Course Secrelary

Tol"l>oo"ol SuItO" (Thirskl 237
Doet.ro us your ;",,1 this yo.,

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Fleet: for 1965 :
TWO SKYLARK 4'5
TWO SKYLARK3Fs

FOUR SKYLARK 2/5
The Surrey Club welcomes new members who are already solo pilots of
Skylark standard. Train to this standard in the Lasham Gliding Society's School.
Write to the Secretary for membership details of the Club or the Society, or
better still pay a visit to Lasham and see for yourself the unrivalled facilities
we offer.

The Secretary, Lasham Gliding Centre, Nr. Alton, Hants.
PhOl)e: Merr;ard 270

LASHAM GLIDING' CENTRE

W.D. &. H.O. WILLS
are pleased to support the
WORI.JD GLIDING CHA~fPIONSHIPS
South Cel'uey, Gloncestershire,
.~fay29th to June 13th
'and to present the
w.n. & H.O. 'VILI.JS
)VORLD GI.JIDING TROPHY
Il(ustrated: The Capstan Slingsby Trainer presented to the British Glid·in(J. Association by
W.D. &: H.O. WiUs for the training of glirfing instrucU>rs.

